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Abstract
Tremendous amount of data generated due to increasing no of users every day in the

technology world.  It is difficult to manage huge amount of discrete data with the traditional

network.  Even it is difficult to manage with technologies such as big data, cloud computing

in traditional network. Software defined networking brings all the functionalities to a single

location and making centralized decision. Controllers are the main entities of the SDN

design, which governs decisions while routing packets. Centralized decision increases

performance of the network. Distributed SDN controllers are physically distributed and

logically centralized.

In this research work, we presented basics of Distributed SDN controllers with its properties.

It also presents design choice of distributed SDN controllers and its analysis based on switch

to controller connection, network information distribution strategy, controller coordination

strategy, and In-band vs. Out-of-band connection strategy. We studied classification of

existing SDN controllers vide their logical design (hierarchical/flat model), programming

language, modularity, application domain, etc. We categorize fault management issues in

management plane, control plane and infrastructure plane and their interface. Extensive

literature survey ends with the research gap and eventually, concentrated on the faults

generated through overloading of the controllers. Our research work intended to develop a

model of robust distributed SDN controller. This novel model named as a DCFT (Distributed

Controller Fault Tolerance) model. The model added with additional fault tolerance plane

between application plane and control plane in the SDN stack. Model contains modules at

different planes in the SDN stack. Data plane contains switches, controllers are managed at

control plane. Internal communication among the controllers are managed with internal

communication module at control plane. Load calculation and decision-making module

helps in calculation of the load of each SDN controller and forward it to coordinator

controller election module. It will decide coordinator controller of the model. Switch

migration module at the fault tolerance plane migrates the switches to the least loaded

controller on overloading. DCFT module manages the state of all the controllers. For the

sample, three fault cases are managed by the fault tolerance module. Transaction module

provides an interface called by the SDN application to achieve ACID properties. It will take

SDN update from many applications, devises the ACID execution of the concurrent updates,
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and at the end binds the updates to the network. We evaluate performance of the model (1)

with and without coordinator controller (2) before and after switch migration and (3) in

transaction management module. We concluded that model reduces in packet delay, rate of

load balancing, and eventually achieve higher throughput at the cost of communication

overhead.

Our model provides strongly consistent, fault tolerance control plane in distributed SDN

controller and behave the same as fault free distributed SDN for its users (end-hosts and

network application).
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of SDN

The Internet has prompted the production of computerized society, where (nearly)

everything is associated and is available from anyplace. The tremendous amount of

data generated every day in the technology world. It is difficult to manage a huge

amount of discrete data with the traditional network.  Even it is difficult to manage

with technologies such as big data, cloud computing in traditional network.

Software defined networking brings all the functionalities to a single location and

making a centralized decision. Controllers are the main entities of the SDN design,

which governs decisions while routing packets. Centralized decision increases the

performance of the network. Distributed SDN controllers are physically distributed

and logically centralized. Compared to SDN traditional IP networks are complex

and difficult to handle [1].

OpenFlow protocol is used for communication between the control plane and data

plane. Now the network administrator can handle different merchant-specific

devices through a single software console. The controller has a global view of the

whole network. To introduce new functionality or program it just needs to place it

in controller [2].

1.2 What is Software Defined Networking (SDN)?

On the working of Openflow technology in 2008, the SDN concept was invented at

Stanford University in 2009. There are many occasions where network industries

shifted from this original view of SDN, by referring to anything that involves

software as being SDN. Control logic of the routing devices placed into a

centralized controller with the hope that we can have a single point of control. Data

plane holds the routers in some topological fashion and performing of forwarding

of data packets based on the decisions taken by the controller.

SDN offers the following advantages as compared to traditional networks [3].

 Simpler modifications in the network.
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 Global network state, sharing of global knowledge of network architecture

with each other.

 It provides high-level network rules, to amend the network as device-level

dependency is eliminated to some extent. So from single software console,

devices with different make can be operated.

 The centralized controller provides global view, so the addition of new

functionality will be added to central controller only and it becomes very

easy.

Kreutz et al [1] defined SDN as network architecture as follows.

(1) Integration of the control plane and the data plane breaks in SDN. The control

logic of the routing devices placed in the centralized controller with the hope that

we can have a single point of control [1].  While the data plane would be handling

forwarding devices.

(2) A flow is defined by match-action criterion. It is a sequence of packets between

source and destination. All packets are having the same criterion receive the same

services from the forwarding devices. [4][5][6]. flow programming implements

flow tables [7].

(3) Control logic hold by the external entity called the SDN controller. SDN

controller facilitates the programming of the forwarding device. Network Operating

System (NOS) or Controller is a software platform that provides essential resources

for programming of forwarding devices.

(4) NOS holds software applications which communicate with data plane devices.

It’s considered as the main value of the SDN.

Such logical centralization of the control logic in SDN offers the following benefits:

 It’s used high-level language and software components to modify network

rules, and not dependent on low-level device specific configurations.

 It inevitably responds to the forged changes of the network state and thus

manage the high-level rules integrity.

 The centralization control logic leads global network state and simplifies

the expansion of refined networking services and applications.
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Figure 1 SDN architecture and its fundamental abstraction [1]

Three main abstractions are categorized in SDN as (i) forwarding (ii) distribution

(iii) specification. Figure 1 shows different layers of the SDN stack.

Forwarding abstraction should permit any forwarding actions to insist on the

network application while hiding facts of the core hardware. The distribution

abstraction should demonstrate the logically centralized, physically distributed

state. The common distribution layer performed the installation of the control

commands on the forwarding devices along with communication with other SDN

controllers through East/Westbound APIs. It also gathers information on the status

of the networking devices and links, for the global network view to all network

applications.

Specification abstraction allows network applications to achieve the desired

network performance through a network programming language. Physical

configuration to abstract configuration mapped with it.
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1.3 Advantage of Software Defined Networking (SDN) over
Traditional Networking

Figure 2 Traditional networking versus Software Defined Networking (SDN). [1]

It is difficult to add new functionality to traditional network due to robust pairing

amid the control plane and data plane. It’s mentioned in Figure 2. Upgradation of

the control plane required new hardware and new routing algorithms. A few

expensive and difficult to configure devices such as IDS and firewalls, load

balancers, etc. would be working as a middleboxes in traditional networks,

similarly, it is hard to change in network topology configurations in a traditional

network.

In comparison, SDN breaks the integration between the control plane from the

network devices, called network operating system or SDN controller. This SDN

approach has several advantages:
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 SDN applications can be easily programmed, because of abstractions facilitated by

the control platform.

 Global network state would be shared by all the SDN applications, provides

consistency.

 Reconfiguration in different network segments would be easy. Installation of new

tasks would be easy in any segment.

 Any two SDN applications can be combined together easily to generate desired

output [8]. Load balancing having more priority than the routing applications. So it

runs first.

1.4 Terminology used throughout the research work:

Forwarding Devices (FD): They are routers, switches, etc. lying at data plane,

normally its hardware devices, sometimes software based also. They had well

defined flow rules to take actions on the incoming packets such as forward to

specific posts, drop or forward to the controller, rewrite some header. These

instructions are well defined by southbound interfaces such as Openflow [8],

ForCES [10], and Protocol Obvious Forwarding (POF) [11].

Data Plane (DP): Wireless and wired cables are used to interconnect the devices.

Data plane would be defined by the collection of underlying devices arranged in

topological fashion.

Southbound Interface (SI): It is the communication protocol between data plane

devices and control plane components. It defines instruction set of the forwarding

devices. Examples of SI protocols are Openflow [8], Netconf, SNMP, OVSDB, etc.

Control Plane (CP): It works as a main element of the SDN controller. It is used

for the programming of the data plane elements. Control plane formed with SDN

applications and controllers.

Northbound Interface (NI): API provided by the network operating system would

be used by application developers to communicate with the control plane.

Northbound interface abstracts the low level instruction sets used by southbound
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interfaces to program forwarding devices. Rest API, Pyretic, frenetic, procera, etc.

are the protocols used for it.

Management Plane (MP): Control programs to design network strategies and

control logic would be installed in SDN application at Management Plane. It will

interact with control plane by Openflow Northbound API. In doing so, SDN

applications communicate their network requirements to the SDN controller which

translates them into southbound specific commands and forwarding rules dictating

the behavior of the individual data plane devices.

1.5 Distributed Controllers with SDN

Figure 3 Three layer distributed SDN architecture [12]

The distributed controller holds the property of fault tolerance. In case of failure of

any node, another node will take care the functionality of the node along with the

orphan switches and provides fault management.

Figure 3 demonstrate three layer distributed SDN architecture. Multiple controllers

are used to implement distributed SDN architecture. A single controller can’t

provide fault management when it fails. Multiple controllers manages different
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segments of the network. On failure of any one of them, only part of the network

influences and rest network would be continued. Finally distributed controller

provides scalability, availability, resilience to the control plane and reduce the

impact of problems caused by a network partition.

Scalability in SDN reflects the capacity of the SDN controller in handling multiple

forwarding path requests from switches. Similarly, robustness refers to safety

against failure. A single SDN controller has a single point of failure problem. When

controller fails switches will miss their ability to forward the new packets and,

eventually entire network will break. Distributed SDN controller will be useful to

solve the problem of scalability and robustness.

Eastbound and westbound API:

Figure 4 Distributed Controllers: East/westbound APIs [3]

Figure 4 shows East/westbound APIs. It is used by distributed controllers for

intercommunication. Both controllers import/export data between them using this

interface. It is also used to check data inconsistency and monitoring notifications

whether the controller is up or failed due to any reason. Centralized and distributed

controllers with SDN are described in detail in Chapter 2 of the literature survey.

1.6 classification of faults in SDN

The main idea behind SDN is to remove the decisional part of the control plane

from network devices such as switches and routers and shift it to a single point of

control, the SDN control plane that manages all the equipment in a unified way.

The main concern of fault management is providing reliability [11]. Reliability

exploited by frequent network faults, and such faults are often new and difficult to

resolve with existing solutions. To ensure SDN reliability, fault management which
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is a concern with detecting, localizing, correcting, and preventing faults have

become key components of SDN network. We did an organized classification of

SDN faults, compare and analyzing existing fault management techniques of SDN

from the existing literature. We divided different type of faults into data plane,

control plane, and application plane as shown in Table 1.
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SDN Element Fault Short description Manifest symptoms Root Causes
Data plane Network

misconfiguration
Incorrect configuration in
DP

Network failures Flaws in the control logic and bugs in switch
hardware and software

Inconsistent rule
installation

Rules in the forwarding
table are not consistent with
the controller's view

Inconsistent network states Inconsistent switches, coding mistakes, hardware
errors, and external operations.

Functional defect Missing features and poor
compatibilities  and
interoperability

Missing error messages, easily triggered an
undesired shutdown, message reordering and
invalidate request, etc.

Inconsistent and/or incorrect implementations of
openflow specifications.

Control Plane Policy violation Installed policies violate the
network invariants or
operators specification

Network failures Policy flaws, policy conflicts, policy mistranslations,
and coding mistakes in the AP/CP.

Policy conflict Policies from different apps
conflicts with each other

Inconsistent network states and component
crashes

Independent development

Information
mistranslation

Incorrect translation of
policies into rules or
abstract network states

Inconsistent network states Logic errors and coding mistakes.

Inconsistent
controller states

Different controllers in a
cluster execute different
actions when processing the
same event

Inconsistent controller states and actions in
response to events

Design and logic flaws and software bugs.

Incorrect event
processing

External/internal events
cannot be processed
properly.

Abnormal warnings or errors service delays
or interruptions, abnormal network states an
invalid access.

Design logic flaws and coding mistakes.

Load Imbalance Overloading of packets on
switch/controllers

Switch or Controller failure due to
overload

Policy violation, coding mistake, logic flaws

Application
plane

Incorrect program
implementation

Apps process network
events incorrectly.

Silent discarding or messages abnormal
event responses and unexpected network
states.

Coding mistake and logic flaws.

Policy flaw Policies in apps
violet the network
properties or operators
specifications

Violation of invariants and unexpected
network states.

Coding mistake, insufficient system knowledge, and
misplaced assumptions.

Table 1 Classification of faults in SDN
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1.7 Motivation of the research

Traditional networks rely on physical infrastructures such as switches and routers

to run properly. While software-based network allows users to control the allocation

of resources at a virtual level through the control panel. Rather than interacting with

the physical infrastructure, the user is interacting with software for the provision of

new devices. From this perspective, the administrator can ascertain network paths

and actively configured network services. SDN also has more ability to

communicate with devices throughput the network than a traditional switch. The

core difference between the two can be summed up as virtualization. SDN

virtualizes the entire network. Virtualization creates the abstract version of your

physical network which allows resources to be provisioned from a centralized

location.

Software defined networking (SDN) adds flexibility and programmability in

network management by separating the control plane from the data plane.

Distributed controllers with SDN are logically centralized at the control plane and

physically distributed at the data plane. They are deployed to improve the adeptness

and accuracy of the control plane, which could isolate the network into few

subdomains with independent SDN controllers. Traffic is dynamic and

configuration between switch and controller is static.

Fault tolerance issues are present at each SDN layer and layer/interface. It was

investigated (1) what are the possible sources of the faults in this layer/interface (2)

what failures necessarily impacts this layer/interface? For instance, the failure of

the link that is not part of the control network (i.e. connects network devices to the

controller) may or may not affect the control and application layer. Thus the link

failure and control network failure are classified separately, the link failure in the

infrastructure layer and the network failure in the interface between infrastructure

and control.

The work presented in this research, focused on controller failover using load

balancing. In a distributed controller, the controller can connect to SDN devices into

the hierarchical or non-hierarchical mode. in the former switches sends their request

to the primary controller, and on the failure of the primary controller, switches must

contact to a pre-configured backup controller, In the later, switches connect
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simultaneously multiple controllers and send each request to all of them, which are

responsible to coordinating in order to handle redundant requests and responses.

We have named the proposed model as Distributed Controller Fault Tolerance

(DCFT) model which contains data plane, control plane, and application

(management) plane including one additional sub-layer called fault tolerance plane

in SDN stack, which is extended from the application plane. Fault tolerance sub-

layer comprises different modules such as switch migration module DCFT module,

fault tolerance module, and transaction management module, etc.

The work presented in this research contains four phases: (i) coordinator controller

election for load balancing (ii) switch migration for fault tolerance through load

balancing. (iii) Fault management cases (iv) transaction management for fault

tolerance and failure recovery.

1.7.1 Coordinator controller election for load balancing

Multiple controllers are available in the cluster of SDN controllers. The module

presents an election algorithm for the coordinator controller. The coordinator needs

to be chosen to take the decision of coordination along with its normal routing task

based on the policy decision received from the SDN applications. The module is

constantly running on each and every controller of the cluster. So it’s lying on the

control plane. It also stores a few controller information such as controller IP

address, capacity, and associated switch data. Controller capacity would be

measured through its packet handling capacity per second and its associated

switches. The limit of the controller would be decided by the controller’s threshold

value.

Hernandez et. al. [13] described a coordinator controller election algorithm by Raft

consensus method to provide fault tolerance to the distributed control plane. Raft

algorithm uses a replicated log and providing collaboration among the nodes or

servers at the time of disappointments of some of its nodes. It can be done by

replicating the state machine of the coordinator.

In our proposed model coordinator controller using by each controller for

synchronization which reduces memory requirement of replicated logs. Similarly,

Garcia-Molina’s leader election algorithm [14] [89] for synchronous distributed

system works well in a small group of nodes, and frequency of each node’s crash

failure is relatively low. In a large number of controllers, the execution speed of the
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controller will be very low. Our proposed model handles a number of flow requests

faster compared to Garcia-Molina’s algorithm.

1.7.2 Switch migration for fault tolerance

Dixit et. al. [15] [16] had described a distributed control plane and switch migration

method and equate with its previous work viz. towards an elastic distributed SDN

controller. They had proposed three properties to provide successful migration of a

switch but fault-tolerant mechanism and how to select controller or switch need to

be migrated was not discussed.

Yu et.al. [17] depicted a load balancing decision locally to reduce the migration

time. Their algorithm can’t work in the event of controller failure.

Hu et. al. [18] referenced method of load balancing problem. The centralized

controller, used for load balancing solution. A centralized controller is constrained

by memory, CPU power, and bandwidth. Along with it, a centralized node gathers

load information intermittently and it talks a lot of messages often with other

controllers, which will prompt to performance reduction of the whole system.

Aly et al. [19] mentioned the selection of destination backup controller based on a

span between switches and target controller, existing load, and percentage of packet

loss. The span between a switch and backup controller influence the packet

response time. Which moves the network model efficiency. Our model considered

the workload of the destination backup controller.

Hu tao et.al. [20] described a distributed decision mechanism (DDM) built on

switch migration in the multiple subdomain SDN networks. Based on the controller

load condition, they develop distributed migration choice fields. They search the

target controller based on information accumulation, switch migration. To achieve

ordered switch migration, set the migrating countdown. They had not discussed

controller failure management.

Finally from the extensive literature survey, we proposed DCFT (Distributed

Controller Fault Tolerance) model [21]. A switch migration method with a

coordinator controller election algorithm would be proposed for the load balancing.

The system architecture of the proposed model is with different modules such as

coordinator controller election, load collection, decision making, switch migration,
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and inter-controller messenger designed. On failure of the coordinator controller,

orphan switches would be taken care by switch migration algorithm, and new

coordinator would be elected through coordinator controller election algorithm.

Implement DCFT model through Mininet, check the results of the implementation.

The results demonstrated that our proposal would be able to gain load balancing

among distributed controllers while fault occurs, regardless network traffic

variation, and performed very well with reasonable increasing communication

overhead, reduces rate of load balancing and packet delay, and eventually get the

higher throughput.

1.7.3 Fault management cases

To assure the correctness of a logically centralized controller, a fault-tolerant

distributed SDN control plane has been built. Three fault cases considered as

follows, where the master controller can fail.

1. Before replicating the received event in the distributed log.

2. After replicating the event but before sending the commit request.

3. After sending the commit request message.

1.7.4 Transaction Management for fault tolerance and failure recovery

Transaction Management Module (TMM) is used for fault tolerance and failure

recovery.

TMM provides all four properties (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, and

Durability) and complements their insufficiency in each aspect. LegoSDN [22]

shows SDN applications and SDN controllers as processes. It can guarantee the

atomicity of all messages between processes. In case of failure replay it again. In

TMM atomicity is guaranteed with path setup, whose messages (e.g. one switch

update rule) include the once already processed, in-flight and being generated; and

this granularity required the design of transactions in the log module.

1.8 Research Gap

Table 1 shows the classification of faults and their sources, symptoms, causes at

different SDN layers. It is found from the extensive literature survey that rigorous

research work had been carried out in all the SDN layer for fault tolerance.
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Yu et.al. [17] reduces migration time, by taking load balancing decisions locally.

They work towards load balancing in distributed controllers by switch migration.

No description found in case of controller failure.

Yu et.al [23] described fault detection, localization, and resolution, prevention in

SDN.

Software based management would add few software bugs into the networks[23]

and the low network processing capability of SDN controllers, degrade the

reliability of network controls of the networks of the diverse sizes [24]. These

include all possibly cause faults in SDN and display different side effects and

complex root causes. For example state inconsistency between data plane and

control plane induces various types of networking failures such as forwarding loop

and blackhole. Root causes of such failures are vendor-specific optimization of the

switches [24] [25], software bugs in the control plane [15], or conflict among

different policies [26].

Many research carried out on fault management in SDN. It includes software

troubleshooting [9], forwarding path verification [26], policy conflict arbitration

[27], network behavior inspection [28], network measurement [29], as well as fault

recovery and tolerance design [29]. All are mainly concentrated on the reliability

of the SDN. However, all are given partial solutions, not a global one. So it may

generate a few side effects also.

Wu et.al [30] propose a QoS and cost-aware fault-tolerant scheme in multi-

controller SDNs by exploring a fine-grained trade-off between the controller cost

and recovery time. Considering the controller cost, load, and communication delay

in the failure recovery, they propose a heuristic algorithm to select backup

controllers aiming to minimize the average recovery time, meanwhile avoiding the

load oscillation in switch migration.

Authors in [12] [17] [23] [31] [32] [33] [56] have discussed solution of fault

management in SDN based on load balancing approach, but many of them have not

discussed fault management through switch migration, not managing control plane

state during a fault, etc. Dixit et. al. [15] [16] proposed distributed architecture of

SDN in which controller pool is there which can grow and shrink based on dynamic

load conditions. They had concentrated on the reduction of power consumption by
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switching off under loaded controllers. They do not propose any details of how to

select a controller or switch to migrate on overloading.

We had prepared Survey paper-based on the literature survey and published [34]

[35].

1.9 Highlights of our research

 We explored with fault management in Distributed Controller with SDN with

satisfactory research literature survey and derived different types of faults as

shown in Table 1.

 To ensure SDN reliability, fault management which is a concern with detecting,

localizing, correcting, and preventing faults has become a key component of

SDN networks. As SDN paradigm evolves additional fault types being exposed.

 We categorize different types of SDN faults, equate the existing fault

management solutions in the literature review, and create a gap analysis between

solutions developed in the academic research context and practical deployment.

Major concentration towards fault management in distributed SDN controllers

are still lacking.

 SDN separates data plane and control plane, a fault may occur at data plane,

control plane, application plane, and at any layer/interface. Our main

concentration is fault management in a distributed control plane by load

balancing through switch migration technique.

 Different types of faults occurred in SDN as shown in Table 1. We intended to

develop an algorithm for fault management due to (1) overloading of the

controller (2) overloading of a switch, with minimum data loss. We create a

model called Distributed Controller Fault Tolerance (DCFT) model. It consists

of algorithms of coordinator controller election, switch migration, transaction

management, etc. The architecture of the proposed model is described in section

3.1.

 For overloading of the controller in the distributed environment various

coordinator election methods studied [14] [36] and developed an own algorithm

of coordinator election [21]. Implementation results elect another controller

while the coordinator controller fails.
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 We did a survey of various switch migration technique, found several methods

proposed by previous researchers. Most of the methods are concentrating on no

of switches. flows/second (Mbit/s), migration cost (ms), the controller response

time (ms), throughput (Mbit/s), etc. we have taken packet delay(latency),

communication overhead, rate of load balancing and throughput as our

performance matrix parameters.

 We create one custom topology with ten controllers, check the performance of

our model on it. Similarly, check our model on the other well-known topologies

called Abilene [37] and Internet 2 OS3E [38]. Compare results of all the

topologies and concluded that our model reduces packet delay, overloading of

the controllers, and eventually able to achieve higher throughput at the cost of

communication overhead.
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1.10 Problem statement of the research

Distributed controllers with SDN are physically distributed, logically centralized.

It generates issues like scalability, reliability, availability, consistency, security, etc.

There are few papers ONOS [39], Onix [40], HyperFlow [41] and OpenDayLight

[42] which implements distributed SDN controllers. They focus on the necessary

components to achieve distributed control plane and provide a global view of the

network topology for the upper application. We can improve scalability, availability

with the help of multiple controllers, another issue is inevitable. How to maintain

synchronization between the switch and controller in case of one of the controllers

is overloaded? Even careful deployment of switches and controllers does not

guarantee for controllers to adapt changeful traffic load.

Real networks show the characteristics from two aspects: temporal and spatial [19].

For the moment, from the temporal angle, there may be less traffic during the night.

However, there may be a large scale of flows generated by the application of routing

calculation in a very short time. Also, from this point of a spatial, application

running on different controllers possibly compute and generate a different number

of flows, and some switches can get lots of flows compared to other domain of the

network. So it is essential for us to balance the load dynamically among the

distributed controller cluster instead of static network configuration. Overloaded

controllers should be detected and high load switches mapped to this controller

ought to be smoothly migrated to the underloaded controllers so as to improve

resource utilization of the controller cluster.

A fault may occur at the link, switch, or controller level due to their failures in

distributed controller with SDN. Whole system or part of the system will be in halt

state while fault occurred. The effective fault-tolerant solution needed in the system

of distributed controllers with SDN.
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Our endeavor concluded in the following problem statement of the research.

To propose a model for providing fault tolerance in the distributed SDN controller,

as a side effect, our model is also able to achieve reduction in a few critical

parameters including packet delay, rate of load balancing, and eventually able to

achieve higher throughput at the cost of communication overhead.

1.11 Objective and Scope of work

From the reviewed literature following objectives have been derived:

 For designing robust distributed SDN controller, proposing switch migration

algorithm and transaction management technique among controllers. Incorporating

this technique proposing a novel, flat, Master/Slave connection, Coordinator

based, load balancing model which helps to achieve better throughput, fault

tolerance, reduction in packet delay, packet loss at the cost of reasonable

communication overhead.

 Introduced a coordinator controller election algorithm which makes distributed

SDN more reliable, consistent, and scalable. Evaluate the performance of the

controllers (with and without coordinator controller).

 The proposed model should include transaction management module for providing

update service in the SDN applications and transactionally update the network.

SDN updates devises the ACID execution provides consistency guarantee with

respect to packet loss, failure recovery.

 The proposed model should include fault tolerance and transaction management

modules to provide strongly consistent, fault tolerant control plane for distributed

SDN controller and behave the same as a fault-free distributed SDN for its users

(end - hosts and network applications).

 Evaluate the performance of the controller (before and after switch migration) for

the proposed model with reference to packet delay, rate of load balancing,

eventually achieve higher throughput at the cost of communication overhead.
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1.12 Original contribution by the thesis

 The thesis proposed a Distributed Controller Fault Tolerance (DCFT) model

which contains data plane, control plane, and application (management) plane

including one additional sub layer called fault tolerance plane in SDN stack, which

is extended from application plane. Fault tolerance sub layer comprises different

modules such as switch migration module, DCFT module, fault tolerance module,

and transaction management module.

 Check the results of the implementation through Mininet simulator. Analyze the

result and concluded that our model could achieve load balancing among

distributed controllers while fault occurs, regardless of network traffic variation.

It reduces packet delay, rate of load balancing, and achieved higher throughput at

the cost of reasonable increase in communication overhead.

 Verify the DCFT model on custom topology and other well-known topologies.

 Derived and compare results of before and after switch migration, with and

without coordinator controller, and overhead management in transaction

management module.

1.13 The methodology of research and proposed work

Research methodology encompasses ideas of a systematic representation of the

methods applied to carry out the study which emphasis on the theoretical illustration

of the methods and principals related to the knowledge of the branch. A qualitative,

empirical, and experimental approach has been used for this research work. Several

research papers and technical reports on fault management in distributed controllers

with SDN were studied during the literature review phase. In addition to these

different network, simulators were also explored, and based on our study, Mininet

[128] simulator was chosen to implement the proposed model. It provides very good

GUI, Openflow switch, controllers, flexibility for generating complex topologies,

and analysis of the results.

To solve the aforementioned research problem, our research work is divided into

the following phases.

 Literature survey

 The proposed system architecture of the DCFT model
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 design of the algorithms

 simulation and results

 conclusion

1.14 Organization of the rest of the thesis

Chapter 2 described our literature survey in the area of fault management in

distributed controllers with SDN. Our survey begins with types of architecture in

centralized and distributed controllers with SDN. We have compared different

controllers based on documentation, modularity, supported platform, Northbound,

southbound API, and application domain. We have concentrated on the architecture

of a distributed control plane.

Chapter 3 discusses our model with the proposed framework with its architectural

and deployment diagram including different module vise coordinator controller

election, load calculation and decision-making module, Inter controller messenger

module, DCFT module, switch migration module, Fault tolerance module, and

Transaction management module.

Chapter 4 described the experimental setup for simulations and its analysis. In the

switch migration algorithm, one custom topology and other well-known topologies

are taken for implementation of our model. No of flow count, communication

overhead, packet delay (latency), throughput, rate of load balancing are taken as

indices for the comparison of simulation results. Coordinator controller election

algorithm would be implemented with and without a coordinator, throughput (load

balancing rate), packet delay (latency), communication overhead between switch-

controller and controller-controller would be measured in the cluster. Similarly, in

the end, the transaction management module will be implemented for failure

recovery. Packet loss and overhead measured in it.

Chapter 5 presents the conclusion of the research work with the objectives achieved,

and the scope of the future enhancements including extension possible in the

proposed work, publications of the papers during research work, and details of the

reference.
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2 LITERATURE SURVEY

The first section of this chapter started with the introduction of architectural

elements of the distributed controller. It contains a study of multiple controllers

with respect to different architecture designs such as the horizontal, hierarchical,

hybrid architectures. The next section contains a discussion about fault management

issues of data, control, and application plane as well as control/application plane

interface and data/control plane interface. Subsequently, fault management issues

of data, control, and application plane as well as control/application plane interface

and data/control plane interface is discussed. Concentration given on fault occurs

due to overload in the distributed controller.so load balancing in the distributed

controller through switch migration with different switch migration techniques will

be discussed. In the last section future issues of fault management in a distributed

controller are discussed.

The literature survey is divided into the following parts.

 The architecture of distributed control plane in SDN (flat and hierarchical model)

 Coordinator controller election algorithm for load balancing.

 Switch migration algorithm for load balancing and fault tolerance.

 Transaction Management Module (TMM) for fault tolerance and failure recovery.

2.1 The architecture of distributed control plane in SDN

2.1.1 Management plane (Application plane):

It is a set of network applications SDN enabled programmable interface gives the

flexibility of implementing routing, load balancing, policy enforcement, firewall,

and other custom applications from the service provider. Management plane that

accommodates legacy network management services and protocols such as SNMP,

BGP, PCEP, and NETCONF.

2.1.2 Control plane:

The distributed control plane contains collections of multiple controllers. It is the

most intelligent layer of the distributed SDN controller architecture. It uses more

than one controller, they used east-west interface for inter-controller

communication, Southbound API for communicating with infrastructure level, and

Northbound API for communication with application plane. It sends rules and
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policies to the data plane by a southbound interface. Controllers have global

network information to determine appropriate network policies. A systems

administration approach that holds existing disseminated control planes yet offers

new APIs that enable applications to associate (bidirectionally) with the system. A

SDN controller – regularly called organization platform– goes about as a merchant

between the applications and the arrange components. This approach successfully

exhibits control plane information to the application and permits a specific level of

arranging programmability by methods for "modules" between the orchestrator

capacity and system conventions. This API-driven approach relates to a mixture

model of SDN since it empowers the merchant to control and specifically cooperate

with the control planes of devices, for example, routers and controllers.

2.1.3 Data plane:

It contains forwarding devices such as switches, routers, and load balancers, etc. all

these devices are either connected by wireless radio or wired cable. It uses

southbound API for forwarding rules, policies to forwarding devices. Switches

consist of three parts vide secure channel, flow table, and open flow protocol. The

secure channel is the interface that connects each Openflow switch to the controller.

Flow table consists of a forwarding policy based on a match-action strategy. The

Openflow protocol is standard southbound API between data and control plane. An

information plane device is an equipment or programming component had some

expertise in packet forwarding. While the controller is programming stack running

on the commodity hardware platform. Inside an OpenFlow device, a way through

an arrangement of flow tables defines how packet ought to be taken care of. At the

point when another packet arrives, the query procedure begins in the first table and

finishes either with a match in one of the tables of the pipeline or with a miss (when

no instruction is found for that packet). A flow control can be defined by joining

diverse coordinating fields if there is no default govern, the packet will be disposed

of. Nonetheless, the regular case is to introduce a default rule which advises the

switch to send the packet to the controller (or to the typical non-OpenFlow pipeline

of the switch). The priority of the rules takes the normal succession number of the

tables and the row order in a flow table. Conceivable action incorporate (1) forward

the packet to outgoing port(s), (2) encapsulate it and forward it to the controller, (3)

drop it, (4) send it to the ordinary processing pipeline, (5) send it to the following
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flow table or to special tables, for example, group or metering tables presented in

the most recent OpenFlow protocol.

2.1.4 Southbound API:

It is the communication medium between the infrastructure layer and the controller

layer. It can be viewed as a layer of device drivers. They provide a common

interface for upper layers. Communication performed via PACKET_IN and

PACKET_OUT and FLOW_MOD messages. It uses the Openflow API. ONF [8]

maintained the Openflow protocol. Alternatives to Openflow are ForCES [10]. Rest

non-Openflow solutions are cisco’s open network environment platform kit

(onePK) and Juniper’s contrail [48]. Base services of the operating systems such as

program execution, I/O operations control, communication, protection performed

by the controllers with the support of southbound API. Major southbound APIs are

Openflow, OVSDB, and ForCES. Controllers such as Onix [40], OpenDayLight

[42], and HP VAN SDN [49] supports a wide range of southbound API and protocol

plugins. HP VAN SDN supports southbound connectors for L2 and L3 agents [49].

2.1.5 Northbound API:

It is the communication interface between the application layer and controllers. It

is a software API for managing, controlling applications. Representational state

transfer (REST) API offered by the various vendor as Northbound API. According

to ONF[8], a different level of abstraction latitude and different use cases as

longitude have to be treated, it leads to more than one Northbound interface

[25].FML, Frenetic[26], Netcore are the programming languages used for the

development of SDN applications.

2.1.6 East-west bound API:

This API used for intercommunication between controllers. BGP (Border gateway

protocol) used in earlier days for communication between controllers. Presently

AMQP [84], publish-subscribe messages [15], zookeeper [93], messaging channels

[39], JGroup is used as a protocol for intercommunication between controllers at

the east-west bound interface. These API uses data store for inter-controller

communication. data store such as Cassandra[53], Hazelcast[41], extended DB,

wheelFS[43], Raft log[44], MongoDB[45], IRIS[46],DHT[47],NIB[48] are used

for sharing controllers data. In large data centers, multiple controllers are needed
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for intercommunication. They may be lying in different domains also. Each of such

controllers should have a global network view to determine the next domain hope

for the flows across the domain. So controllers are required to sharing information

about reachability and topology information about the interdomain network view.

The controller can’t communicate with others without the help of the given

interface. Lin et al [50] proposed WEbridge to abstract the physical network to the

virtual network view. They showed different east-west bridge mechanism for the

different administrative domains to cooperate with each other. In a heterogeneous

environment besides communicating with peer SDN controllers need to

communicate with subordinate controllers and non-SDN controllers. To be

interoperable, east/westward interfaces in this way need to suit diverse controller

interfaces, with their specific set of services, and the various attributes of the lower

level arrangement, including the decent variety of innovation, the geographic

traverse and size of the network, and the refinement amongst WAN and LAN –

conceivably crosswise over regulatory limits. In those cases, diverse data must be

exchanged between controllers, including continuousness and ability revelation,

topology data (to the degree of the concurred contracts between authoritative

domains), billing data, among numerous others.

2.2 Multiple Controller SDN architectures

SDN controllers can be centralized controllers or distributed controllers. Table 2

shows a comparison of distributed and centralized controllers with respect to

documentation, modularity, supported platform, Northbound, southbound API, and

application domain.  Multicontroller architecture divided into logically or

physically centralized and flat, distributed in a hierarchical or hybrid design. Table

2 listed a few controllers among it.
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1. NOX[6] C++ Poor Low C Linux OF 1.0 REST API Campus

2. SmartLight[51] Java Good Fair C Linux,
MAC,
Windows

OF 1.0,OF 1.3 REST API Campus

3. HP VAN[49] HP-Proprietary Fair Fair C Linux OF 1.0 REST API Campus

4. ONOS[39] Java Good High D Linux,
MAC,
windows

OF1.0,1.3,NETCON
F

REST API Data center,
WAN,
Transport

5. ONIX[40] C++,Python,Jav
a

Good High D Linux OF 1.0,1.3,1.4 --- Data center

6. Hyperflow [41] C++ Good High D Linux OF 1.3,1.4 Data
center/WAN

7. OpenDayLight[42] Java Very
Good

High C Linux,
MAC,
windows

OVSDBOF1.0,1.3,
NETCONF, Yang,
LISP BGP/LS,SNMP,
PCEP

REST API Data center

8. IRIS[46] Java Good Fair C Linux,
MAC,
Windows

OF 1.0, OF 1.3,
OVSDB

REST API Carrier-grade

9. Ravana[52] Python Good High D Linux OF 1.3,1.4 RSM WAN/Datacent
er

10. POX[53] Python Poor Low C MAC,
windows,

Linux

OF 1.0 REST API Campus

11. RyU[54] Python Fair Fair C Linux OF1.0,1.2,1.3,1.4,NE
T CONF, OF
CONFIG

REST for
Southbound

Campus

12. Floodlight[55] Java Good Fair C Linux,
MAC,
Windows

OF 1.0, OF 1.3 REST API Campus

13. DISCO[56] Java Good High D Linux OF 1.3.,1.4 AMQP [84] Data
center/WAN

14. Orion[57] C,C++,Python Good Fair C Linux OF 1.0,1.2 RPC Data center

15. Espressso[58] Java Good High C Linux OF 1.0,1.3 BGP WAN

16. Beacon[59] Java Fair Fair C Linux OF 1.0 REST API Research

17. Runos[60] C++ Fair Fair D Linux OF 1.3 REST API WAN, Telecom,
Datacenter

18. Big Cloud
Fabric[61]

Java Good Fair D Linux OF 1.3,1.4 vSphere, NSX,
SAN

Data center

19. BORON[62] Java Good High D Windows,
Linux,
MAC

NETCONF, Yang,
OVSDB, OF1.0,1.3,
PCEP, BGP/LS,
SNMP ,LISP,

REST API Data center

20. OSC[63] Java Good High D Linux,
MAC,
windows

OF1.0,1.3,NETCON
F,

REST API Data center
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21. Fleet[64] Java Good High D Linux OF 1.3,1.4 Adhoc API Data center

22. PANE[65] Java Good Fair D Linux OF 1.3, 1.4 REST API Data center

23. Meridian[66] Java Good High D Linux OF 1.3, 1.4 REST API Data center

24. Maestro[67] Java Poor Fair C Linux OF 1.0 RISE,NSF Research

25. MUL[68] C Fair Fair C Linux OF1.3,1.4,OVSDB,
OF CONFIG

REST API Datacenter

26. Kandoo[79] C,C++,Python Good Fair D Linux OF 1.0,1.2 RPC Data center

27. NOX-MT[69] C++ Poor Low C Linux OF 1.0 REST API Campus

28. VM-ware
NSX[70]

C++ Good Fair C Linux OF 1.0 REST API Campus

29. Programmable
Flow Controller
(NEC)[71]

NEC-
Proprietary

Good Fair C Linux OF 1.0,1.3,1.4 REST API Campus

30. vneio/sdnc[72] Java, Python-
Ruby

Good Fair C MAC,
Linux

OVSDB Intel DPDK
Technology

Data center

31. Cherry[68] Go language Good Fair C MAC,

Linux

OF 1.0,1.3 Proxy ARP,
L2 Switch,
Floating IP

Data center

32. Opencontrail [73] Python Good Fair C Linux OF 1.3 REST API Cloud/WAN

33. Faucet[74] Python Good Fair C Linux OF 1.3 Zodiac FX Data center

34. VSC[75] Cybil by Nokia Good Fair C Linux
based SR-
OS

OF 1.3, OVSDB REST API Data center

35. VortiQa[68] C Good Fair C Linux OF 1.3 ON director VPN/WAN

36. B4[76] Python Good High C Linux OF 1.0,1.3 BGP WAN

37. SWAN[77] Python Good Fair C Linux OF1.0,1.3 BGP Data center

38. Rosemary[78] C, Python Poor Good C Linux OF1.0,1.3 REST API Data center

Table 2 Classification of centralized and distributed controllers [44]

2.2.1 Centralized architecture

It is closest to the basic design principle of the SDN, which just deploys a single

controller. NOX [6], POX [53], Ryu [54] etc. followed centralized architecture.

Normally centralized architecture followed the horizontal/flat design. Hierarchical

architecture design followed by distributed architecture. In a centralized

architecture, all the controllers are logically centralized and physically distributed.

2.2.2 Distributed architecture

Distributed SDN controller share their network information in the SDN controllers.

A global network wide state is a product of aggregation from multiple network

states. SDN controllers store the global network state in the data store. SDN

controllers can use any data store system whether it is relational database, non-
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relational database, distributed hash table, or distributed file system [43]. SDN

adopter can use any schema within their data store. A controller can centrally

control the network because it has a vision of the whole network. Thus to provide

a logically centralized control in distributed SDN controller environment, there

must be at least one controller from the cluster that has a global network state.

Scalability and robustness issues arises in the single SDN controller.

2.2.2.1 Scalability Issue :

In general, scalability covers the network ability to scale and control a tremendous

amount of traffic, In SDN, the scalability reflects the capacity of the SDN controller

in handling multiple path forwarding requests from switches. SDN controller has

limited resources when handling a huge amount of requests. To solve the issue

researchers try to limit the forwarding path request sent to the SDN controller [15]

[80] [81]. This strategies adds intelligence back to the switches and violating the

concept of SDN.

2.2.2.2 Robustness Issue :

A single SDN controller has a single point of failure problem. When the SDN

controller fails, switches will miss their ability to forward new packets, and

eventually, the entire network will break.  To solve the issue researchers can

configure the switch as Openflow-hybrid [8]. Which transform the Openflow

switch to traditional switch, when it fails to connect to the SDN controller.

Figure 5 an example of multiple SDN controllers works independently in routing packets across
multiple domains. The Packet-In message is sent to ask the forwarding path from the SDN controller.
The Flow-Mod message is forwarded to install the forwarding path to the switches
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The distributed SDN controller promises to resolve both issues that exist in a single

SDN controller. In general multiple controllers are used to share the workload of

the network equally. One controller can take over another controller when it

crashes. In detail, these procedures are sophisticated and required the adoption of a

few concepts from the distributed system.

The distributed SDN controller architecture is not only about having multiple

controllers. Figure 5 shows two different SDN controllers. Each of them manages

a network part called the network domain. c1 manages switches of domain1,

similarly, c2 manages switches of domain2. Now suppose h1 wants to send a few

packets to h2.  When packets reach s1, s1 requests for a forwarding path from c1

through Openflow packet-in message. After obtaining a forwarding path it forwards

the packet to s2. Same followed when packet reaches s3, s3 demands the forwarding

path from c2 and eventually, the packet arrived at h2. In this example, multiple SDN

controllers are deployed but they work independently for each network domain.

Therefore we see two forwarding path requests (in s1 and s3) and this does not

represent distributed SDN controller architecture.

Now considering that if c1 and c2 both sharing the same logic in a logically

centralized manner such that when the new packet arrived at s1, both c1 and c2

directly install forwarding path to all the corresponding switches. In this situation,

a single forwarding path request (in s1) can directly deliver the packets to the

destination as if all the switches connected to the single SDN controller. This

example illustrates the terms of a physically distributed but logically centralized

SDN controller, which we knew as a distributed SDN controller.

2.3 Properties of Distributed SDN controller

To control the network in logically centralized manner, distributed SDN controller

should have the following properties.

2.3.1 Network domain :

In a distributed SDN controller, a single SDN controller controls a chunk of the

wide-area network called domain. We define a domain of an SDN controller to be
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the set of all switches directly connected to the same controller and all hosts

attached to this switch. In Figure 5, h1, s1, s2 are in domain1 because all of them

are in the control of controller c1.

2.3.2 Local state :

Local state represents the current state of the network in a domain that is stored

locally in the SDN controller to be conscious about every event of the network such

as host join/leave, link up/down, etc. Lin et.al [50] classify network state into static

network state and dynamic network state.

2.3.2.1 Static network state :

It contains information of the network that is not modified/updated frequently it

may include the following:

 Reachability: It is the information comprises whether the address in the

network is reachable? They may include some of the network events such

as hosts leave/join, devices/link up/down.

 Topology: A network consists of nodes, links, bandwidth, port, throughputs,

and link connections. Based on all this information SDN controller forms a

network topology.

 Network service capabilities: A network domain may have specific network

policy such as Service Level Agreement (SLA) or Generic Routing

Encapsulation (GRE).

 Quality of service (QoS) parameter: A pre-defined QoS parameter such as

latency, packet loss rate, availability, throughput time delay variation, cost,

etc.

2.3.2.2 Dynamic Network state :

It contains information about the network that is modified/updated frequently. The

dynamic aspect of the network mainly includes the flow table of the switches, the

real-time bandwidth utilization, and the flow (forwarding) paths in the network. All

these attributes dynamically change over time because of the dynamic nature of the

network.
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To construct the local network state an SDN controller must periodically query both

static and dynamic information from the network, which can be obtained from the

following sources.

 Network policies are given by the network operators: Network operators

can take part in managing network through SDN applications or any

Northbound API that the controller provides. For example, operators can

inject proactive flow rules that justify the Access Control List (ACL) policy.

 Network statistics from the network devices: SDN controller can collect

network statistics directly from the network devices through openflow

protocol [8].  For example, controllers can periodically query for port

statistics and flow statistics to get the detailed information regarding the

congested traffic or to identify when the device or port is up/down.

2.3.3 Global Network-wide state :

A single SDN controller has a limited vision of the whole network. For example in

Figure 5, c1 is only able to see s1, s2, and host h1 exist in the network. Meanwhile,

the presence of s3, s4, and h2 are not visible to c1. The SDN controller can only

centrally administer the network when it can view the entire network. Therefore the

SDN controllers also need to have a global network state, which is the

representation of the state of the network across the multiple domains.

To construct the global network state, each controller in multiple domains must

distribute the part of their local network state to other controllers. Afterward SDN

controller merges its local network state with the others and builds the global

network state.  There is no standard governs that which information need to be

shared among the controllers. However, the controller can share the following

information:

 Local Network state: Controllers can share their static and dynamic network

information from their domain.

 Cross controller event: some events are not part of the local network state

events but they are useful for the sake of the distributed SDN controllers.

For example the controller up/down event is helpful.

 Inventory: This covers the information about a particular SDN controller,

like number of installed SDN application, number of devices connected with
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SDN controller. It will be particularly useful at the time of SDN controller

failover mechanism [50] [98] [102] [114].

2.3.4 East/westbound API:

The East/westbound API is the communication channel that exists solely for the

distributed SDN controller. This API provides the connection between multiple

SDN controllers for coordination purposes. For instance, the SDN controller can

share its local network state through this API to construct the global network state.

Another example, this API is used for SDN controller failover mechanism. When

one of the controllers fails in the cluster, another controller must be ready to take

over the role of the failed controller, at last, the cluster coordinator can also use this

API to do a load balancing mechanism among the SDN controllers. When the

coordinator can equally distribute the load of the network among the SDN

controller, the network can gain the best performance and efficiency.

2.4 Distributed SDN controller design choice :

In the literature survey, it’s observed that distributed SDN controller projects adopt

four design trends for their implementation. The choice of each design may have

some impacts on the quality of distributed SDN controllers in scalability,

robustness, consistency, and privacy factor. These design issues are discussed as

follows.

2.4.1 Switch to controller connection strategy

The first design choice is regarding how switches are connected to the SDN

controllers.  In an earlier Openflow version, switches can only attach to one

controller. Link is static, meaning that operators have to configure the switch

manually when to connect it with the new controller. On the other hand in

distributed SDN controller require a dynamic connection between switches and

controllers. The dynamic connection helps the controller to move a switch from one

controller to another controller during a failover or load balancing process.  There

are two options to deploy such a flexible switch to controller connection, using the

IP alias connection and Openflow Master/Slave connection.
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2.4.1.1 IP alias connection :

Authors of [50] described the technique of allocating multiple IP addresses to single

network interface, to create a unique dynamic switch to controller connection

strategy. By using this technique the switch can statically connect to a single SDN

controller at a given time.

2.4.1.2 Openflow Master/Slave connection :

SDN controller has two access when governing the switch: Read and Write access.

Read access gives the controller the ability to read the state of the switch. For

instance, collecting the flow table information from the switch. Write access give

the controller the ability to write/modify the state of the switch. For instance,

modifying the contents of the flow table in the switch.

Openflow 1.2 [8] introduces three new roles for SDN controllers. Each of the roles

determines the switch access privileges given to the controller. The controller with

the master role holds the highest privilege, which enables the controller to have read

and write access to the switch. Similar to the master role, the equal role also owns

the same read and write access. Meanwhile, the slave role has only read access to

the switch. By using these three roles the switch can connect to two or more

controllers simultaneously. However, the switch can connect in the master role at a

given time. No limitation applies to the equal and slave role on a number of

connections.

The cluster coordinator can change the role of a controller dynamically, enabling

the switch to migrate from one controller to another. Suppose switch s1 connects to

both master role with controller c1 and slave role to controller c2. At a given time,

c1 fails resulted in s1 loses its primary controller. The cluster coordinator can

migrate s1 from c1 to c2 by swapping the role of c1 and c2. In the new

configuration, s1 connects to master role c2 and slave role c1. Operators can utilize

OF-config [8] protocol to dynamically configure the switch connected to the

controller when needed.
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2.4.2 Network information distribution strategy

A single controller can centrally control the entire switch because it has a vision of

the whole network.  Therefore to provide a logically centralized control in a

distributed SDN controller environment, there must be at least one controller in the

cluster that has a global network state. Hence the sharing and distribution of local

network information among the SDN controller in unavoidable. Our survey

summarizes two design choices each of them utilizes different method to distribute

the network information among the SDN controllers.

Figure 6 Hierarchical model Figure 7 Flat model

2.4.2.1 Hierarchical model:

As shown in Figure 6, one or some (but not all) SDN controllers in the cluster have

the global network state. Two local controllers maintain the switch of each domain.

Meanwhile, the root controller manages the coordination between local controllers.

The global network state which is stored in the data store is only available to the

root controller. Thus the local controller must first query network information from

the root controller before it can execute any inter-domain operation. Due to this

process, this model is also known as the client-server model, where the root

controller acts as a server and local controller acts as a client.

Kandoo [79] expect progressive two layer control structure that segments control

application into local and global. In contrast to DevoFlow [80] and DIFANE [81],
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Kandoo suggests diminishing the general weight of the control plane without the

need to alter OpenFlow switches. It set up two dimensions control plane where

frequent events happening near the data path are handled by the bottom layer, and

non-local events requiring network vide view dealt by the top layer.

2.4.2.2 Flat model:

It is also known as horizontal architecture. As shown in Figure 7, three SDN

controllers control switches in their domain and all of them have a data store and

maintain a global network state. All of the SDN controllers also own

east/westbound API connection to the other controllers. Thus they can contact and

notify others directly.

Before an SDN controller can construct global network state, it must first receive

the local network state from every SDN controller in the cluster. Also, any changes

happen inside the domain of a controllers must be shared with other controller so

that they can update their global network state to reflect the changes. When the

cluster will be able to perform every network information distribution correctly, all

the SDN controller should have the same global network state. Due to this process,

operators called this model as peer to peer, model, since every controller can reach

directly to other controllers during network information distribution. Others may be

called this model as a replicated state machine because the cluster replicates all

local network states from the SDN controller to one another. ONOS [39], Onix [40],

HyperFlow [41] and OpenDayLight [42] are flat SDN distributed controllers. Our

proposed DCFT model followed flat model, Master/Slave, Coordinator-based

architecture.

In the coordinator based environment, each SDN controller can talk to the cluster

coordinator but not with the other SDN controllers. The coordinator is the only

instance that can communicate to the rest of the controllers in the cluster. Thus

every message or the network event going to a particular SDN controller has to go

through the cluster coordinator before the event message is executed in the

destination controller.
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 How to resolve consistency in the controller in flat model?

Our model has adopted a flat model strategy and achieve a logical centralized SDN

controller through a replicated state machine model. Two questions raised here.

How to ensure the ordering between events that are broadcasted arbitrarily from

multiple controllers? And how to handle the failure that can happen during the event

broadcast transmission?

To solve the ordering problem, our model proposed the logical timestamp into the

event. Events are time stamped into the source controller (i.e. where the network

changes happen) before they are broadcasted to the cluster. Upon receiving events,

the controller first examines the timestamp. If it is a stale event, then the controller

drops it. Event messages are structured in the (switch_id, term_number,

event_number) format based on Raft [44] to achieve an excellent ordering

mechanism. The switch_id is the unique switch identifier. The term_number gets

incremented when coordinator failure and coordinator re-election happen such that

the switch changes mastership from one controller to another. Meanwhile, the

event_number increments when particular events occur in the switch. With these

three additional parameters controller can determine the order of the incident. For

instances, when the controller receives two events (S2, 3, 2) and (S2, 3, 1) then it

knows that (S2, 3, 1) happens before (S2, 3, 2).

To solve the event failure problem our model periodically synchronizes with the

other controllers and exchanges metadata of the current network state with the help

of an inter controller communication module. When the controller identified that

the received metadata contains the later timestamp than its own, it requests the most

recent network state from the source controller. In this way, the controller can

achieve better consistency and solve broadcast transmission failure.

Onix [40] panels the NIB (Network Information Base) giving each controller

instance duty for a subset of the NIB and it totals by making application decreases

the fidelity of the information before sharing it between other Onix instances within

the group. Hyperflow [41] used WheelFS as a distributed file system to form a

global network view and each controller assumes responsibility for its system. The

harmonization between controllers ought to be declared for certain occasion such

as link status alterations that could affect the network view. The OpenDayLight [42]
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controller jerks by building the data structure trees by utilizing the Yang modeling

language and MD-SAL. They concentrated on necessary components to realize the

spread control plane, give a worldwide perspective of the network topology for

higher-level applications.

Weal et al [82] described LBFTFB (load balancing to support fault tolerance using

feedback control for SDNs), model. It reduces the cascading failure problem effect.

Compared with the Hyperflow [41] model LBFTFB outperforms by 16% in terms

of packet loss and packet delay.

Our proposed DCFT model followed horizontal architecture without any

centralized component, so any controller in the cluster can simply take over the

failed controller. Our model allows the controller to make load balancing policy

locality, which reduces the decision delay caused by the network transmission. With

the help of modules of our model, each controller can collect their own load, adjust

the load collection threshold, gathers the controller load, and make decisions and

election, migrate switches, inter-controller communication, and so on. All the

modules are running on each SDN controller. As a result, our model avoids the

single-point problem, the proposed model provides reliability, consistency,

transparency, etc.

2.4.3 Controller coordination  strategy

Multiple SDN controller exists in the network may cause network inconsistency.

Consider the following example.  Controller A requires forwarding path Y to switch

under the controller C domain.  Meanwhile, controller B wants to delete forwarding

path Y from the same switch. Without coordination, controller C has difficulties in

determining which operation to execute. SDN controllers can apply a consensus

algorithm [44] to reach agreements. The same situation applies to the distributed

SDN controller.

2.4.3.1 Coordinator less approach :

It is symmetric approach. There is no coordinator, each controller has the same

privileges/role and can directly contact to the other controllers to program the

network arbitrarily. Hyperflow [41] adopts this approach. When the HyperFlow

controller need to install forwarding paths to the switches belongs to the other
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controllers, it serializes and deserializes Openflow message to the destination

controller. There is no coordinator during this operation.

2.4.3.2 Coordinator based approach :

To prevent race condition and inconsistency in the network the cluster must ensure

that only one coordinator is managing the network all time. Depending on the

network distribution strategy, the cluster may implement a different method to

achieve a goal.

 Hierarchical model: Because only one root controller owns and manages

the global network state for the cluster, it has to acts as a coordinator, for

the subordinate controllers. The role of the root controller as a leader is by

design and inevitable.

 Flat model: Since each SDN controller owns a global network state, the

cluster must elect a coordinator using the coordinator controller election

algorithm. [21][36].

2.4.4 In-band Vs. Out-band connection strategy

Openflow [8] configuration states that network operators can setup southbound API

with two types of connections: In-band and out-of-band connection. This choice

applies to any management connection. Thus, operators can also choose whether to

use in-bound or out-of-band to configure the East-Westbound API.

2.4.4.1 Out-of-band connection :

The out-of-band connection requires a dedicated link for management traffics. In

the case of southbound API, the link contains switch coordination message from

It is an asymmetric approach. It displays the existence of the cluster coordinator to

govern multiple SDN controllers in the cluster. The job of the coordinator is to

ensure that majority of the controllers behave the same as if it is a single controller.

Therefore the priority task is to prevent the race condition and network partition

from occurring in the cluster. Most of the time coordinators receive demands such

as inserting/deleting forwarding paths from the SDN controller. Before the cluster

commits the request, the coordinator has to approve it by assuring that the demand

passes the consensus. Thus by design controller coordinator has higher privileges.
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the SDN controllers such as Openflow, OVSDB, and OF-Config protocol. In case

of East-West bound API, the link comprises controller coordination messages such

as coordinator election, network information distribution, and controller failover

mechanism.

2.4.4.2 In-band connection:

The in-band connection does not require a dedicated link. Instead, it utilizes existing

data links (i.e. the links that transfer data traffics) to transfer the management

traffics. Thus the management and data traffic are in the same link.

2.5 Analysis of Distributed SDN controller design analysis

Distributed SDN controller addressed several fundamental issues such as

scalability, failure, consistency, and privacy as follows.

2.5.1 The fundamental issues

2.5.1.1 Scalability :

Since there is a constraint on the number of forwarding path requests that One SDN

controller can handle, it limits the performance of the network. Distributed SDN

controller arises to tackle the problem by establishing multiple SDN controllers on

the network and managing it cooperatively. The presence of multiple SDN

controllers can boost the performance of the network as multiple SDN controllers

shared the workload.

2.5.1.2 Failure :

The single SDN controller faces the issue of failure. When a single SDN controller

fails, the entire network fails. Using multiple SDN controllers, on the failure of one

SDN controller, another will take over.

2.5.1.3 Consistency :

To act as a physically distributed but logically centralized SDN controller, multiple

SDN controllers must get the same global network state at all time, when there is

an inconsistency in the global network state, the network can be falsely partitioned

into multiple states, which may result in false network operation. Therefore

consistent network global state is unavoidable.
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2.5.1.4 Privacy :

It is regarding the sharing of network information among other SDN controllers.

Sometimes it is not desirable to exposing local network state to other SDN

controllers.  Consider the example, SDN controller c1 shares the local network state

to SDN controller c2 which is governed by other network organizations. Sharing

c1’s local network state to c2 means revealing the secret of network information

own by its organization. Therefore this action is undesirable to solve this issue, the

term of the network information abstraction arises.  The network abstraction allows

the SDN controller to share only the aggregate information of their local network

state to the other controllers. The final output of the aggregation will be a high-level

network information or network summarization to act as a resource for other SDN

controllers to construct the global network state.

2.5.2 Analysis of switch to controller connection strategy

Table 3 shows the advantages (+) and disadvantages (-) of Openflow Master/slave

connection and IP alias connection design.

Parameters Master/

Slave

IP Alias

Scalability: Master/slave has a reliable switch migration protocol
that guarantee safety and liveness.

+ -

Failure: Both design support controller failover mechanism. + +

Consistency: In the Master/Slave situation may put the network
into inconsistent state when two or more controller has the same
write access to the same switch.

- +

Table 3 Advantages (+) and disadvantages (-) of switch to controller connection strategy

2.5.2.1 Scalability :

Openflow Master/Slave connection design is a novel load balancing technique

using a switch migration technique [72]. This technique can migrate the switch from

a densely loaded controller to the idle one. With the intention that the cluster can

contribute to the load of the network equally among multiple SDN controllers in

the cluster. Thus the network becomes scalable and more efficient.
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The switch migration protocol is largely based on the Openflow Master/Slave roles

as well as Openflow messages. Thus the cluster cannot perform the same protocol

in the IP alias design. This protocol guarantees safety and liveness property during

switch migration. There is no packet loss or duplication happens in the network

when this protocol is working. In IP alias no safety and liveness in switch migration.

2.5.2.2 Failure :

SDN controller supports both designs in implementing SDN controller failover

mechanism.

IP alias design: The cluster can give IP alias of the failed SDN controller to the

new controller to take over the failed controller. Afterward, switches will be

connected to new controller automatically.

Master/Slave design: When an SDN controller fails, the cluster has to check if that

SDN controller owns any master roles to the underlying switches. When the master

role is found, the cluster has to assign the new Master role to another controller.

2.5.2.3 Consistency :

The Openflow [8] protocol states that both the Master and Equal role can have the

same read/write access to the switch. Also, the switch cannot connect to the multiple

SDN controllers with Equal role. Thus a hole for the network inconsistency may

arise in this design. For instance, two inconsistent SDN controllers (only with a

Master role and other with the equal role) can insert two conflicting flow rules to

the switch.

We cannot recreate the situation with IP alias since only one SDN controller can

connect to the one switch at a given time. Thus this designs a clearer thought to the

clusters which can control a particular switch during network runtime. Therefore IP

alias design has a better consistency.
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2.5.3 Analysis of network information distribution strategy

Table 4 shows the advantages (+) and disadvantages (-) of network information

distribution strategy.

Parameters Hierarchical Flat

Scalability: The result of the study [122] informs that hierarchical
model is more scalable.

+ -

Failure: The flat model is easier to maintain, any controller in the
cluster can easily take over a failed controller.

- +

The flat model has a robust failover mechanism [111]. - +

Privacy: The hierarchical model can implement a network
abstraction in a straight forward fashion.

+ -

Consistency: The hierarchical model tends to be more consistent
since less controller maintain the global network state.

+ -

Table 4 Advantages (+) and disadvantages (-) of network information distribution strategy

2.5.3.1 Scalability :

Authors [122] study a metric of scalability of SDN controller in four distinct

architectures:

 Single centralized SDN controller

 Distributed SDN controller with flat architecture (local view): In this category, each

SDN controller only has its local network state. The controller also has the local

network state from its neighboring controller but it is abstracted into a single node.

 Distributed SDN controller with flat architecture (global view): In this category,

each SDN controller holds the global network-wide state. Thus this category is the

same as the flat model in the previous section.

 Distributed SDN controller with hierarchical architecture: This category is similar

to the hierarchical architecture discussed in the previous section.

In their study, they measure the scalability of the SDN controller in the processing

of the flow initiation request. Based on their result, a single controller obviously

has the worst scalability points. Meanwhile, the flat SDN controller with a local

view has the best scalability points. The hierarchical model competes in the 2nd

place with a subtle gap. Flat SDN controller with a global view suffers heavily in

the experiment (with a long gap between hierarchical result) based on this model

hierarchical model has an advantage.
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2.5.3.2 Failure :

In the hierarchical model, the number of root SDN controller should be kept

minimal. A higher number of root controller may cause the network less efficient

in the coordination perspective [123].  This disadvantage the hierarchical model in

solving the failure issues. The lesser number of root SDN controllers means a lesser

number of SDN controllers are available to take over the failed controller.

Furthermore, in the hierarchical model, the SDN controller is divided into two roles

(root and local) with different capabilities. Because of local SDN controller may

not be able to take over the root SDN controller and vice versa. The root controller

may only able to take over the root controller and local controller takes over the

local controller.

So in comparison, the SDN controller failover mechanism in the flat model is

straightforward. Since all the SDN controller are similar in the form of replicated

state machines, any SDN controller can take over any failed controller in the

network. With a replicated state machine one can construct a robust controller

failover mechanism that considers the safety and correctness properties in the

switch and SDN controller during the failover procedure [52].

2.5.3.3 Privacy :

The way SDN controller handle the network abstraction differs depending on the

strategy.

 In the hierarchical model, higher-tier network organization should take the role

of the top ten SDN controllers. (E.g. root SDN controllers). While in lower tier

organization take the role of subordinate local controllers. All of the local SDN

controllers can share the abstract local network state to the root SDN controller.

Then, the root SDN controller can form the global network wide state. Root

controllers do not know regarding local network state-owned by the local

controllers. Each of these local controllers also does not know any information

relating to the network of other local controllers.

 In the flat model, the cluster has to find a way to share the abstracted network state,

across the all SDN controllers. One solution using a network abstraction table [50],

which is the table that maps the value of the real network state with abstracted one.

Each SDN controller has to maintain its network information table and share
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abstracted local network state to other SDN controllers. Then, each of them can

combine this information and form an abstracted global network state.  Just like in

a hierarchical model. The SDN controller has to update the network abstraction

table regularly just like the local network state.

2.5.3.4 Consistency :

In the hierarchical model, only the root controllers hold the possession of the global

network-wide view. While in the flat model all the SDN controllers maintain the

global network-wide state. Thus the number of SDN controllers with the global

network-wide state is fewer in the hierarchical model compared to the flat model.

With a few SDN controllers own the global network-wide state means that it is

apparent to maintain its consistency.

2.5.4 Analysis of controller coordination strategy

Table 5 shows the advantages (+) and disadvantages (-) of controller coordination

strategy.

Parameters Coordination
less

Coordinator
based

Scalability: The coordinator based is more scalable [124]
in practice.

- +

Failure: The cluster needs to execute coordinator election
procedure when coordinator fails

+ -

Consistency: coordinator less tends to be inconsistent - +

Table 5 Advantages (+) and disadvantages (-) of controller coordination strategies

2.5.4.1 Scalability :

The coordinator based approach obviously slower than the coordinator less

approach since any network agreements have to be evaluated by the coordinator

before they can commit with the network.

2.5.4.2 Failure :

In coordinator less, the cluster has to do a new coordinator election process when

the coordinator fails, which demands additional time and complexity. In contrast,

when an SDN controller fails in coordinator less environment, the cluster only
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needs to remove the existence of the failed controller from the voting board. Thus

the coordinator less may generate a faster controller failover mechanism.

2.5.4.3 Consistency :

The coordinator less approach does not have a coordinator. Therefore, there is a

higher probability that inconsistency will happen in this environment. Also, the

coordinator less approach performs terribly during a network partition. Suppose

there is a network partition that occurs in such a way that one partition cannot get

the majority of votes from the SDN controllers. The coordinator less approach

cannot execute the operation since it does not pass consensus. Thus the operation

may be suspended or falsely executed [125]. The existence of the coordinator may

help in sustaining the same order within the partitioned network.

2.5.5 Analysis of in-band and out-of-band connection strategy

Table 6 shows the advantages (+) and disadvantages (-) of In-band Vs. Out-of-band

connection strategy.

Parameters In-band Out-of-band

Scalability: Out-of-band is more stable compared to in-band,
result in better performance.

- +

Privacy: Out-of-band is more secure and private compare to
in-band.

- +

Consistency: In-band in some conditions is less likely to be
partitioned.

+ +

Table 6 Advantages (+) and disadvantages (-) of in-band vs. out-of-band connection strategy

2.5.5.1 Scalability :

The distributed SDN controller with out-of-bound configuration can deliver better

scalability because management links are more durable compared to the in-band

configuration. In the in-band configuration, the load of the data traffics influences

the management traffics. Thus degrading the performance of the SDN controller.

When the data traffic is congested, the SDN controller may draw less bandwidth

for their management traffics.
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2.5.5.2 Privacy :

Since the management traffic is shared with the data traffics in the in-band

configuration, Attackers may steal or tamper any management messages that

traverse through the link.

2.5.5.3 Consistency :

Authors [126] studied the consistency of distributed SDN controller and find out

that out-of-band connection may provide lower resistance when the distributed

SDN controller suffers from the network partitions. They build this finding based

on a scenario when the SDN controller cannot update their view of the network

topology. They also suggest implementing the hybrid combination of out-of-band

and in-band configuration, which can tackle the network partition better.

2.6 Discussion of design choice and analysis of distributed SDN
controller

We start our discussion by classifying the existing distributed SDN controller

project in regards to the design choice which we have discussed in the previous

section.  The fundamental issues like scalability, privacy, failure, and consistency

are discussed with the existing distributed SDN controller solutions. Based on our

classification we learn several trends as:

 The hierarchical model is most likely to adopt a coordinator based approach

with the root SDN controller act as a coordinator for the subordinate SDN

controller.

 Master/Slave connection is administered by Openflow [9] standard. Therefore

most of the projects pick this mechanism over the non-standard IP pool alias

technique.

 Most of the distributed SDN controller projects are the modified version of the

single SDN controller version.  For example ONIX [40] are based on NOX

[20]. DISCO [21] are based on the floodlight [15] with interdomain modules.

 Most of the projects use the combination of the Openflow Master/Slave, flat

model, and coordinator-based design. Production level SDN controllers such

as OpenDayLight [13] [42], ONOS [39] and ONIX [40] uses this combination.

Thus this is the popular combination.
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 There is no standard which governs the use of datastore and East/Westbound

API in distributed SDN controller system. This issue results in a variety of data

store and East/Westbound API technology used by distributed SDN

controllers. Thus it is challenging to make two different SDN controller

projects to work together since most probably they do not fit one another.

Table 7 shows the summary of various existing distributed SDN controller with

respect to the design choices of distributed SDN controller as discussed above.

Distributed
SDN Controller

Projects

Related SDN
Projects

Switch to
Controller
connection

strategy

Network
Information
Distribution

Strategy

Controller coordination
Strategy

Datastore East/West
bound API

Master
/ Slave

IP
Alias

Hierarchica
l

Flat Coordinato
r less

Coordinato
r Based

East/West bridge Floodlight[15]
, NOX[20]

- - - √ √ - Cassandra Custom BGP

Elasticon [7] - √ - - √ - √ Hazlecast Custom BGP

DISCO [21] Floodlight[15] - - - √ √ - Extended
DB

AMQP

Hyperflow [3] NOX [20] - - - √ √ - WheelFS Publish/subscr
ibe messages

OpenDayLight[
4]

- √ - - √ - √ InMemory
datastore

Akka, Raft

ONOS [1] - √ - - √ - √ Raft log Raft

D-SDN [10] - √ - √ - - √ - Custom MC-
MC, MC-SC,
and SC-SC
protocol

IRIS[23] Floodlight[15]
, Beacon [22]

√ - √ - - √ Mongo
DB

Custom
protocol

ONIX[2] NOX [20] - - - √ - √ DHT, NIB Zookeeper

Kandoo[79] - √ - √ - - √ - Messaging
channel

Controlling SDN Beacon[22] - √ - √ - √ - JGroup

FlowBroker Floodlight[15] - - √ - - √ - Broker
protocol

Ravana[17] Ryu [24] √ - - √ - √ InMemory
log

Ravana
protocol

Table 7 classification of existing distributed SDN controller considering the distributed SDN
controller design choices
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2.6.1.1 Scalability :

Heller et.al [88] discuss the controller placement problem to determine how many

controllers that we need and where should they placed. They studied that one

controller is often sufficient to meet the response time requirements. In their

analysis, it’s found that three controllers help to reduce the latency of the controller

by half.

Jiminez et al [89] had demonstrated the number of controllers chosen and their

placement alters the performance of the network. An increasing number of

controllers increased costs. So for the best cost-effective result run a network nearby

100 % utilization with a small number of controllers.

Elasticon [15] try to achieve 100% utilization with a novel idea that enables the

cluster to add or remove SDN controllers on the fly based on the load of the

network. When traffic passes the congestion threshold, the cluster can add a new

controller. After the new controller joins cluster must assign switches to that

controller. The cluster can also remove SDN controller from the cluster when the

traffic declines below the threshold.

2.6.1.2 Failure :

Ravana controller [52] is a novel SDN controller that focuses on resolving failure

issues in a distributed SDN controller environment. It has a goal to provide a

failover mechanism that considers the total event ordering. Exactly once events,

exactly once commands and transparency. It is also the SDN controller till date to

which can give guarantee both the correctness and consistency of the failover

mechanism even when the candidate of the replacement controller fails during the

controller failover mechanism. It is a novel two-phase replacement protocol, which

includes additional buffers in the switch and the controller. Ravana utilizes these

buffer to give the guarantee correctness. It buffers each event or commands before

sending them to the respective switch or command.

2.6.1.3 Consistency :

Levin et. al [127] found that there is a tradeoff between responsiveness and

consistency state of the network. A strongly consistent network state will lead to

high overhead while weak consistent network state will lead to high performance
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but less correct network operation. Sometimes consistency level required on

demand by the SDN applications depending on the current network tasks. Therefore

the SDN controller like ONOS [39] provides two APIs such as ConsistentMaP API

for strong consistency and Eventually ConsistentMaP API for weak consistency.

2.7 Summary :

Since there is no standard to govern the implementation of distributed SDN, many

SDN adopters develop a variety of distributed SDN controller version to meet their

needs.  During our literature review, it’s found that there are several design trends,

which the SDN adopters may choose in developing distributed SDN controllers.

Our analysis showed that each design choice influences fundamental issues such as

scalability, failure, consistency, and privacy.

 There is no perfect design choice. Each design choice has its characteristics.

They may excel in solving one issue but suffer from others. For example, the flat

model is excellent in controlling failure problems but several disadvantages like

scalability, consistency, and privacy. To solve the scalability and consistency

problem we proposed the coordinator election algorithm in our research model.

So, the most robust distributed SDN controller can be built by Master/slave, flat,

coordinator-based combination.

 Similarly, most scalable distributed SDN controller wants to design,

Master/slave, hierarchical, coordinator based, and out-of-band design should be

chosen.

 Best privacy combination can be achieved with hierarchical and out-of-band

design.

 Controller with best consistency combination is IP-alias, hierarchical, leader-

based, and in-band design.

 We can also sum and combine advantages and disadvantages from each design

and construct a guideline in designing a future distributed SDN controller.

Section 2.4 and 2.5 has described design choice and analysis of distributed SDN

controller. Our prime research objective is providing fault tolerance in a distributed

SDN controller, the robust distributed SDN controller can be built by flat,

Master/Slave connection, and coordinator-based model. Section 2.7 concluded the

justification of the choice of our proposed model. In the next section, various types
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of faults are discussed with reference to the data plane, control plane, and

application plane.

2.8 Fault management issues in distributed controllers

Fault recovery divided into protection (pro-active) and restoration (re-active)

method. In protection, backup paths are preconfigured using the installation of flow

rules in the switches. Restoration follows the notification strategy. On failure,

notification triggered to a controller, controller examines the notification and decide

the type/level of fault. It calculates an alternative path and installing the flow of

switches in case of link failure. Restoration and protection of both methods have

merit/demerits. Normally they are used to reduced recovery time, bandwidth

optimization, and minimum TCAM consumption.

Classification with respect to layers and layer/interface in a distributed controller

shown in Figure 8.

The fault management process includes fault detection, fault localization, and fault

recovery. Fault prevention can be done proactively or reactively. Distributed

controllers in SDN contains infrastructure (data) plane, control plane, and

application planes. The control plane consists of a number of controllers, all

controllers are attached with east-west bound interfaces. Similarly, an application

plane/control plane is connected with a northbound interface, and the control

plane/application plane is connected with southbound interfaces. We discussed

different types of faults in distributed controllers based on their layers and

interfaces. Table 1 in chapter 1 summarizes different types of faults. Different

protocols such as OSPF [83], AMQP [84], etc. are used for solving problems

generated by different types of faults. Prior work listed fault management in a SDN

network [12] [22] [23] [31] [32] [49]. They have not concentrated specifically on a

distributed controller. We have concentrated on fault management at a control plane

in a distributed controller. The control plane consists of its architecture, controller

placement methodologies, and traffic fault tolerance. All this category encompasses

multiple issues that leads to faults such as controller failure, control channel

disruption. Kreutz et.al [1] depicted fault tolerance and reliability issues. Silva et al

[85] described resilience discipline while Chen et al [86] described efforts related

to fault detection and fault recovery.
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Figure 8 Fault management issues in distributed controller [34]

2.8.1 Data plane (Infrastructure layer):

Fault tolerance issues such as link failure and node failure, normally available in a

traditional network are part of this layer. However in SDN due to centralized

management and programmability leads to new challenges. Failure detected at the

link or node level. Sharma et al [56] proposed solution of Loss of Signal(LoS) as

BFD(Bidirectional Forwarding Detection) Loss of signal recognizes interface

disappointment by checking whether a particular port of a gadget is down, while

BFD identifies disappointment along the way, by working up sessions among two

end focuses, and after that they both agree on their sending and getting interims. On

the off chance that an endpoint quits getting BFD bundles for a considerable length

of time, the way declared as fizzled.
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2.8.1.1 Network failure detection and location:

In legacy networks, in fault discovery and finding location, a number of challenges

arise: a single failure may lead to multiple sources of errors, the long time needed

to stabilize the state of network devices. Even partition of a network may be difficult

to detect. Due to logical centralization, SDN keeps all the devices of network

updated about the information of any fault related to link or node. Only failure

affected switches will be informed by controllers. The rest part of the network may

work in a normal fashion. Extra care needs to take to reduce the communication

recovery time in the distributed controller.

2.8.1.2 Network failure recovery:

Protection and Restoration are two approaches to network failure recovery.

Preconfigured backup path followed in protection. The on-demand reinforcement

path is generated in rebuilding or restoration. Improper design of backup path in

protection, not genuinely circulated among the connections, may lead to blockage

situation. If large forwarding rules in the switch it will be exhaust. On the other

way, failure restoration increases recovery time, overburden network controllers,

etc. distributed controllers in SDN supports a hybrid approach with numerous

protocols and mechanisms for improving failure recovery.

2.8.2 Control/infrastructure interface

Southbound protocols such as OpenFlow [2] [8], Forces [10], OpFlex [8], etc. are

the major protocols used between the control plane and information plane interface.

SDN separates control logic from network devices and puts it in a centralized

fashion in a control plane of the distributed controller. Data traffic and control

traffic links connecting different planes of SDN. We discuss control network failure

and controller-switch dependable communication issues which can be

proportionate to link or node failure and data delivery in a traditional network.

Along with this in a distributed controller, controller placement and controller

failover also discussed.

2.8.2.1 Control network failure:

The distributed controller consists of a massive number of links, used for

connecting all the controllers, and the rest of the devices in the SDN. All these links
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manage a network. The faulty link of the switch can be interrupted by the normal

operation of devices associated with it and switches. If standby paths calculated

using restoration or protection techniques, the control channel might prevent data

traffic reclamation. The aim of the control traffic recovery is to reconstruct switch

connectivity with any available controller. In the case of data traffic retrieval, a

specific destination path must be rebuild. An experiment of [34] [87] proves that

well organized, effective control channel failure identification is a significant issue

to decrease retrieval time.

2.8.2.2 Controller-switch dependable communication:

Separation logic of control plane and data plane in SDN leads to check the reliability

of event execution. If an event is not delivered to its endpoint, network management

spoiled. For example control plane doesn’t get information on link failure, routing

services generate invalid paths as it does not know about the failure of the link. In

data plane new device needed to be installed in the network, and not validated by

authentication service, a device cannot be connected. Reliable message delivery is

a crucial problem, wide previous work, and number of protocols discussing this

issue, In SDN also this problem is thoughtful since the messaging between

centralized control and underlying architecture devices is very important and

present itself in new forms e.g. network actions can be vanished during controller

failover.

2.8.2.3 Controller position:

The distributed controller consists of multiple controllers. Multiple controller’s

environment generates two questions in the designing of a network (1) what number

of controllers are expected to meet the network requirements? (2) What is the

position of the controller in the topology? A fewer number of controllers can lead

to an overload on existing controllers and cause a stoppage of service due to

resource overburden, while an access number of controllers may lead to

underutilization, wasting of money and resources. The author in [88] shows the

position of the controller in the system configuration affect network execution and

its output. As availability amongst controllers and rest of the devices of information

plane is significant to arrange administration, a non-ideal controller position

permitted in the event of a just minority of connection fails, the vast majority of the
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devices still lose control channel movement. Retrieval time and dormancy between

inter-controller influenced because of the wrong position of the controller.

2.8.2.4 Controller failover:

Leveled or the nonhierarchical design followed by distributed controllers. In leveled

mode switch guides all its demand to a primary controller and on its failure switch

connect with a preconfigured reserved controller. On the other hand nonhierarchical

mode where switch joined with numerous controllers simultaneously and sends

each demand to every one of them, controllers are managing the order of the

requests and reactions. OpenFlow care about this role of the demand from its

version 1.2. Each switch can cosign roles to the controllers connected to it: master

have all reading/writing access to the switch, one controller can be master role only

for a given point of time. Slave role only reading state enabled, cannot control the

switch, writing in the flow table; and another role is equal, similar to a master

controller can manage the switch without any confinements and any the number of

the controller can be built as equal. Controllers may have differences in migration

cost, flows/second, response time, latency, etc. it leads to the question, which

controller will be picked as initial primary? How to manage the sequence of a

backup controller? How regularly they are refreshed? How to detect failures among

primary and secondary controllers? In non-hierarchical mode, the failover process

is modest. As all controllers are as of now associated, demands must be requested

in such a way that any of the controllers can react to any demand amid the failover.

2.8.3 Control layer

Distributed controllers consist, multiple controllers, the control layer is an

intermediate translation layer among applications and data planes. Inter-controller

communication exclusively refers control layer own operations, the rest of the

operations are affected by the other layers.

2.8.3.1 Inter-controller consistency:

Centralized or distributed controllers give network services while increasing

resiliency. Numerous controller used to maintain a strategic distance from SPOF

(single-point failure) [15] [16]. For logical centralization, all the controllers must

share a global network view.
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Levin et al [60] depicted state distribution trade-offs and perform tests particularly

on consistency levels. Controller irregularity prompts to issue of state consistency

among primary and reinforcement controller. A false assumption made by the

controller and controller and network device should not be managed properly.

Event delivery orders must be imposed according to the order of controller

consistency for dynamic replication.

2.8.3.2 Control plane state redundancy:

Primary-backup relationship in multiple controllers followed by a centralized

controller. In a centralized controller primary controller is managing the whole

domain, backup managing consistency of its state with primary. In distributed

controllers, various controllers take control of the network same time, while

synchronizing with each other to exchange network information necessary to

process their solicitations.

Control state redundancy achieved by three different ways vides state replication,

event propagation, and activity (traffic) duplication. State replication accomplished

by replicating application state into replicas of the controller, event propagation

managing order of the events sent to all replicas for consistency. Activity

duplication duplicates all movement at switch level into copy controllers. Event and

traffic replication approaches must consider ordering, in the light of the fact that it

can lead controllers to steady-state.

2.8.3.3 Distributed datastore:

Multiple controllers sharing network view for consistent network operation via a

distributed data store. In hierarchical or nonhierarchical mode network divided into

a partition. Each partition has its own master and more than one backup controller.

View to the partition shared with other partition via distributed data store.

Onix [40] holds Network Information Base (NIB), where a network view is

represented in a graph. Onix is a distributed controller. Network operations are done

by using NIB and the distributing state of the network among controllers. Onix

coordinates different storage strategies: DHT (Distributed hash table) for weak

consistency and transactional storage for strong consistency. Onix supports

Zookeeper [93] for leader election and failover.
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ONOS [39] supports high scalability and high availability. Similar to Onix, it uses

graph and store for each service state. ONOS uses a cluster with multiple instances

for distributed mode. Where each node is taking care of a subset of network devices.

The publish-subscribe mechanisms used by ONOS for achieving a different level

of consistency. ONOS upgrading with different versions. It uses different

distribution mechanism such as Cassandra [90] data store for ultimate consistency,

Hazelcast [91], and zookeeper [93] for strong consistency.

HP Virtual Application Network (VAN) [34] is implemented through OSGi [92]

specification, it provides application independence and reuse. AMQP [84] used by

HP-VAN controller for message delivery at the application layer. Similar to Onix,

HP-VAN did coordination and synchronization with Zookeeper [93]. It offers

clustering mode.

Spalla et al. [94] [95] propose a concept that provides basic clustering capabilities.

A Master-slave relationship followed among multiple controllers in each partition

of the cluster. State sharing of controllers done by OpenReplica [96]. It is

coordinating service for consistency and synchronization. It also used a Paxos

consensus protocol [97].

2.8.3.4 Control plane State-update messages:

Passive repetition approach in integrated architecture is another approach for

consistency. In this approach application state and state update, messages are

encapsulated together into a state-update message and send it to backup controllers

for updating their own state. Fonseca et al. [98] proposed CPRecovery, it is inert

repetition mechanism. Inert repetition divided into the replication and retrieval

phase. In the replication phase the primary controller generating backup replicas on

the change of state. While replicas synchronizing their state with the primary. On

detection of failure status from a primary controller (link failure, heartbeat message)

the recovery phase started. A switch connects to the constituted standby controller,

which updates its role to primary, network did its works normally.

High Availability Controller (HAC) architecture, a crossbreed approach that

alternates between both strategies, according to the service priority proposed by

Pashkov et al. [98]. Network updates shared by controllers. Each application data
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update also shared with all controllers.  State of the controller stored in a shared

data store. Serialization helps to coordinate and ordering of massage services.

2.8.3.5 Event replication:

Event oriented paradigm followed by Openflow. All network changes transfer to

the network controller for proper processing. Hence, it is conceivable to accomplish

state replication replaying occasions in standby copy. Because of the high activity

of system occasions controller might be over-burden.

Hyperflow [41] provides scalability by propagating selected events. Events using

the publish-subscribe system for propagation. Hyperflow will configure orphan

switches to its nearest neighbor on the failure of the controller. It does not guarantee

event ordering.

DISCO [56] using AMQP [51] protocol for event propagation, guaranteeing

message delivery. It also provides more sophisticated inter-domain information

such as bandwidth use and latency.

Viewstamped replication [99] utilized by centralized controller Ravana [52] to

imitate events and provide fault tolerance in information plane and control plane.

replication of controller state and switch consistency accomplished through two-

stage protocols that hold properties like aggregate event ordering, exactly once

event processing, and exactly once command execution. In Total event ordering, all

controller replica follows the same order of events. Exactly once event processing

the controller always process all the events issued together. Events lost due to any

reason must be retransmitted in the same order. Exactly once command execution

means switch executes commands once and only once.

Ravana architecture followed a system like a master controller receives a request

from the network, stored in a shared replicated log, and process it.  The replica

works on request only after processing completion of the master. The replica

controller keeps a log record of the events by its IDs to avoid repeated events. The

switch keeps a log of the commands in a local buffer. It filters/avoid repeated

commands and followed exactly-once command property. Ravana provides

transactional semantics by following event delivery, processing, and command

execution and guaranteeing safety (execution of all events in the errorless system
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and liveness (all command processed by switch and event will be processed by

controllers).

2.8.3.6 Traffic replication:

Copying network traffic at the information plane level into all the controllers is one

approach of controller state replication. All switches will be joined with every one

of the controllers all the while as per the approach followed in [59]. Fonseca request

sends to each one of the controllers when the controller gets a request from a

network device, it sends the message arrival timestamp to various controllers. If

each one of the controllers answers that none of them has a more settled timestamp,

it sends the response to the switch else the controller just updates its internal state.

Traffic replication rapidly recovers from failures in a disaster scenario proposed by

Gramoli et al. [100]. Two key matrices recovery time objective (RTO) and the

recovery point objective (RPO) used by the author. In case of disaster how much

data loss, recovery time objective used for estimation of time of detection, and

mitigation of failure. While the recovery point objective gives data on how many

updates are lost.  An author in [101] proposed a proactive method for detection of

failure and replication of data. Information is stored in the key-value store and

repeated among imitations in this approach. At the inter-data center level when a

client sends a request to a data center, request replicated to all data center through

SDN multicast, that replicates packets and giving its acknowledgment to the client

after all the data center synchronizes.

Fast controller failover for multi-domain SDN (FCF-M) proposed by Chan et al.

[102] strong consistency achieved by each controller by replicating controller to its

backup controller. Circular heartbeat mechanism used for detection of failure.

Probe packet sending by each controller to its predecessor in heartbeat message

mechanism, controller failover done locally if the backup of the controller available.

Devices are distributed among controller based on its distance minimization and its

capacity.

Centralized control [31] and distributed control [31] strategies considered in the

design of the control plane for providing fault tolerance. Control plane redundancy

may require some sort of correspondence overhead, which affects scalability and
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performance. Distributed file system, distributed data structure, and consensus

protocol can be utilized to accomplish state replication.

2.8.4 Application/control interface

Network controller and applications share same execution space. So failure issues

such as application failure isolation and control plane state fault tolerance discussed

here.

2.8.4.1 Application failure separation:

Almost existing available controllers [6] [25] [47] sharing same execution space,

tightly coupled applications, and network os with which leads to crash of controller

on the crash of applications. Additionally, these controllers don’t monitor

application resource consumption. So faulty application may victimize shared

resources.  Fault tolerance and reliability must be taken care of in the design of the

network operating system. As taken care in traditional operating system kernel

design and architecture. In a monolithic architecture, failure in one service leads to

failure of the network controller. Microkernel architecture used independent service

on the top of a kernel and communicate internally using IPC communication

interface.

2.8.4.2 Control plane state fault tolerance:

SDN provides logically centralized and physically distributed controlling for more

flexibility and resiliency. It required harmonization of control planes with each

other. Fault management is done by a backup replica in both centralized and

distributed approach. In fault, stage controller loses its state. Data plane and control

plane failure both leads to failure of the state of the controller, so both should be

managed separately.

2.8.5 Application layer

Testing and logical design of the application programs should be checked

thoroughly before its implementation on application plane.

2.8.5.1 Application design:

Network requirement should be analyzed in the design phase first, Logical error in

analysis never generate correct output. In the design phase fault management issues
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also considered, else bug, faults inserted in the since SDN application should be

considered with a specific knowledge domain, specific features should be used to

provide fault tolerance constructs and abstractions. Few such deliberations are

deadlocks, race condition, etc. It requires high-level fault management policies.

2.8.5.2 Application correctness:

For achieving desired output through application, comprehensive testing done on

it. Correctness indicates the desired output on valid input data. Application

correctness can be checked by software verification and validation, former

verification specialized tools used for providing domain-specific knowledge.

2.8.6 Application/control/infrastructure interface

Network accuracy infringements may generate faults at any layer or interface and

network troubleshooting consists of all layers in order to successfully perform fault

findings.

2.8.6.1 Network correctness violation:

Network policies are translated into device configuration. Actual network behavior

may violate routing, security policies due to some faulty, untested applications.

Misinterpreted protocols, network controller mistranslation. So network

correctness monitored contently in order to detect possible violations.

2.8.6.2 Network investigating:

When a disappointment happens, arrange heads must distinguish which

applications are included and which succession of activities prompted the

disappointment. This is certainly not a minor issue, considering that in vast systems

an enormous number of reliant and free events may happen amid a disappointment.

Procedures to help arrange investigating incorporate chronicle and replaying system

occasions [70], deciding least easygoing grouping [71] and breaking down system

conduct by watching packet back-follows [72].

Distributed controllers layers are divided into application layers,

application/control interface, control layers, control/infrastructure interface, data

plane, app/control/infrastructure interface. Application layer described with the

issue like application design, accuracy/correctness due to logical errors in API or in
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the modularity. Distributed controllers contain a combination of different

application layers, modules. Link failures lead separate erroneous module from the

whole system, that part will be down and not working but the rest of the system

should be fully functional. Control layers have a collection of controllers. All are

communicating with each other with east-west bound interfaces. Inter-controller

communication faces issues of load balancing, managing of distributed data store

and on failure, replication technique needs to be followed.

In Distributed controller, there may be a chance of overload on one controller needs

to migrate its switch to underloaded controller, aggregate load of the system will be

overloaded and need to include more controller to balance the load and any

controller may be shut down due to accidental error in hardware or software in all

above cases fault generated. A fault may generate due to overload on the controller.

So Load balancing considered as fault management issue and switch migration

techniques applied to solve it. Switch migration technique can be implemented as a

game-theoretic approach [103], distributed decision [104], load informing strategy

[105], and BalCon [106] - balanced controller approach. Details of all techniques

given in the next section. Replication technique is divided into active and passive

replication [107] [108]. Flexibility and programmability are key capabilities of

SDN. They meet the current network requirements such as multi-occupant cloud

networks, versatile optical networks. SDN should solve fault management issues

related to the legacy network also.

2.9 Switch Migration in the distributed controller

Switch migration is done in overloading of the controller or flow requests of switch

increases, heavily loaded switches should be migrated to lightly loaded controller

in distributed controller domain. It helps in dynamically change the relationship

between switches of the heavily loaded controller to a lightly loaded controller.

Different methods used for switch migration.
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Figure 9 Switch relocation process [15] [16]

Figure 9 demonstrates a total depiction of the switch relocation system, which

comprises of four stages. In stage 1, at first, to wind up master controller B changes

its part to equal. For it, the underlying expert (A) sends a begin movement message

to B through a controller-to-controller channel. At that point, (B) sends Role-reply

to the change should have been relocated. After (B) gets Role-Reply from the

switch, it informs (A) that the part changing has achieved. After (B) changes its part

to level with, it gets nonconcurrent messages from the switch, however, does not

give a reaction. In stage 2, it embeds and expels dummy flows. (A) Firstly sends

Flow-mod to (X) to include another flow passage, which does not match with any

packet. At that point, it sends another Flow-mod to erase the section. Consequently,

the switch can send a Flow-evacuated message to controllers due to (B) is an

equivalent controller at this moment. The Flow evacuated offers an exchange of

proprietorship for the switch (X) from (A) to (B). Additionally, a barrier message

is asked for after the inclusion of the fake flow. In stage 3, it flushes pending

solicitations for a barrier. (A) Transmits a Barrier-ask for and sits tight for the

Barrier-answer, simply after which it sends "end relocation" to the last master (B).

In stage 4, it makes the objective controller last master. The last master (B) sets its

part to master for the switch by sending a Role-ask for a message to the switch. At

long last, it refreshes the conveyed data store.
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Figure 10 Elastic Framework [16]

2.9.1 Elastic Control (ElastiCon):

ElastiCon [16] is the primary switch movement system in view of dynamic multi-

controller design. Figure 10 sets the total system of ElastiCon, which contains three

modules: load estimation modules, load adjustment choice modules, and activity

modules. The load estimation module gathers the load of every controller and sends

the load data to the load adjustment choice module, which chooses load distribution

among controllers. The activity module conducts control activities (e.g., moving

switch, including and evacuating controllers) to accomplish the dynamic control of

controllers and switches. ElastiCon occasionally screens the load on every

controller, distinguishes awkward nature, and naturally adjusts the load crosswise

over controllers by moving a few changes from the over-burden controller to a softly

stacked one. In the interim, with a specific end goal to orchestrate the movement, a

novel switch relocation protocol is intended for empowering such load moving,

which complies with the OpenFlow standard. At long last, a model of ElastiCon is

manufactured and its execution is assessed in view of Mininet. In this way,

ElastiCon guarantees unsurprising controller execution even under exceedingly

unique workloads.

Yang, Zhou, et al [24] proposed an answer for the adaptable system structure with

decoupled control and information plane. Relocating switches can adjust the asset

use of controllers and enhance network execution. Switch movement issue needs to

date been defined as an asset usage expansion issue to address the scalability of the
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control plane. Be that as it may, this issue is NP-hard with high-computational

complexities and without tending to the security difficulties of the control plane.

They propose a switch relocation strategy, which translates switch movement as a

mark coordinating issue and is figured as a 3-D earth mover's distance model to

ensure deliberately essential controllers in the system. Thinking about the

scalability, they additionally propose a heuristic technique that is time-proficient

and reasonable to extensive scale systems. Simulation demonstrates that our

proposed strategies can mask deliberately imperative controllers by decreasing the

distinction of activity stack between controllers. In addition, our proposed

techniques can essentially calm the movement weight of controllers and anticipate

immersion assaults.

2.9.2 Game-Theoretic Approach:

Authors in [103] explain how to balance the distributed control plane in SDN.

Dynamic switch migration has been proposed to achieve it. The author proposed

that existing schemes are only focused on how to execute migration operations

without stating why to execute it. The author proposed a decision making

mechanism based on zero-sum game theory to reelect a new controller as the master

for migrated switches. First chooses a switch migration in the heavy controller

which invites its neighbors as the game players to complete for the master role of

the switch in the game playing field (GPF) which is an occasional and loose domain

for game-playing. Second, based on the concept of GPF they design a centralized

strategy to play the game and determine which player as the final master.

2.9.3 Distributed Decisions Scheme:

Authors in [104] depicted the Switch Migration Problem (SMP) and a Network

Utility Maximization (NUM) problems with the aim of improving the amount of

serving demands with accessible control resources. Distributed Hopping Algorithm

(DHA) will accomplish ideal switch relocation through Log-Sum-Exp work. The

simulation reveals that DHA will be more powerful than the existing plan by

decreasing stream setup time and enhancing the normal usage proportion of

controller. They proposed a scalable control component to choose which switch and

where it ought to be relocated for an adjusted control plane. Each switch will be

controlled by three distinct parts of controllers. Master, equal, and slave. There is
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just a single master for the switch. The master can just get the switches' states yet

additionally compose changes to train the information plane. The equal controllers

are acquainted with discrete burdens from the master. The slaves just read the

conditions of the switches. Each switch could have in excess of one equivalent or

slave controllers. On the off chance that master bombs because of over-burden or a

few special cases, the equivalent controllers, or even slaves could be traveled to ace

at the earliest opportunity. No component unequivocally demonstrating the switch

movement or controller parts move, on the grounds that the authors of this

specification feel this is the obligation of the controller to pick a master among

themselves. A load of SDN controller comprises numerous components, for

example, preparing of PACKET_IN events, keeping up the nearby domain view,

speaking with different controllers, and additionally installing flow entries. In

various situation, the extents of those components vary enormously. Be that as it

may, the preparation of PACKET_IN occasions is for the most part viewed as the

most conspicuous piece of the aggregate load. Likewise, the arriving rate of

PACKET_IN occasions on a controller is checked to quantify its load.

2.9.4 Load Informing Strategy:

Authors in [105] display a load adjusting system in view of a load advising

technique for controllers. Decidedly, it constructs distributed choice architecture,

including four parts that were load estimation, load illuminating, and adjusting

choice and switch movement. In this procedure, every controller can occasionally

effectively report its load data to different controllers, and it likewise handles and

stores the load data from others. While the periodical dynamic load educating can

diminish the choice deferral, it likewise causes extra preparation and

correspondence overhead in the control plane. Particularly, when the present load

esteem does not change much contrasted with the last esteem, revealing it to

different controllers is an excess task.

2.9.5 Balanced Controller (BalCon):

BalCon is a heuristic solution proposed in [106]. One key limitation of the

distributed controller, with a static mapping between the switch and controller with

uneven load distribution may arise among the controllers that may arise when

network traffic condition may change during network operation.  The proposed
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problem as a mathematical optimization problem. It is an NP-complete problem.

Algorithm works runtime based on congestion analysis, when controller becomes

overloaded, the algorithm finds a small strongly connected cluster of SDN switches

to migrate such that overall control plane congestion is reduced. It depends on two

key perceptions: (1) a compelling switch relocation ought to consider the

communication patterns of the SDN switches, (2) the switch movement ought to be

prepared at the granularity of cluster: switches with strong associations, which has

the shorter remoteness to the controller, ought to be always be assigned to a similar

controller. BalCon is accomplished by a reasonable model in view of Ryu, and the

outcomes indicate BalCon altogether lessens the quantity of moving switches.

2.9.6 Load fluctuating based synchronization (LVS):

Guo, et al. [109] have proposed a controller state synchronization procedure named

Load Variance based Synchronization (LVS), in order to redesign the execution of

load modifying in the multi-controller multi-region SDN sort out. Interestingly with

periodic synchronization based methods, LVS-based systems performed genuine

state synchronizations among controllers while a load of a server outperforms a

predefined constraint, which fundamentally restrains the synchronization overhead

of controllers. The preliminary comes to fruition have exhibited that LVS gets

authentic load modifying execution and circle free sending with less

synchronization overhead, interestingly with existing systems. Nevertheless, two

proposed LVS-based methodologies have not evaluated in a bona fide testbed.

2.9.7 SMDM (Switch migration based on decision-making scheme):

Wang et al [103] proposed greedy calculation for switch relocation procedure. The

proposed system will be utilized as a part of big business systems and WAN. They

demonstrated that Dynamic switch movement is a promising way to deal with

versatile scaling and load adjusting. By and by, switch movement happens in three

cases. Right off the bat, if the accumulated traffic load goes past the limit, all things

considered, the new controllers ought to be included and the switches would be

moved to them. Furthermore, as a controller is closed down or to rest for sparing

correspondence cost and power, its switches ought to be relocated away. Thirdly,

regardless of whether there is no adjustment in the quantity of sent controllers,

switch movement activity must be performed by relocating chosen change to
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different controllers when an individual controller load is past its ability. It is known

as load adjusting. They utilized switch movement trigger matric, the relocation

productivity model to fabricate tradeoff between relocation expenses and load

adjusting rate. Movement effectiveness show controls the conceivable relocation

activity. They execute evidence of the plan and present numerical assessment

utilizing Mininet emulator to exhibit the adequacy of their proposition. SMDM

plans appear (1) how to quantify load irregularity of controllers and choose whether

to perform switch movement? (2) How to utilize movement arrange for that uses

the relocation effectiveness model to manage the decision of conceivable relocation

activities. They utilized total load an incentive to demonstrate genuine load data

and give switch relocation procedure. Conventional SDN execution depends on a

centralized controller and has a few confinements related to execution and

adaptability. Dispersed controllers approach can be utilized to take care of this

issue.

MF Bari et al. [110] give a system that modifies the number of dynamic controllers

and delegates every controller. This system could limit the flow setup time while

acquiring low communication overhead. Be that as it may, it effectively prompts

arrange reassignment since it needs to play out a reassignment of the whole control

plane in light of the gathered activity measurements. They proposed a logically

centralized control plane, which could accomplish better scalability and reliability

with independent controllers when an uneven enormous movement loads touch

base at these distributed controllers.

2.9.8 Scalable and crash tolerant SDN controller:

Liang et al [111] proposed a group controller method for switch relocation

calculation. They utilized a unique load rebalancing strategy for grouped

controllers. The numerous controllers utilized JGroup to organize the activity of

switch movement. The total system partitioned into numerous groups and each

group is setup one controller bunch. Anticipated strategy can progressively move

the load over the various controllers through switch relocation. The component

bolsters controller failover without switch detachment maintaining a strategic

distance from the single purpose of disappointment issue. They executed a model

framework in view of OpenDayLight Hydrogen controller to assess the execution

of our plan. Primer outcome demonstrates that the technique empowers controllers
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to calm the over-burden by means of switch movement and can enhance throughput

and diminish the reaction time of the control plane. They intend to execute topology

mindful switch movement calculation for enhancing the scalability of the network.
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1 Wang et
al[102]

Improving migration
efficiency by using switch
migration trigger matric,
migration efficiency
model used migration
costs and load balance
rate. Used efficiency
aware switch migration
algorithm.

Flat
Beacon
controller

MUMA
(maximize
resource

utilization
algorithm)

4 12.8 140 50 7 Switch migration scheme based on
the greedy algorithm to maximize
the trade-off between migration
costs and the load balance rate. an
efficiency-aware migration
algorithm based on greedy method
was designed to utilize the migration
efficiency model and thus guide the
choice of possible migration actions

DNMA(Distr
ibuted
nearest

migration
algorithm)

4 12.8 105 65 4

SMDM(Swit
ch migration

based
decision
making)

4 12.8 100 47 2

2 Liang et al
[111]

Scalable and crash
tolerant SDN controller

Flat Clustered
controllers

8 15.32 20 0.9 15 Aggregate load of a cluster should be
collected before migration which
increased the processing time

3 Dixit et al
[15]

Elastic switch migration
by adding/removing SDN
controllers

Flat Clustered
controllers

8 55 to
135

0.35
to 2.8

0.21
to
0.76

15
5.4

Seamless migration of switches
among multiple controllers How to
select switches and target controllers
not described

4. Yang Zhou
et.al[24]

Elastic switch migration
for control plane Load
balancing in SDN

Flat Optimal
switch

migration
model and
heuristic
switch

migration
model

30 78.68 18 2.7 10 Simulation differentiates
strategically important controllers
by diminishing the difference of
traffic load between controllers.
Proposed method relives traffic
pressure of controllers and prevents
saturation attacks

5. Dixit et
al.[16]

Achieving the dynamic
mapping between
switches and controllers

Flat Linear
programmin

g

4 10 20 12 17 The controller response time has
been reduced to 5 ms averagely

6 Chen et al
[86]

Studying how to improve
the load balancing
performance of
controllers in SDN.

Flat Game theory 100 10 22 30 15 Only 1.25% switches have been
migrated when half of the controllers
need master reelection operation.
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7 Cheng et
al[103]

Studying which switch
should be migrated and
where it will be moved

Flat Heuristic
approach

74 15 10 10 15 Only 10 % of the switches in such as
network have been migrated to load
rebalance when there are 40 ~50%
heavy controllers

8 Yu J et al
[7]

The controller takes load
balancing decision locally
as rapidly, reducing the
time of load balancing.

Flat Linear
programmin
g

8 12.78 21 50 16 The result shows that load balancing
is completed within 5s.

The proposed method has higher
throughput compared with a static
mapping between switch and
controller

9 Cello et
al[112]

Load balancing problem
as a mathematical
optimization problem and
based on congestion
analysis

Flat Heuristic
approach

8 85 16.50 2.05 40 The proposed solution reduces the
load imbalance among SDN
controllers by 40 % by migrating a
small number of switches.  The
computational time is 11.51s in the
proposed method.

10 Hu, Tao et
al [20]

Load difference matrix
and trigger factor used to
measure load balancing
on controllers, load
balancing rate, and
migration cost considered
for migration efficiency
calculation.

Flat Efficiency
aware switch
migration
approach

5
to
20

2 70 12 3.6 Reducing controller response time by
22%, improving controller
throughput by 30% on average,
maintaining good low migration
costs and time, balancing rate.

Table 8 An Overview of current switch migration techniques for solving load balancing in a
distributed controller [72]

Table 8 shows a comparison of different switch migration techniques for load

balancing. Different parameters such as flows/second, migration cost, controller

response time, throughput are observed with respect to available different

approaches taken by previous researchers. It is observed that Wang et al [103]

enhancing movement effectiveness by utilizing switch relocation trigger matric,

migration efficiency model utilized movement expenses and load adjust rate.

Utilized efficiency aware movement calculation. They took after MUMA

(maximize resource utilization algorithm), DNMA (Distributed nearest movement

algorithm), and SMDM (Switch migration based decision making). Switch

relocation based in view of a greedy algorithm to amplify the exchange off between

movement costs and the load adjust rate. An effectiveness migration algorithm in

light of greedy strategy was intended to use the migration proficiency model and

hence manage the decision of conceivable relocation activities.

Liang et.al [111] utilizing scalable and crash a tolerant group of the controller. A

total load of the group of controller ought to be gathered before relocation which

expanded the processing time. Yang Zhou et al [24] followed optical and heuristic

switch relocation model. Their Simulation differentiates deliberately important
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controllers by diminishing the difference of traffic load between controllers.

Proposed method relives traffic pressure of controllers and prevents saturation

attacks. Dixit et al [15][16] proposed flexible switch relocation for control plane

load adjusting for achieving dynamic mapping between switches and controllers.

Utilizing their strategy the controller reaction time has been decreased to 5 ms

averagely, however, they are not portrayed how to choose switch and target

controller.

Cheng et al [103] depicted which switch relocated and where it will be moved?

They demonstrated that only 10 % of the switches in such a network have been

migrated to load rebalance when there are 40 ~50% overwhelming controllers. Yu

et al [7] depicted controller take load adjusting decision locally as quickly, reducing

the time of load balancing. The result shows that load balancing is over within 5s.

The proposed method has higher throughput equated with a static mapping between

switch and controller. Cello et. al. [112] proposed heuristic solution condense the

load imbalance among SDN controllers by 40 % by relocating modest no of

switches. Its computational time is 11.51s. They take load balancing problem as a

mathematical optimization problem and based on congestion analysis. Hu, Tao et

al. [20] described load difference matrix and trigger factor used to measure load

balancing on controllers, load balancing rate, and movement cost considered for

migration efficiency calculation. They used efficiency aware switch migration

approach. Simulation reveals reducing controller response time by 22%, improving

controller throughput by 30% on average, maintaining good low migration costs

and time, balancing rate.
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3 PROPOSED DISTRIBUTED CONTROLLER FAULT
TOLERANCE (DCFT) MODEL

We have named the proposed model as Distributed Controller Fault Tolerance

(DCFT) model which contains a data plane, control plane, and application

(management) plane including one additional sub-layer called fault tolerance plane

in SDN stack, which is extended from application plane. Fault tolerance sub-layer

comprises different modules such as switch migration module DCFT module, fault

tolerance module, and transaction management module. Different modules are

mentioned at different layers including fault tolerance plane in the logical diagram

in Figure 11. Description of the various events comprises their input/output are

mentioned in Table 9.

3.1 Position of all the modules in the SDN stack
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Figure 11 Position of all the modules in SDN stack [21]
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Application plane It will store user program, perform event/command ordering, command execution, distributed log records are shared via this plane,
zookeeper coordinating service also installed at application plane.

Fault tolerance plane 3 i/p: subscribe updates of the state of each controller of the cluster.
3 o/p: publish update of the state of each controller of the cluster, sync state of the controller, use zookeeper for internal communication.
4 i/p: overloaded controller from load calculation module 4 o/p: select least loaded controller from arraylist maintained in distributed db.
4 o/p: select least loaded controller from arraylist maintained in store, failure of the any controller of the cluster due to any reason, orphan

switches need to migrate to least loaded controller selected from array list maintained in distributed log.
7 i/p: It will received updates from user programs about state of the controllers. DCFT module save the current state of the system, it will also

reflect the changes/updates done by switch migration/fault tolerance/transaction management module. Inter controller messenger module
provides coordination services through zookeeper via DCFT module. While fault occurs, it will tolerate fault through fault tolerance and
transaction management module

7 o/p: It will inform user programs runs on application plane about occurrence and management of fault.
5 i/p: Events generated by switches on receiving packet or states of the port changes
5 o/p: call transaction management module, provide ACID(atomicity, consistency, isolation and durability properties with NIB, Optimistic

concurrency control and distributed log.
6 (a) i/p: coordinator (master) controller failed before replicating received event in distributed log.
6 (a) o/p: call transaction management module, slave controller receive and buffer all events, no events are lost, first new master must finish

processing any events logged by the old master, events marked as processed have their resulting command filtered.
6 (b) i/p: coordinator(master) controller failed after replicating the event but before commit request
6 (b) o/p: event was replicated in the distributed log, the master that crashed may or may not have issued the commit request message.

therefore new master must carefully verify if the switch has processed everything it has received, before resending the command
and commit request.

6(c) i/p: coordinator (master) controller failed after sending commit request
6(c) o/p: since old master send commit request before crashing, the new master will receive the confirmation that the switch processed the

respective commands for that event and will not resend them (guaranteeing exactly once semantics for commands)

Control plane 2(a) i/p: Distributed SDN controller from the cluster
2(a) o/p : coordinator controller decided
2(b) i/p: module stores load information, perform load balancing and routing of packets
2(b) o/p: store switch controller mapping information
2(c) i/p: failure of the coordinator can be detected by its slave controller on timeout.
2(c) o/p: On failure of the coordinator, next coordinator will be elected from priority arraylist of coordinator maintained in distributed log.
1(a) i/p N- no of flow table entries, F-average message arrival rate, D-Propagation delay
1(a) o/p Cload= w1*N + w2*F+w3*D

Data plane Forwarding packets as per the routing instructions received by controller.

Table 9 Events description of the position of modules in SDN stack
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3.2 Deployment diagram of the DCFT model

 There are many approaches used to design a fault-tolerant SDN controller. The

distributed-load approach target large-scale networks where a single controller

has difficulties managing the entire load and hence the operation has to be split

into several domains with corresponding dedicated controllers. In this design,

fault tolerance may be provided by making the appropriate load redistribution in

the case of controller failures. In this way the controllers can act independently

and in parallel, as long as they share the common network view, i.e. same

network information base (NIB) is used for the shared data store. If consistency

prioritized, performance degradation is unavoidable.

 While in the master-slave SDN controller is a simpler concept in which only the

master controller is incharge of all decisions. In our model coordinator controller

is taken as a master controller, while the slave controllers are used to provide

fault tolerance. In the flat model, every distributed controller can act as not only

an ordinary controller but also a coordinator controller.  So it just needs one

network transmission for gathering load and push commands to another

controller, as a result, decision delay of the packet is reduced in this case [23]. In

addition to this, all the controllers share the same consistent network view and

locally serve the request without actively contacting any remote node, thus

minimizing flow setup up delay. This approach may be implemented in small or

medium-scale networks. The main challenge is to provide consistency between

network image (NIB) between master and slave controllers which is

implemented through a common data store. Our model provides fault tolerance

through transaction management. The transaction management module provides

a consistency guarantee of the common data store with respect to packet loss,

failure recovery, and overhead.  Failure recovery will be achieved through path

migration. Overhead will be increased with respect to the number of rules update

per phase.
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 Two controllers are taken from different domains of the distributed SDN

controller in Figure 12 for demonstration purposes. Transaction management for

fault tolerance is discussed in detail in section 4.6. In distributed SDN, events are

generated due to the changes in port or packet sent from switch to controller.

Figure 16 shows (1) The events are generated from switches and delivered to

controllers (2) all the events are ordered and its updates are synchronized with

other slave controllers using zookeeper and log records are stored in a distributed

data store (3) The controller run multiple application that received events and

processes it. (4) After processing the controller send commands to the switches

in reply to each event. This cycle repeats itself in multiple switches across the

network as needed. Other modules of the model are described below.
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---

Figure 12 Detailed deployment diagram of the DCFT model [34]
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 Working of each module :

3.3 Coordinator controller Election module:

This module [46] will be working on the control plane, as shown in Figure 11. The

coordinator controller of the cluster decided by this module. It will be available all the

time in the cluster to take various coordination decisions in case of load imbalance as

well as controller failure and to collect and calculate controller statistics. It stores each

controller IP address, capacity, associated switches data. The controller’s IP address

recognizes each controller, while limit chooses whether the controller is equipped for

overseeing more switches. The limit of the controller chosen by various streams every

second that the controller can process if the load of the controller beyond the

controller’s threshold, the controller fails.

The coordinator controller intermittently receives the current load of each controller

and switches. The controller’s current load defined by a load of the controller at a given

time. Load of the controller defined with a number of flows per second that the

controller receives from the switches including average message arrival rate and

propagation delay.

Coordinator controller checks intermittently the status of the controllers. To detect the

failure of the controller, the coordinator controller uses controller information. For

every particular time coordinator controller checks the last refreshed time of the

controller’s current load. If the last refreshed time exceeds a certain threshold, the

coordinator controller decided the given controller as a futile controller and take the

next step to recuperate the controller disappointment.

The election module continuously running in the background, when it detects the

failure of a current coordinator it starts re-election and elects a new coordinator. The

election module can elect a new coordinator if and only if the 51% of the controllers

are active, it’s in order to ensure that there is at least one group which will produce a

majority response to elect one coordinator. Otherwise, it sets the controller having id

c1 as the default coordinator.
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3.3.1 Algorithm Coordinator controller election algorithm

1. pollTime=5 seconds // Election class is polled every “pollTime” seconds such that it checks if a new
coordinator present in the network.

2. Once the coordinator specified and the follower’s role decided, the current coordinator is used to managing
network vide publishing and subscribing updates across all nodes.
3  pollTime=5 seconds, timeout=6 seconds
4. First try to get coordinator if (coordinator==none) then coordinator=controllerID1; timeoutFlag=true
5. else if (coordinator.equals (ControllerID)) then
6. roll-based function such as initiates publish/subscribe by the coordinator,

//publish means ask all the nodes to call publish hook, subscribe means ask all the nodes to subscribe to
updates from all other nodes as well as by calling this in a loop.

7. There are different possible states of the controller during the controller can be during the election process.
8. switch (current state) // current state of the controller
9. {
10. case CONNECT: Network block until the majority of nodes connected
11 case ELECT: check for the new node to connect to, and refresh socket connection, ensure the majority of
nodes connected otherwise goto CONNECT state.
12 start election if the majority of the node connected.
13 once coordinator has confirmed by-election it proceeds to coordinate or follow state.
14 case SPIN: This is resting state of coordinator after the election

CheckForcoordinator: This function ensures that there is only one coordinator, set for the entire network,
none or multiple coordinators causes it to set the current state to ELECT. It is based on predefined arraylist of
controllerID. [2, 1, 4, 3] => means that controller 2 will be considered first for election, if it fails we fall
back to controller 1 as coordinator, and then controller 4 and so on.

15. case COORDINATE: This is resting state of coordinator after election keep sending heartbeat message and
receive a majority of acceptors otherwise goto ELECT state

16.}
17. check for only “one” coordinator in the network.
18. Ask each node if they are the coordinator, all the nodes should get an ACK from only one of them, if not reset

the coordinator.
19. //Election performed.
20. if (connected controllers >= 2) then
21. if (elected coordinator present == true)
22. if (no of coordinator ==1)
23. commit; coordinator elected as controllerID=1
24. else
25. call checkForCoordinator function.
26. else
27. Check for new node to be connect and controller having highest controllerID will become coordinator.
28. Nodes joined after election:  It follows the current coordinator
29. Nodes joined before election: It participates in current election process, coordinator will be elected from

current active and configured controller.
30. Nodes joined during the election: It waits for election to be completed, does not participated in an election,
start following elected coordinator after the election.
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3.4 Internal controller messenger module:

There are two ways to acquire network information from other SDN controllers.

Polling and, Publish, and Subscribe [31]. This module opt to publish/subscribe method

as shown in Figure 11.

(a) Polling: Each SDN controller periodically requests for new network information

from other controllers in the cluster. For instance an SDN request for new switch

information every 10 minutes. It will execute the request periodically even when there

is no update happen in the other controller. Thus it may receive the same network

information as the last one. Therefore this method is not efficient [34].

(b) Publish and subscribe: Each SDN controller can publish/subscribe to the network

information from other controllers in the cluster. For instance controller c1 needs

network information from neighboring controller c2, the controller c1 can subscribe to

the switch information from c2. In this case, c1 acts as a subscriber, and c2 acts as a

publisher. Later c2 will notify c1 when there is a change regarding the switch

information in the domain. In this case controller, c2 will notify c1 only when there is

a change, therefore, this method is more efficient for our model [31].

The internal controller messenger module is responsible to provide all the updates of

controllers of the cluster to each other. It synchronizes state between the controllers by

letting all of them access updates published by all other modules in the controller.

Distributed coordination services such as zookeeper [93] glue cluster of the controllers

to share the information about a link, topology, etc. it’s used for updating the status of

the controllers.

3.5 Load Calculation and decision-making module

All the controllers including the coordinator controller calculate its own load and send

load information to the coordinator controller as shown in Figure 11 in the control

plane. Load of the controller consists accumulation of load of the switches. With an

enormous scale of flow table entries, the controller deals a big flow table and a load of

the controller will be high. The bigger average message arrival rate of a switch shows

this switch conveys more load to the controller. Propagation delay also an important
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factor. If the controller is overloaded, we choose to switch to migrate considering the

following formula.

Load of the switches comprises a number of flow table entries (N), average message

arrival rate (F), and propagation delay (D) [72].

CLoad= w1*N + w2*F+w3*D (1)

Where w1, w2, and w3 are weight coefficients and their sum is 1.0. Similarly, compute

load of each switch based on their flow table entries, and compute the total load of the

controllers depending on the number of switches.

The coordinator controller collects load information and stores it in the distributed

database. Coordinator store load information as an array list sorted in ascending order.

The first member of the array list is a minimum loaded controller and the last member

is a maximum loaded controller without any duplicate entry. Later a quantified time

interval of every 5 seconds, the load calculation module calculates the load and sends

it to coordinator. The time interval can be adaptive or dynamic. The time interval can

be set by the aggregate of the current load and previously calculated load balancing.

3.5.1 Load Calculation Threshold

T=Tmax / (|Currentload – Previousload|+1)

Tmax= initially set interval

Currentload= Controller’s current load

Previousload= Controller’s previous load

After receiving the load information coordinator store load of each controller and

aggregate load of all the controllers in a distributed data store.

3.5.2 Decision making module

To balance the load of all the controller nodes, a threshold value C is decided to detect

overload and under load conditions. Based on this threshold value coordinator decide

to balance the load or not.

C= (Average of a load of all the controllers) / (a load of a maximum loaded controller)
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0 ≤ C ≤ 1, C is the load balancing rate. If C will be close to 1 load is evenly distributed

and if a load is close to 0 uneven load distribution is there. We set the initial load

balancing rate to 0.7. If the value of C is less than 0.7 than load balancing is required.

If the value of C is greater than 0.7 no need for load balancing [72].

3.5.3 Selection of destination backup controller and switch to be migrated

Before migration, the coordinator must check that the migrated switch should not

overload the destination backup controller. Following formula used to check to an

overload of destination controller on the migration of switch. If the migration can create

an overload to destination coordinator should choose another switch to be migrated.

Load_of_Switch_to_Migrate ≤ CT – Load_of_Target

CT= Controller capacity (packets/sec)

Authors [113] mentioned a selection of destination backup controller based on the

remoteness between switches and target controller, current load, and percentage of

packet loss. The span between a switch and backup controller affect the packet response

time which influences the network model efficiency.

3.6 Switch Migration Module

On failure of the controller, orphan switches need to be migrated to another controller.

Our proposed switch migration algorithm [47] to assigns switches to the adjacent

standby controller with considering the outstanding workload on the destination

standby controller steps of assignment of the switch as follows.

1. Allocate each switch to n standby destination controller can be from a sorted array list

of the closest controller. Array list stored at the distributed data store.

2. Each time span t, controller loads are processed based on eq (1). The lightest loaded

controller has selected whose load is less than the bellow capacity CT. The selection

of switch to be migrated based on formulae of eq (1) as mentioned above.

3. Reorder switches the backup list according to the controller weight.

4. The maximum loaded switch should be select to migrate.
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5. The coordinator controller found a failed controller, then it found the switches of the

futile controller.

6. Repeat steps for the failed controller’s associated changes of switches to check the

standby list of the controller.

7. Check the accessibility of each standby controller in the standby controller list.

8. In the event of the first standby, the controller can bear the switch, the coordinator

controller sends switch to the IP address of the controller.

9. On the off chance first backup controller can’t endure the switch, the coordinator

controller forms the succeeding accessible standby controller.

10. Steps 2 to 9 repeated until coordinator controller allots switch to an appropriate standby

controller while the controller load variations over time.

Switch migration occurs in three situations of failover. (1) Coordinator controller

failure (2) ordinary controller failure (3) Load imbalance. Pseudocode for three

conditions is as follows.
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3.6.1 Algorithm: Switch migration process

/*(a) Coordinator controller failure */

Input: c1… c2, cn controllers, coordinator controllers, threshold value

Output: Balanced distributed controllers

1. Call coordinator controller election module for deciding new coordinator.

2. If all the switches migrated to the neighbor controller then

If (capacity of neighbor controller > threshold) then

a neighbor controller may be overloaded due to migration and crashed.

else

all the switches migrated and switch-controller mapping updated in a distributed

database

endif

3. if all the switches migrated to other controllers equally then

check each controller capacity and switch-controller mapping updated in a distributed database

endif

4. if all switches migrated to the least loaded controller then

find least loaded controller from a distributed database

and update switch controller mapping in a distributed database

endif

/*(b) ordinary controller failure */

5. if an ordinary controller failed then

coordinator controller select the least loaded controller from the distributed database

if (capacity of least loaded controller > threshold) then

call switch migration module and migrate switches

else

migrate few switches up to a limit of threshold and assign remaining switches to next least

loaded controller

endif

endif

/* (c) Load Imbalance */

6. if (capacity of ordinary controller >threshold) then

call switch migration module and migrate highest loaded switches to the least loaded controller

endif

Coordinator controller performs two roles, one is its ordinary role of routing incoming

packets and second is a special role, Coordinator role, where it has to calculate the load
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of each controller of the cluster and information about the mapping of switch-controller

and store it as an array list at the distributed database. All the controllers send their load

information and switch information to the coordinator controller. The coordinator

controller calculates the aggregate load of all the controllers and stores it in the

distributed database. The coordinator controller takes the switch migration decision

based on the load of the cluster. Controllers can communicate with the coordinator

using messaging services provided by zookeeper and sync service of a floodlight. Each

switch must be connected to one controller with a master role and with any no of

controllers with a slave role.

3.6.2 Failover mechanism in the proposed model

The whole network is divided into a logical cluster of controllers.  All controllers of a

cluster are assigned a controller id as per they joined the controller cluster viz. C1,

C2…Cn. When cluster start, a controller having maximum controller id is elected as a

coordinator controller using our election algorithm.

3.6.2.1 Failure in coordinator controller

In the master-slave model, the master is the coordinator is the in-charge of the

coordination of all the other controllers, controllers may have a different number of

switches. Failure occurs in the coordinator node leads to failure of a whole distributed

control plane. Failure of coordinator can be detected by using the separate function

available with all the controllers in the cluster which will be synchronized with

zookeeper and syncdb. Coordinator controller fails, aggregate load calculation stopped,

a decision of load balancing cannot be taken, which leads towards the failure of an

overloaded controller.

To overcome the failure of a coordinator controller we plan to run an election algorithm

to elect a new coordinator on a failure of the current coordinator. Controller id decides

priority among controllers. After a specified time interval, a check performed that the

elected coordinator is active or failed. If the coordinator failed, the re-election starts. A

controller having maximum controller id from the cluster, elected as a new coordinator

of a distributed control plane. A new coordinator has to migrate switches of the failed
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controller to a lightest loaded controller by proposed switch migration. All the

controllers may have a different number of switches. Figure 13 shows failure in the

coordinator controller. C10 is a current coordinator, switches of C10 migrated to C7

(lightest loaded backup controller from the array list. C9 becomes a new coordinator.

Similarly array list from distributed data store updated at every time t seconds.

In our model, the coordinator controller with the help of zookeeper services,

periodically checks the status of the controllers, to perceive the failure of the controller,

coordinator controller utilizes controller data, Every particular time coordinator

controller checks last refreshed time of controllers If last refreshed time surpasses a

certain threshold, coordinator controller think about this controller as failed and

proceeds recovery steps.

Figure 13 Failure in coordinator controller, the election of new coordinator controller

Coordinator controller manages the failure of an ordinary controller by using an array

of least loaded controllers stored at the distributed database. On failure of any ordinary

controller, its orphan switches will be migrated to the first least loaded controller,

limited switches up to threshold value only migrated to the least loaded controller, and

rest switches if any migrated to the next controller of the array.
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3.6.2.2 failure in switch

In the event processing cycle, on sending event by the switch, the controller responds

by supplying multiple commands to the other switches. As a result, we need to accept

Supplementary mechanism when adapting replication protocols to figure out fault-

tolerant control platforms. Presently two approaches followed while the event

generated at a switch will be received at the master controller, one approach is the

master duplicates the other copies immediately, and leaving the slave copies unsure

whether the event will completely be processed by the master. Another approach is that

the master might choose to replicate an event only after it will completely processed.

(i.e. all commands for that event will be executed on the switches). But if the original

switch and suppose master futile while the master is processing the event, some of the

commands triggered by the event may have been executed on several switches, but the

new master would never see the original event (because of the failed switch) and would

not know about the affected switches. The condition could be poorer if the old master

left these switches in some transitional state before failing. Therefore it is necessary to

take care of these cases if one were to ensure a consistent switch state under failures.

3.6.3 The proposed Switch Migration process

Controllers having three roles master, slave, and equal [2] [8]. Openflow protocols

1.5.1 specification [114] included the capacity for a controller to set its part in the multi-

controller condition. In Openflow protocols version 1.4 onwards the job status message

empowers the switch to advise the controller about changes its part.

By default role of a controller is OFPCR_ROLE_EQUAL [114]. The equal role gives

the controller to full read-write access of the switch. The controller gets all the switch

nonconcurrent messages (such as packet-in, flow-removed). The controller can direct

the controller to switch direction to alter the condition of the switch. While in

OFPCR_ROLE_SLAVE role, the controller has read-only access to the switch. As a

matter of course, the controller does not get switch asynchronous messages, aside from

port-position messages [114]. OFPCR_ROLE_MASTER and

OFPCR_ROLE_EQUAL have the almost similarity on the operation, access level to
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the switch. There would be only one controller having a master role while many

controllers may have equal roles.

A controller can demand its job to be changed to OFPCR_ROLE_MASTER. This job

is like to OFPCR_ROLE_EQUAL and has full admittance to the switch, the thing that

matters is that the switch guarantees that it is the main controller in this job. At the

point when the controller changes its part to OFPCR_ROLE_MASTER, the switch

transformed the present controller with the job OFPCR_ROLE_MASTER to have the

job OFPCR_ROLE_SLAVE, yet does not influence controllers with job

OFPCR_ROLE_EQUAL. At the point when the switch makes such job transformed,

if a controller job is transformed from OFPCR_ROLE_MASTER to

OFPCR_ROLE_SLAVE, the switch must produce a controller job status occasion for

this controller educating it of its new state (much of the timing controller is never again

reachable, and the switch will most likely to transmit that occasion).

Each controller may direct an OFPT_ROLE_REQUEST message to convey its job to

the switch and the switch must recollect the job of each controller connection. A

controller may alter its job whenever, gave the generation_id in the message is present

[114].

The job demand message offers a lightweight system to enable the controller master

decision process, the controllers design their job normally still need to facilitate among

themselves. The switch cannot change the condition of a controller all alone, the

controller state is constantly transformed because of as a result of a solicitation from

one of the controllers. Any slave controller or equal controller can choose itself as their

master. A switch might be at the same time associated with different controllers in an

equal state, multiple controllers in a slave state, and at most one controller in the master

state. The controller in the master state (assuming any) and every one the controllers in

the equal state can completely change the switch state, there is no mechanism to

implement partitioning of the switch between those controllers. On the off chance that

the controller in the master job should be the main controllers ready to make changes

on the switch, at that point, no controllers to be in the equal state and every single

controller ought to be in a slave state.
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Figure 14 Proposed switch migration process in overloading of the controller

Destination backup controller selected, switch decided to be migrated following steps

performed for the switch migration process. All the handshakes in this protocol are

using zookeeper [93]. Initially overloaded controller a connected as master with switch

s and in slave role with controller B. Coordinator controller sends a switch migration

request to selected destination controller. There is no need for a reply to this message.

Figure 14 shows the different steps of the switch migration.

1. After the receipt of the load migration request selected destination controller to send

role change request (from slave to master) to the switch which needs to be migrated.

2. Switch replied configured destination underloaded controller as now master, from now

original master no longer able to receive any packet-in message from a switch.

3. Destination controller sends an end migration message to the coordinator. Coordinator

update controller switches mapping in a distributed database.

3.7 DCFT module

One of the SDN principles is the logical centralization of the control, allowing a

reduction of management complexity and network heterogeneity. Two possible

approaches to achieve this are physically distributed control and physically centralized

control. The former approach provides more flexibility, enabling clustering techniques

and increasing resilience, however it requires coordination capabilities in the control

plane. The latter option is less complex but faces scalability and resiliency issues since

it represents a single point of failure. The usual approach is to maintain backup replicas
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that may take control of the network in case of failure. In both approaches, a controller

failure causes loss of state.  In order to guarantee service availability, the control plane

state must have some level of redundancy. Both controller failure and application

failure may lead to state loss, thus they must be handled separately if they do not share

the same storage.

DCFT module is the main module of the proposed model, saved current state of the

system, it will also save changes/updates by switch migration and fault-tolerance

modules. Publish updates/sync controllers with the help of inter controller messenger,

It will receive input from the user program about state of the controller, the output will

be informing user program about fault management.

3.8 Fault tolerance module

Ravana [52] would be the first fault-tolerant SDN controller. It will handle control

messages validly and purely once (at both controllers and switches) using a replicated

state machine approach, deprived of the expensive consensus protocol.

Figure 15 shown the protocol used by the Ravana. Events buffered by the switches, as

they need to be retransmitted, to the master controller. The master controller will

replicate them in a shared log with slaves. The controller replied to the switch with

events. Events are sent to applications that required one or more commands to be sent

to switches. Switches acknowledge the commands on reply and filter the possible

duplicates by buffering them.
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Figure 15 Ravana protocol

Ravana would alter the Openflow protocol and switch hardware. Ravana forces on

additional storage (buffers) installed on switches to resend events and filter reiterated

commands received from the controllers. In addition, external salutation messages

would be appended to the Openflow protocol so that the switch and controller admit

received messages. Tactlessly, these necessities prevent instant adoption of Ravana.

One of the goals of our research work is to build a strongly consistent and fault-tolerant

control plane for distributed SDN controllers. The architecture of the control plane

driven by the following requirement.

3.8.1.1 Reliability:

If the physical connection between the two nodes in the network is eliminated, the

communication path between the two nodes and their control is not eliminated. In

failure also the system should work consistently.

3.8.1.2 Transparency:

Fault tolerance should be fully transparent to the applications.

3.8.1.3 Performance:

The performance of the system should be maintained even switches, events grow.

3.8.1.4 Immediate deployability:

The solution does not require any new additions to the Openflow protocol.
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3.8.2 Flow of the Fault Tolerance module

Switches generate events (on change of port, on receiving packets, etc.) and forwarded

to the controllers. The controller will handle all these events with multiple applications

installed on it. These applications will process the events and guide commands to one

or more switches in the account of each event. This series recaps in many switches

through the network as required.

To continue with the accurate system in the existence of faults, the state of switch and

controller must grip consistently. To confirm this, the whole cycle given in Figure 16.

It is represented as a transaction: either all or none of the components of this transaction

are executed. It means that (i) the events are processed only once at the controller (ii)

all the events are processed only once in order as they received, and (3) the commands

are processed only once in the switches.

As the predefined operation in Openflow switches is to process commands as they

received, the controller would be organized to guarantee the required only once

semantics.

Authors in [115] do not require such an arrangement as the (modified) switches can

simply buffer the command received and remove repetitive commands (i.e. with the

same identifier) sent by the new controller.

Figure 16 Control loop of (1) event delivery (2) event ordering (3) event processing and (4) command
execution.
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All the asynchronous messages (e.g. OFPT_PACKET_IN) will be received by the

master controller in open flow. While slaves’ controllers receive a subset (e.g. port

modifications). So, events generated by the switches would be received by the master

controller only. By two ways this problem can be solved. One set OFPT_SET_ASYNC

message to all the switches who is modifying the asynchronous configuration. It

resulted slaves receives all the required events by the switches. Second-way change to

the role of all the controllers to EQUAL. So all the controllers with this role will receive

all the events sent by the switches.  Now controller should decide master among the

available controllers. We proposed the second solution and use the coordination service

for coordinator election among the controllers.

Figure 17 shows the fault-free execution of the model. It shows a switch to be joined

with one master controller and a single slave controller. The basic purpose is that even

if failure of any switch, with coordination other switches must continue communication

with all the controller. In [115] switches would be sent events only to the current master

instead of all controllers.

Figure 17 Fault free case of the model.
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The master controller then copies the event in a shared log with the other controllers,

with maintaining the order of the event. Event processed by the master controller from

the shared log and generate zero or more commands.

The commands sent to the switches in bundles (Figure 18) to achieve only once

semantics. Using it controller can open a bundle, add multiple commands, and then

educate the switch to commit all commands available in the bundle for atomicity.

Figure 18 Openflow Bundles

Bundles are used in our model as follows: When an event is executed by all the

modules, necessary commands are appended to a bundle by master controller. Then the

master controller sends an OFPBCT_COMMIT_REQUEST command to all the

switches influenced by the event.  The switch executed the request and tries to apply

all the commands in the bundle in order. Later it sends a reply message signifying if

the commit request was successful or not.

This message is used as an acknowledgment by the DCFT model. Again, it ensures that

the reply message sent to all controllers. It’s a test because bundle answers are

controller to switch messages and so it’s only sent to the controller that made the

request (using the same TCP connection).

We proposed new mechanism in our model to overwhelm this test.

The way we inform other controllers if the bundle was committed or not (so that they

can decide later if they need to resend specific commands) is by including one

OFPT_PACKET_OUT message at the end of the bundle with the action

output=controller.
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So, the result is that the switch will direct the information comprised in the

OFPT_PACKET_OUT message to all the connected controllers in an

OFPT_PACKET_IN message. This message is sent by the master controller to inform

slave controller about the events that were fully processed by the switch (in this

bundle).

It stops a new master from sending repetitive commands, and ensure only once

semantics. The model of [115] does not need to rely on bundles since switch buffer all

the received commands to abandon possible replicas from a new master.

The master completes the transaction by copying an event executed message in the log

and notifying backup controllers that they can safely feed the respective event in the

log to their applications. It’s done to bring the slaves to the same updated state as the

master controller.

3.8.3 Fault cases of the DCFT module

One of our research goals is to build a fault-tolerant distributed SDN control plane to
assure the correctness of logically centralized controllers. We had taken three fault
cases and discuss the process of fault tolerance for these cases.

Slave controllers detect the failure of the master controller by timeout. If needed slave
controller elects new master by using the coordinator controller election algorithm. a
new master must send a role request message to each switch. Following cases to be
considered when master controller can fail.
 Before copying the received event in the distributed log (Figure 19)
 After copying the event but before sending the commit request. (Figure 20)
 After sending the commit request message.
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Figure 19 Master fails before replicating the event received.

The master futile to copying the received events to the shared log. No events are lost

because of slave controller received and buffer all events. New master must continue

to complete the execution of any events logged by the previous master. Events noticed

as processed have their resulting commands filtered. It makes the new master reach the

same internal state as the older one before selecting new sequence of the events to

append to the log (this is valid of all other fault cases). The newly elected master then

appends the buffered events in order to the shared log and continued operation (feeding

the new events to the application and sending commands to the switches).
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Figure 20 Case of the DCFT model where the master fails after replicating the event.

In the cases where the event was replicated in the log (cases 2 and 3), the master that

crashed may or may not have issued the commit request message. Therefore, the new

master must carefully verify if the switch has processed everything it has received

before re-sending the commands and the commit request message.

To ensure sequencing, Openflow offers a barrier message, the switch would reply

barrier message only after executing everything it has received earlier. If a fresh master

receives a barrier reply message without receiving a commit reply message (in the form

of OFPT_PACKET_OUT), it will undertake that the switch did not receive nor execute

a commit request for that event from the previous master. Though the previous master

send all commands but did not sent the commit request message, the bundle will never

be committed and at the end, it’s discarded.

The new master can securely resend the commands. In case 3, since the previous master

sent the commit request before crashing, the new master will receive a sanction that the

switch executes the corresponding commands for that event and would not resend them

(ensure only once semantics for commands).
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3.8.4 Correctness of the consistency

Raft [44], view stamped replication [108], Paxos [96], etc. are famous distributed

consensus protocols used for replication of state machines in client-server models. The

said protocols are not used in SDN. In SDN correctness is required in both controller

and switch state.

As one of our research goal is to assured correctness of a logically centralized SDN

controller, we accept correctness as in [115], it’s defined as observational

indistinguishability.

Observational indistinguishability:

If the set of observations found in the fault-tolerant system is a possibility as in the

fault-free system, then the fault-tolerant system is observationally indistinguishable

from a fault-free system.

To ensure transaction semantics to the entire control loop, three properties (i) only once

event delivery, (ii) event sequencing and execution, and (iii) only once command

execution should be satisfied.  Details are as follows.

3.8.4.1 Only once event ordering:

Events can’t be lost (executed at minimum once) due to controller faults nor can they

be processed repeatedly (they must be processed at most once).

Compared to [115] our proposed DCFT model does not need switches to buffer events

neither that controllers acknowledge each received event to get at least once event

processing semantics. In its place, the DCFT model trusted on switches sending the

generated events to all (f+1) controllers (considering that the system tolerates up to f

crash faults). So that at least one will be known about the event. On receiving these

events, the master replicates them in the shared log while the slaves add the events to

a buffer.
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When the master fails before copying the events, the newly elected fresh master can

add the buffered events to the log. If the master fails after copying the events, the salves

would filter the events in the buffer to avoid identical events in the log.

This gives at-most-once event processing since the new fresh master only processes

each event in the log once. Along with it sending events to all controllers and filtering

buffered events ensures only once event processing.

3.8.4.2 Total event sequencing:

For the surety that all controller replicas achieved the same inner state, they must follow

event sequencing. Our proposed DCFT model and in [115] followed a shared log for

the controller replicas (implemented using the external coordination service such as

zookeeper [93]) which allows the master to decide the sequence of the events to be

followed by all replicas. If the master fails, the newly fresh master also maintain the

sequence of the events in the log and can only append new events to it.

3.8.4.3 Only once command execution:

For only given event received from one switch, the resulting series of commands sent

by the controller are processed by the affected switches only once. To filter duplicates,

the model proposed in [27] depends on switches accepting and buffering the commands

received from the controllers. It needs changes to the openflow protocol and to

switches. DCFT depends on Openflow bundles to ensure the transactional processing

of commands. In the supplement, the commit reply message, triggered after the bundle

finishes, would be sent to all the controllers and thus acts as an acceptance that is

independent of controller faults. Suppose master futile, new master must know if it

should resend the commands for the logged events or not. At the end of the bundle, a

packet_out message would act as a commit reply message to the slave controllers. So

on becoming the new master, the controller replica has the required information to

know if the switch processed the commands inside the bundles or not without

depending on the crashed master.

Besides, the new master sends a barrier request message to the switch.  Receiving the

corresponding barrier reply message guarantees that neither the switch nor the link is
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slow (because a message was received and TCP maintains FIFO order) and thus there

is no possibility of the packet out being delayed. Therefore, the use of bundles that

include a packet_out at the end, in addition to the barrier message ensures that

commands will be processed by the switches only-once.

3.9 Transaction management module

Three fault cases are discussed with correctness for the consistency in the fault

tolerance module. The message bundling technique realizes atomicity, consistency.

Many controllers are involved in a distributed controller with their multiple events. The

transaction management module (TMM) [116] is introduced in the fault tolerance

plane, which resides between the application plane and the control plane. It is used for

network update services in SDN applications and transactionally updates the network.

TMM’s interface is called by the SDN applications to achieve atomicity, consistency,

isolation, and durability for inter-update isolation. TMM will compare the network

match field (flow headers) in the rules and solve conflict resolution. TMM takes SDN

update from the multiple applications, devices the ACID execution of simultaneous

updates, and at the end commits the update to the network.

3.9.1 Realization of ACID properties with TMM

3.9.1.1 Atomicity:

An update consist of multiple rules on multiple switches and they need to be executed

in all-or-none manner. Partially executed update would leave the network in an error

state. It will use the log module for update of network update events which can

replay/rollback during failure recovery.

3.9.1.2 Consistency:

The northbound APIs will be taken care of read/write updates with start/commit phase

operation in an update. The update is computed by the SDN application and submitted

to the SDN controller. Before/after/during network update, the network should not

interrupt certain properties e.g. loss-freedom, congestion freedom. Updates of the SDN

applications will be submitted to the SDN controller.
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3.9.1.3 Isolation:

There are simultaneous updates from different SDN applications. While executed

simultaneously, the final results should be equivalent to that they are executed in

sequentially in a serial order. Thus the concurrency control between updates are

needed. To perform update on volatile network states, TMM accepts OCC (Optimistic

concurrency control).

3.9.1.4 Durability:

Once an update is committed on the network, it should be always functional in its

lifetime, being resistant to failure and crashes in SDN controller and application. Each

individual rule updates to a switch are established by reading and checking of the rule

again to guarantee that the asynchronous update actually completed.

TMM module is inserted between SDN application plane and SDN control plane. It

works as an enhancement layer. Northbound API of the network applications, devises

and executes the update to the network. Two network specific problems need to be

considered.

Problem 1: Separating network updates from data plane events are difficult

When a network update is in progress it is possible that network states in the data plane

changes (e.g. statistics for packet processing). Causing simultaneous network updates

based on them to be invalid. In database operations, conflict resolution is resolved with

locks while in networks, state change is driven by data-plane events, it flows from the

data plane to control plane. It is difficult to add a lock from the control plane to exclude

data plane events.

Solution: We divided network states into volatile states and persistent states. Persistent

states are read/written by the control plane (e.g. flow rules) and volatile states are

updated by data plane and only read by the control plane (e.g. flow statistics). Since

the volatile states can’t be modified by the controller (read-only), a lazy validation

approach is adopted. After the application completes a network update, it would re-

check whether the related states are changed during the update, if no, it would commit

the update, and otherwise cancel it.
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States Locks OCC
Persistent state Yes Yes
Read-only volatile states No Yes

Read-write volatile states No No

Table 10 States and concurrency control

Table 10 shows the categorization of states and possible ways of concurrency control

(CC), where “yes” means the CC method can handle the category of states in its row,

and “no” means it cannot do so. For persistent states both lock and optimistic

concurrency control (OCC i.e. update to a new copy, volatile the copy and merge with

original data copy) can achieve correct concurrency control; for read-only volatile

states, only OCC works; and for read-write volatile states, none of the lock and OCC

works. Fortunately, network states are persistent states and read-only volatile states

which leave us the design choice of OCC.

Problem 2: Network applications should support semantics of executing an update in

phases.

TMM should have interface and implementation to support updates into the phases.

Two-phase updates are used by TMM. Communication delay is introduced due to two-

phase updates in SDN switches. So the order of the updates may be affected.

Solution: TMM introduces a new operator barrier ( ) for SDN applications, which

divides switch updates into batches. Expressing the semantics of the phases in a

network update. In the implementation TMM would read the updated switch state in

the same batch to confirm the completion for the log module when a multiphase update

is replayed, the replay algorithm would also apply this read and check mechanism

between phases.

3.9.2 TMM Architecture

TMM is the part of the fault tolerance plane introduced between SDN application plane

and SDN control plane for providing transactional update services to the SDN

application. NIB is used for maintaining network topology, link, switch, bandwidth
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allocation, and routing rules in the format of <switch, match, action, statistics>. In NIB

switch, match, and action data are persistent states and the statistics are volatile states.

Figure 21 TMM Architecture and Deployment

TMM have three components (i) the concurrency control (CC) has northbound APIs

(i.e. API between TMM interface and SDN applications) to the SDN application. It is

shown in Figure 21. Which are the consistent update interfaces? The CC component

takes simultaneous network updates from multiple applications; it creates a shadow

copy of network states for each network update and merges them finally, guaranteeing

isolation. (ii) The NIB has the network states providing network information to the CC

component. The NIB also has the southbound APIs (i.e., the APIs between TMM and

the SDN controller) with the controller to read/write network states, where it uses

asynchronous write with active conformation (read and check after write) to make sure

that each switch update is durable. (iii) There is a log component guaranteeing

atomicity. In TMM execution time, the log component records network updates in a

persistent storage (a file on a disk); if TMM crashes and reboots, the log component

would replay transactions that have completed lazy validation and cancel ones that

have not.
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3.9.3 TMM interfaces and examples

The life cycle of update having four stages-READ, VALIDATION, WRITE, and

INACTIVE. A network update start by calling tx = transaction ( ). CC module would

record new transaction and mark it as READ. tx.read ( ) and tx.write ( ) are used for

read and write network states after application update. The read operation “read” the

data from transaction space. Write operation would be recorded locally as well (into a

“write set”). When update is complete, it calls tx.commit ( ) to finalize the update.

VALIDATION is used before tx.commit ( ) to ensure there is no conflict of concurrent

transactions. If there is no concurrent transaction it will mark the update into WRITE

phase. All the write operations executed and transaction will be marked as INACTIVE.

TMM has tx.barrier ( ) to express the semantics of executing write operations in phases.

Table 11 shows the behavior of the concurrency control and log record with respect to

transaction interface.

Interface Behavior in Concurrency Control (CC) Record in log
tx= transaction( ) Start transaction in “READ” stage. <tx_ID,START>
tx.read(switch,match,”ACTION/STAT” ) Read a state and record in read set. <tx_ID,READ,match,

ACTION/STAT” >
tx.write(switch, match, action) Record the actions in write set <tx_ID,WRITE,match,

“ACTION/STAT” >
tx.commit(VOLATILE) Mark tx in “VALIDATION” stage. <tx_ID,VALIDATION,VOLATI

LE >
Mark tx in “WRITE” stage, and execute
tx

<tx_ID,WRITE>

Mark tx in “INACTIVE” stage <tx_ID,INACTIVE>
tx.barrier( ) Record a barrier in tx space <tx_ID,BARRIER>

Table 11 TMM interfaces and their operations

3.9.4 Algorithm : 2-phase update

tx = transaction ()
first hop, otherHops = getHops (path B)
for each hop in otherHops do

tx.write (hop)
end
tx.barrier ()
tx.write (firstHop)
if tx.commit () failed then
Do something
end
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Algorithm 3 shows TMM APIs used for program a network update. The example is a

2-phase update, the update transaction started with computation of path, tx.write ( ),

and tx.barrier ( ) updates are submitted to TMM for the update. It includes each hope

and barrier for the phases. Eventually, tx.commit ( ) validates the update and write the

update to NIB. In case of failure of validation, the application is notified and taken the

steps of handling of failure.

3.9.5 Concurrency Control

The persistent states in NIB are flow forwarding rules which is read/written by the SDN

applications; while volatile states are only updated by the data plane packet processing

and can only be read by the SDN controller. Locks can’t be used in volatile states for

concurrency control, because states are varying themselves. Lazy validation approach

is used for the concurrency control where each updates performed on a local copy,

validate whether the network changes during the update computation; if there is no

changes, it commits local copy to the actual network. If no, and otherwise cancels the

update and returns failure.

tx.commit ( ) is divided into two stages of validation and write.

When a transaction x is validated, any other updates (called y) who (1) have not

completed write phase when x starts validation would be involved in x’s validation. If

y writes some network states by x, then x is invalid and the shadow copy of x is

discarded. Otherwise, x is valid and all the write operations in care merged into NIB.

Validation is customized in two ways, first when validating whether x’s read set is

polluted by other update’s write set. TMM also checks data plane events by comparing

read set with instantaneous values in the NIB. Second some applications have relaxed

requirements into the isolation, the tx.commit ( ) has a boolean parameter “volatile” to

decide whether the volatile state are considered in x’s validation stage.

3.9.6 Failure recovery

On failure of SDN application or SDN controller, the network operator would reboot

them and perform failover to a new instance. From the log module replay or cancel
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updates will be executed for atomicity of each transaction. Log modules scan the log

sequentially and the following actions are taken for each update.

(1) All updates that are in READ and INACTIVE stages are discarded.

(2) Similarly, WRITE stages updates are replayed and marked as INACTIVE.

(3) Updates having VALIDATION stages are copied to CC module and executed with

concurrency control.

3.10 Conclusion

To conclude, we build a holistic network update service for SDN application, named

TMM. TMM abstracts the ACID requirements and provides the service to SDN

applications, which eases the programming in SDN applications. TMM provides

consistent update interfaces, uses a log to record updates guaranteeing atomicity,

applies optimistic concurrency control for inter-update isolation, and uses read and

check after written to guarantee the durability of each rule update. This design also

overcomes the challenges of expressing multi-phase update semantics and executing

updates with volatile states. Our preliminary implementation and evaluation show that

TMM can implement consistent update and perform failure recovery, and has limited

overhead. In the future, we would test TMM in more complex settings, including all

combinations of workload, network topology, and scenarios (e.g., failure, recovery),

with the metric of functional correctness, performance, and overhead.
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4 SIMULATION AND RESULTS

We implement our proposed model with Mininet. We have taken packet delay, rate of

load balancing, communication overhead, and throughput as a comparative indices for

various modules. We implement coordinator controller module, switch migration

module, transaction management module. We have taken custom topology and two

well-known topology to test our model and compare the results of the given indices.

4.1 Implementation of Coordinator controller election algorithm

4.1.1 Simulation Experimental setup

We have used Ubuntu 14.04 with 8 GB RAM, Intel Core i7-2370M CPU@ 2.40 GHz

processor system. The bandwidth of the system is 1 GBps. In four terminal windows,

four floodlight controllers are started with similar IP address along with port no 4242,

4243, 4244, and 4245. The default Coordinator will be ControllerID1 but after starting

3 controllers, throughput will be tested by changing the number of the controller node.

The throughput and latency mode of the cbench will be used in the floodlight controller

to check the throughput, latency, communication overhead of the floodlight controller.

TCP flows generation needed to simulate the distribution of network traffic the average

flow requests. It’s done by hping3. The average packet arrival rate of 38000 packets/s.

Floodlight controller will be used to process packets received by the switch. To reduce

the effect of packet delay and packet loss link bandwidth between switches and hosts

to 1000Mbps. we set no of switches managed by one controller is from 2 to 10. All the

simulations run for 12 Hours readings noted at every 20 minutes.

One of our research goal is to evaluate the performance of the controllers (with and
without coordinator controller).

We have created a custom topology named mytopo.py. Four floodlight controllers are

taken in the topology. Each having two switches with a master role. There is only one

master controller and many slave controllers in the topology. The controller may have
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more than one switch. There are many slave controllers for the switches. If the original

master fails, a slave controller will be chosen as a new master. We consider custom

topology in Figure 22. Traffic patterns are shown in Table 12 used for all simulations.

For example Controller C0 is connected with switches S1 and S2 with the master role

and with switches S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, and S8 with slave role. A red dotted line indicating

the master connection of the controller with its switch. To minimize the complexity

here we have not displayed slave connections of all the controllers and switches. The

topology is created using miniedit, a graphical user interface of Mininet.

Figure 22 The topology used in experiment

Traffic
Sequence

Source Destination

T1 H1 H4
T2 H3 H7
T3 H1 H8

Table 12 Traffic design used in the experiment

4.1.2 Throughput:

Figure 23 shows the comparison of the cluster throughput (packet/s) with and without

the coordinator controller. packet_in_rate (flow request count) is considered as the

throughput of the system. Table 13 and figure 22 reveals that with respect to the topology

shown in Figure 22, packets are captured through Wireshark and analyzed from all the

traffic sequences like T1, T2, and T3 at different times. Average throughput will be

increased by 22.63%.
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4.1.3 Communication Overhead (KB/s):

Figure 24 shows the comparison of the communication delay (KB/s) with and without

the coordinator controller. It is calculated between switch-controller and controller-

controller for all the traffic sequences T1, T2, and T3. With the coordinator controller,

communication overhead between switch-controller will be increased by 7.09 KB/s. and

between controller-controller, it is increased by 23.47 KB/s. In the availability of the

coordinator controller, the replication state machine approach followed, so log

replication carried out at regular intervals resulted increase in communication overhead.

4.1.4 Packet delay (latency)

Consider traffic patterns T1, T2, and T3 of Table 12 . Traffic T1 generated from host H1

to host H4. Both are connected by controller C1. The simulation experiment starts with

a packet delay of 12-14 ms for all traffics. Initially, there is no coordinator, so by default

C1 will be chosen as coordinator, as all the four controllers joined with topology, on

failure of C1, the coordinator election algorithm will be executed. Figure 25 reveals that

packet delay will be decreased in T1 and T2 with the coordinator. Because the proposed

algorithm followed the state replication approach. All the controller followed the log

replication of the coordinator. The average packet delay of T1, T2, and T3 traffic

sequences is decreased by 56.13%.

Without Coordinator controller With Coordinator controller

Traffic
numbe

r

Pack
et

delay
(ms)

communication
overhead
(packet/s)

Throughput  (packet/s) Packet
delay (s)

communication
overhead  (packet/s) Throughput  (packet/s)

Switch-
control

ler

Contro
ller-

control
ler

C1 C2 C3
Switch-
control

ler

Controller
-controller C1 C2 C3

T1 58.1 4034 3522 42332 42132 37934 28.66 4134 3623 54332 54123 49911

T2 68.9 3742 3012 39832 44445 35445 26.74 3942 3563 51834 56443 47452

T3 55.7 2343 2023 35445 42454 38832 24.20 2673 2642 51434 54463 50854

Table 13 Comparison of with coordinator/without coordinator controller in the cluster
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Figure 23 Throughput of different traffic sequences

Figure 24 Communication overhead of
different traffic sequences

Figure 25 Packet delay(Latency) of different
traffic sequences

4.1.5 Conclusion

This module proposed a coordinator controller election algorithm in the cluster of

distributed SDN controllers. Our primary research goal is to propose the DCFT

(Distributed Controller Fault Tolerance) model to provide fault tolerance through load

balancing in the distributed SDN controller. The coordinator controller election is one

module of the model. To provide a fault tolerance mechanism in the distributed SDN

controller cluster, one additional fault tolerance sub-layer will be added in the SDN stack

by extending an application plane of SDN. Four floodlight controllers are taken for the

simulation. Considering three different traffic sequences as shown in Table 12,

Comparison of with coordinator controller and without coordinator controller is

demonstrated by Table 13. With the coordinator, Considering an average of all three

traffic sequence, the throughput of the cluster will be increased by 22.63%, packet

delay(latency) will be decreased by 56.13% and communication overhead will be

increased between switch-controller is 7.09 KB/s  and between controller-controller is

23.47 KB/s. So by introducing coordinator controller in the distributed SDN controller,

consistency, reliability, scalability, and immediate deployability of the system are

improved at the cost of communication overhead.
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4.2 Implementation of Switch migration module

One of our research goals is to evaluate the performance of the controller (before

and after switch migration) for the proposed model with reference to packet delay,

controller load balancing rate throughput, and communication overhead.

We use experimental testbed for simulation as mentioned in Table 14. Physical

devices contain ten machines with the configuration mentioned in Table 14 and

traffic sequences of Table 15. In the cluster, there is only one master controller,

which enables programmed network management. We did many experiments to

demonstrate the performance of the DCFT model. DCFT compared with some other

mechanism such as Zero Switch Migration (ZSM), Controller Redundancy

Decision (CRD) [15], and Maximum Utilization Switch (MUSM) [117]. There is

just one controller in ZSM. Overloaded controller randomly migrates switches to a

nearby underloaded controller to resolve the load imbalance problem in CRD. In

MUSM overloaded controller migrates switch into the controller that has a

maximum outstanding capacity. DCFT model reduces packet delay, rate of load

balancing increased no of request processing(throughput), increased

communication overhead. By each controller, in our topology switch can be well-

ordered by one master controller. A controller can control more than one switch.  In

the meantime, there are many slave controllers for the switches. The new master

will be chosen from the slave controller in case of failure of the original master. We

consider custom topology in Figure 22. Traffic patterns are shown in Table 15 used

for all simulations. We use two more well-known topologies for comparison of

results.

In Hyperflow [41] controller fault tolerance technique directs the failed controller

without considering the controller’s current load. Which leads to packet loss,

cascading failure, and packet delay or latency. The proposed DCFT lessens the

effect of these problems by allocating the controller’s load among rest of controllers

when a point of disappointment happens. It is performed by the coordinator

controller. So DCFT model used for load balancing performance, topological

adaptability and reveals fault tolerance.
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4.3 Simulation Experimental Setup

Software Version Function
Mininet[43] 2.2.1 Network Emulator tool
Floodlight[36] 1.2 SDN Controller
OpenFlow 1.5 Communication Protocol
Linux Ubuntu 16.0.4 64

bit
An operating system on each
virtual machine

RAM 8 GB Main memory
Processor Intel ® Core TM i7

2370 M CPU 2.4 GHz
Processing, coordinating all
processes

Traffic hping3 Traffic generator tool
Bandwidth 1000 Mbps Between switch and hosts
Packet arrival
rate

38000 flow/s Switch-controller

Table 14 Simulation Testbed

Traffic
sequence

Source Destination

T1 H1 H4
T2 H8 H12
T3 H13 H18

Table 15 Traffic designs used in the experiment

We use hping3 to generate TCP flows to simulate the dispersal of network traffic

the average flow requests the average packet arrival rate 38000 packets/s. we use a

floodlight controller to process packets received by the switch. To decrease the

effect of packet delay and packet loss link bandwidth between switches and hosts

to 1000Mbps. we set no of switches managed by one controller is from 2 to 10. All

the simulations run for 12 Hours readings are noted at every 20 minutes.

Consider the topology shown in Figure 26. DCFT model takes interruption among

switches and their associated controllers to curtail the response time.

Figure 26 The logical perspective of the topology used in a simulation
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4.3.1 Packet delay or latency:

Consider traffic patterns T1, T2, and T3 of Table 15. Traffic T1 generated from host

H1 to host H4.Both are connected by controller C1. Simulation experiment starts

with a packet delay of 12-14 ms for all traffics. After controller C2 falls flat at 18

seconds, coordinator controller manages controller C1 for it. Controller C1 assumes

the responsibility of the switches related with controller C2 at 20 seconds because

C1 is the nearest controller and lightest loaded compared to rest of the controllers.

We assume that the CRD and MUSM mechanism takes the same recovery time as

DCFT. Packet delay decreases in traffic T1, T2, and T3.

Regarding DCFT, model followed proactive mode of flow rule installation in the

controllers to avoid flow forwarding delay. Coordinator controller recovers the

failure of controller by allocating the load of the failed controller C2 among C1 and

rest of the controllers. This migration grounds an expanded number of solicitations

to every controller then the blockage in this controller lead to the packet delay. But

due to proactive mode of flow rule installation in every packet, flow forwarding

delay reduced. The extreme packet delay for traffic T1 is 24.27 ms at 52 seconds,

for traffic T2 is 27.32 ms at 57 seconds and for traffic, T3 is 12.21 ms at 55 seconds.

Numerical results shown in Figure 36 depicts the lowest packet delay by DCFT

model compared to other methods of switch migrations. Packet delay reduced by

our model is 30.84 %. Coordinator controller can’t recover the controller C2 failure

by migrating switches to least loaded controller C1 only, as it will be overloaded

on migration.

Flow request count (Network traffic) of the custom topology, Abilene topology,

Internet 2 OS3E topology shown in Figure 27, Figure 28, and Figure 29

respectively. When the load imbalance occurs, packet delay (latency) increased, we

change flow request count to overload controller and observe packet delay of the

custom topology in Figure 36, Figure 37, and Figure 38. It is observed for all traffic

sequences, packet delay is decreased for the custom topology, Internet 2 OS3E

topology, and Abilene topology, in the DCFT model.
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4.3.2 Communication overhead

The Communication overhead is generated between switch-controller and between

controller-controller. Rule installation in OpenFlow switches grounds wasteful

network operation inferable from the high overhead potential on the OpenFlow

controller.  DCFT model demonstrated pursued routine with regards to fix a rule in

the switches for a least flow entry in the network switches without damaging the

network operation itself. Figure 30, Figure 31, and Figure 32 depicts a

communication overhead for the custom topology and rest two well-known

topologies.

Since ZSM just arranges single controller, the correspondence overhead among

controllers is 0. The single controller is easily in the overloaded state since it needs

to process all the flow demands. In this way, correspondence overheads among

switches and controllers are most extreme in ZSM.  CRD migrates switch to the

nearest controller to streamline the choice of target controller, which brings down

the overhead between controllers. On the other hand, closest migration is generating

traffic congestion that increases communication overheads among switches and

controllers. If many switches swarm into the nearest controller at the same time.

MUSM reduces overhead by appending an additional controller and the

communication overhead between switches and controller lowest.

DCFT model considers multiple costs and adopts a greedy algorithm to look for the

ideal outcome. Design of the DCFT model reduces information interaction of

irrelevant controllers by taken “first packet” of flow, which is sent to the controller

for the purpose of flow acknowledgment and rule installation. The controller

removes all the first packet payloads including VLAN id, source, and destination

MAC addresses, IP addresses, ethertype, port, and matches actions information so

that the succeeding packets are hopped of the next switches as the first packet

already holds and distribute forwarding information and reduces communication

overhead. But all this procedure has to be performed through coordinator controller.

All the controllers should contact coordinator controller for controller-controller

communication. Communication overhead of the DCFT model is moderated among

all other methods in controller-controller and switch-controller communication.

Average communication overhead increased between switch-controller by 14.79 %
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and controller-controller is increased by 15.60% in custom topology, similarly,

communication overhead between switch-controller and controller-controller is

increased by 22.12 % and 10.82% in Abilene topology, and Internet 2 OS3E it is

increased by 21.35 % and 20.39% respectively as shown in Table 16.  Average

communication overhead was increased sensibly between switch-controller by

11.47 % and controller-controller is by 11.10%.

4.3.3 Throughput-flow request processed by each controller

We noted the number of requests processed by each controller and reflect the

distribution of controller loads. ZSM has only one controller there is no load

balancing. We relate the result of CRD, MUSM, and DCFT for ten controllers in

the given topology, which are shown in Figure 33, Figure 34, and Figure 35. CRD

has a large difference in the number of requests handled by each controller. MUSM

on second place and DCFT has a small variation. As CRD migrates the switch to

the closest controller, switch migration frequently performed if neighbors of the

overloaded controller receiving too many migrating switches. Controller

throughput increased by 24.20 % in custom topology, 19.04% in Abilene, and

19.03% in Internet 2 OS3E topology as shown in Table 16. So average load

balancing rate (throughput) will be increased by 20.65%.

Table 16 Maximum packet delay (ms), Communication overhead and throughput in DCFT model
(Before/ After Switch migration)

Before switch Migration After switch Migration (At 15 second C2 failed)

Traf
fic
numb
er

Maxim
um
Packe
t
delay
(ms)

Communication
overhead
(flow/s)

Throughput(flow/s)-Flow request
processed by each controller

Maximum
Packet
delay
(ms)

Communication
overhead
(flow/s)

Throughput(flow/s)- Flow request
processed by each controller

Switch
-

contro
ller

Contro
ller-
contro
ller

C1 C2 C3 …C10
Switch

-
contro
ller

Contro
ller-
contro
ller

C1 C2 C3 …C10

C
u
s
t
o
m

t
o
p
o
l
o
g
y T1 40.1 4233 3722 32432 33824 31106 32942 24.27 5231 4324 43190 41245 42495 42346

T2 30.9 3944 3213 34123 34834 31106 31113 27.32 4952 3812 43505 42156 43345 44428

T3 16.8 2542 2121 36453 35654 33134 32122 12.21 2672 2567 42062 43984 40674 43542

A
b
i
l
e
n
e

t
o
p
o
l
o
g
y T1 32.5 5121 3282 33421 36127 32215 33826 20.41 6173 3728 44662 441584 43473 41158

T2 26.8 4532 3921 35143 31462 33143 31155 14.82 5621 4374 45824 42794 42785 42862

T3 14.3 2361 3125 37627 35122 34181 34177 10.24 3378 3486 43175 43526 42374 43094

I
n
t
e
r
n
e
t
 
2

O
S
3
E

t
o
p
o
l
o
g
y T1 42.5 6202 2266 34324 36102 35217 32185 30.46 7254 2844 44648 42345 43116 43187

T2 35.8 3561 2804 35142 34123 36184 31177 23.64 4523 3415 45421 43561 44134 44051

T3 18.6 2681 2192 3353 37130 35150 31151 13.65 3744 2841 42646 44615 42105 43815
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Figure 27 Network traffic in custom topology
Figure 28 Network traffic on Abilene topology[37]

Figure 29 Network traffic on Internet 2 OS3E topology [38]

Figure 30 Communication overhead in custom topology
Figure 31 Communication overhead in Abilene Figure 32 Communication overhead in OS3E

Figure 33 Throughput- Request processed by each controller
–custom topology

Figure 34 Throughput- Request processed by each
controller-Abilene

Figure 35 Throughput-Request processed by each controller-
OS3E

Figure 36 Packet delay(latency) in custom topology
Figure 37 Packet delay(latency) in Abilene topology

Figure 38 Packet delay(latency) in OS3E topology
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4.3.4 Conclusion

In this section, we did a study of fault tolerance in the distributed controller with

software defined networking using switch migration. Switch migration algorithm

reveals cases of coordinator controller failure, ordinary controller failure, and load

imbalance. Ten controllers are taken in the custom topology.  On failure of

coordinator controller, how orphan switches are migrated to the least loaded

controller with the help of openflow commands were explained in detail.

Simulation analysis performed with series of experiments performed using traffic

patterns (Table 16), on custom topology, two well-known Abilene[37] Internet 2

OS3E[38] topologies ten controllers along with coordinator controller

Communication overhead, controller throughput-flow request count processed by

each controller, packet delay were used as evaluation indices. Table 16 shown

performance evaluation of only four controller out of ten to reduce the complexity.

It was found in Figure 36 that DCFT model reduces packet delay by 30.84 % and

rate of load balancing by 12.52 %. From Figure 30, Average communication

overhead was increased between switch-controller by 11.47 % and controller-

controller is by 11.10%. From Figure 33 Controller throughput is increased 24.20

% in custom topology, Figure 34 shows 19.04% in Abilene and from Figure 35

19.03% in Internet 2 OS3E topology. So average throughput will be increased by

20.65%. It is concluded that by reducing packet delay and increasing throughput,

DCFT model contributes better in fault tolerance in the distributed control plane

despite of increase in sensible communication overhead introduced by coordinator

controller.

4.4 Fault tolerance and transaction management simulations

TMM will be implemented in floodlight SDN controller, with the machine of Intel

Core i7-2370M CPU@ 2.40 GHz processor CPU with 8 GB memory. Mininet [128]

will be used for emulation of network topologies in the implementation.

Consistency guarantee and failure recovery will be demonstrated through results of

the simulation along with the overhead introduced by the TMM to network update.
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4.4.1 Consistency Guarantee

2-phase update:

We show that TMM can guarantee the consistency in network updates. Algorithm

3 shown online path migration in TMM. The tx.barrier ( ) is not used in the first set

of this experiment. (i.e. before update to the 1st hop) and used in the second. Packet

loss in the both settings are measured in the experiments and repeat experiments

several times. Result of it shown in Table 17. It's observed that without tx.barrier(

), packet loss is significant about 1011 an average for each update with tx.barrier(

), the number of packet drop reduces to about 8, in which case the drop is not caused

by transient inconsistent routing (black holes) but by buffer overflow when locking

a switch’s forwarding table to update rules.

Setup With barrier Without barrier
Packets loss count 8.4 +/- 2.7 1011.4+/- 648.3
Packets loss percentage 0.02 % 1.30%

Table 17 Packet loss with and without barrier

4.4.2 Failure recovery

Figure 39 Example of different path

We use the topology of Figure 39 and measure the traffic throughput in path 1 and

path 2 in the experiment (Figure 40) to show the efficiency of failure recovery of

TMM.
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Figure 40 Failure recovery

In the beginning, there is no routing rules in the switches. At t=7s, controller gets

reboot with a log <(path 1, WRITE), (path 1→2, START)>, indicting path 1 is in

WRITE stage and a migration from path 1 to path 2 in READ stage; after reboot

path 1 setup is complete and path migration is discarded (traffic appearing on path

1).

At t=20s, controller again reboot with a log < (path1, INACTIVE), (path2, 2→1,

START)>. After reboot, it’s observed traffic changes path from path 1 to path 2,

which indicates that the update path 1→2 takes effect.

At t=28s, controller again reboot with a log < (path1, INACTIVE), (path, 1→2,

INACTIVE), (path 2→1, WRITE)>, and observed traffic migrates from path 2 to

path 1, which indicates that the update path 2→1 takes effect.

Figure 41 Overhead measurement
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4.4.3 Overhead

Overhead will be measured by TMM log module. In the experiment, we install a

number of rules in a few phases to a switch. We tune total number of rules and

number of rules per phase and compare the total rule installation time, with and

without TMM’s log module indicated in Figure 41.

There are two factors affecting the total rule install time- barrier wait time and file

I/O time in the log module. In one rule per phase barrier, barrier wait time dominates

the total time (e.g. Figure 41a shows that no worth difference in rule update with

and without log). But if all the rules are updated in one phase(Figure 41c) the

difference of total time is caused purely by the log file I/O, where the total increases

from 3.6s to 18.9s for 10000 rules update(1.6 ms for each rule). Figure 41b shows

a case in between, where the enabled log module causes 21 % performance

degradation where 10 rules are upgraded per phase.

4.4.4 Conclusion

To conclude, we build a holistic network update service for SDN application,

named TMM. TMM abstracts the ACID requirements and provides the service to

SDN applications, which eases the programming in SDN applications. TMM

provides consistent update interfaces, uses a log to record updates guaranteeing

atomicity, applies optimistic concurrency control for inter-update isolation, and

uses read and check after written to guarantee the durability of each rule update.

This design also overcomes the challenges of expressing multi-phase update

semantics and executing updates with volatile states. Our preliminary

implementation and evaluation show that TMM can implement consistent update

and perform failure recovery, and has limited overhead. In the future, we would test

TMM in more complex settings, including all combinations of workload, network

topology, and scenarios (e.g., failure, recovery), with the metric of functional

correctness, performance, and overhead.
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5 FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION

5.1 Achievement with respect to objectives

We successfully proposed and implemented the DCFT model which is used for

 Provide architecture of fault-tolerant distributed control plane.

 Provide more reliability, consistency, and scalability through coordinator

controller election. Provide failover mechanism for a control plane using the

coordinator election algorithm.

 Provide transactionally update service in SDN applications and transactionally

update the network. Achieved consistency guarantee with respect to packet loss,

failure recovery.

 Provide strongly consistent fault tolerant control plane for distributed SDN

controller and behave the same as fault free distributed SDN for the user through

fault tolerance and transaction management module.

 Provide switch migration algorithm for better utilization of controller resources

and propose a novel load balancing model which helps to achieve better

throughput, fault tolerance, reduction in load balancing rate, and packet delay at

the cost of communication overhead.

 Evaluate the performance of the controller vide packet delay, throughput, packet

loss, rate of load balancing, and communication overhead.

5.2 Future work - fault management in the distributed controller

Analyzing surveyed effort we found future challenged in the fault management of

distributed controller such as (1) providing the same level of fault management as

found in traditional legacy network(2) exploration of new possibilities in distributed

SDN (3) integration of SDN with a traditional network. Open issues discussed with

different layers are as follows.

5.2.1 Data plane

SDN permits novel one of a kind fault recovery arrangement, anyway recovery time

in the coordination of various layers of SDN will be expanded. Indeed, even
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inheritance organize have an issue of slow convergence, they are broadly actualized

and completely tried through years, improving their heartiness and proficiency. In

the future dominant part of SDN testbed have more insight in information plane,

incorporation between layers. In SDN numerous arrangements broaden the

southbound protocol conduct as well as repurpose header fields (e.g. to utilize need

field to allot reinforcement ways) so as to help fault recovery systems. In any case,

the absence of standardization constrains the selection and commonsense utilization

of these arrangements. More up to date OpenFlow specifications give highlights

identified with QoS and traffic checking, which can be utilized to help novel

adaptation to non-critical failure components, despite the fact that these highlights

are not straightforwardly identified with fault recovery.

Also, many switch sellers and system controllers just execute more established

adaptations of OpenFlow protocol. In rundown, there is a gap between adaptation

to internal failure endeavors and southbound protocol standardization, and between

protocol specifications and accessible usage. Future specifications of OpenFlow and

other southbound protocols, for example, OpFlex [8], may open new conceivable

outcomes to fault tolerance research. Some extra capacities of information plane,

for example, the capacity to recognize navigated ways, while others propose new

deliberations to help stateful information sending. This brings up some examination

issues: How much, assuming any, insight ought to be set in the network devices?

Which tradeoffs are included? In which cases is this suited? Initiatives like P4, a

high-level language for writing computer programs switches' packet processing,

give more independence to information plane and enable more mind-boggling

rationale to be put in the network devices.

5.2.2 Control Plane

Most endeavors that utilization physical distribution uses current methods, for

example, appropriated file frameworks, to accomplish adaptation to non-critical

failure. In any case, a gap that we identified in this approach is that it doesn't

completely exploit SDN abilities. Methodologies more specific to SDN and systems

administration may open new potential outcomes and accomplish preferred

outcomes over more nonexclusive techniques. Most endeavors that utilization

physical circulation uses current strategies, for example, appropriated file

frameworks, to accomplish adaptation to internal failure. In any case, a gap that we
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identified in this approach is that it doesn't completely exploit SDN abilities.

Methodologies more specific to SDN and systems administration may open new

potential outcomes and accomplish preferable outcomes over more nonspecific

strategies.

Most distributed control plane designs share their state among copies. This

approach, at most, enables applications to configure consistency level wanted. A

more flexible programming stage could offer control to organize applications define

distinctive adaptation to internal failure strategies for various occasions and sorts

of traffic. Also, the programming stage may bolster the definition of abnormal state

adaptation to internal failure targets. For example, most recent variants of ONOS

[39] enable software engineers to make goals, which speak to abnormal state control

wants (e.g., availability between two has) that are interpreted and always authorized

through low-level tenets.

5.2.3 Application Plane

Programming system arrangements, administrations, and indeed, even switch

packet processing, brings numerous new potential outcomes to systems

administration. In any case, we identified that a couple of endeavors investigate

What these conceivable outcomes convey to fault administration. One of the

primary benefits of SDN is the likelihood of system administration through

abnormal state terms. Numerous applications proposed for deliberations, for

example, network structure, modular composition of applications, and

virtualization. Adaptation to internal failure reflections can be utilized to determine

abnormal state adaptation to non-critical failure procedures and fault tolerant builds.

Furthermore, many adaptations to non-critical failure components display some sort

of trade-off, e.g. network resilience vs. network performance. Deliberations can be

given to permit specification of various strategies that would implement distinctive

levels of adaptation to non-critical failure. A few endeavors as of now proposed

techniques.

SDN can be incorporated in this way giving programmability and intelligent

centralization for an incredible decent variety of situations, for example, 5G

framework, Internet-of-Things administration, virtual systems, remote systems. It

is additionally conceivable to utilize different methodologies to use SDN abilities.
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For instance, Progressing research is as of now researching conceivable bearings

[118], [119] to completely investigate SDN potential.

5.3 Conclusion

The thesis presented here started with basics of the Distributed SDN controllers

with its properties, with design choices and its analysis based on switch to controller

connection, network information distribution strategy, controller coordination

strategy, and In-band Vs. out of band strategy. The thesis studied about existing

SDN controllers, classified different types of faults generated with reference to all

the planes and interfaces in the SDN stack. Derived research gap based on the

extensive literature survey, and decided the research goals. Finally, search ends

with building a Distributed Controller Fault Tolerance (DCFT) model for

developing a robust Distributed SDN controller. The model added additional sub

layer called fault tolerance plane between application plane and control plane.

Different modules of the model are implemented and concluded that model reduces

packet delay by 30.84%, rate of load balancing by 12.52%, and eventually achieved

higher throughput by 20.65% at the cost of reasonable communication overhead.

Communication overhead between controller-controller would be increased by

11.10 % and between switch-controller its 11.47%.

This work far-reaching view on fault management in a distributed controller. We

identified fault management issues on each layer/interfaces. We have observed that

fault management issues raised by SDN are related to their layered engineering and

logical centralization.  In distributed controller Control plane have numerous

controllers, overburden on any controller may prompt to failure of the controller,

node, or link and it lead to fault.

So we discussed the solution of it as switch relocation of the overloaded controller

to underloaded one, different methods of switch migration compared with their

flow/second, packet delay migration cost, controller response time, and throughput.

Fault at each layer influences other layers in various perspectives. For instance, a

defective application may cause a black hole in the network. Additionally, it creates

failures in correspondence between layers. (e.g. controller switch correspondence).

A logically centralized control plane profoundly unique in relation to legacy

networks. Reviewed endeavor classified according to their planes, issues,
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methodologies, and highlights. We examine various methodologies and their

reasonableness to various situation. It was exhibited that progressing research has

tended to the greater part of the fault management issues presented by split

architecture. It is used for high demand requirements such as large data centers

deployment [120] and carrier networks [121]. Along with these future issues related

to distributed SDN are as (1) providing the same level of fault tolerance is available

in the traditional network and providing coordination between multiple controller

and switches. (2) Standardization of protocol in the east-west control plane. (3)

Standardization of northbound interface development (4) Dynamic load balancing

mechanism (5) Integrating SDN/NFV with a distributed controller.

Distributed SDN controllers would be used for integration of different innovation

scenarios such as 5G infrastructure, Internet-of-Things management, virtual

networks, wireless networks, etc. Fault management solution proposed by us would

be very helpful in the integration of the innovative scenarios and provides fault-free

environment such as legacy network.
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Abstract
Tremendous amount of data generated due to increasing no of users every day in the tech-
nology world. It is difficult to manage huge amount of discrete data with the traditional net-
work. Even it is difficult to manage with technologies such as, big data, cloud computing in 
traditional network. Software Defined Networking (SDN) brings all the functionalities to a 
single location and making centralized decision. Controllers are the main entity of the SDN 
design, which governs decisions while routing packets. Centralized decision increases per-
formance of the network. Distributed SDN controllers are physically distributed and logi-
cally centralized. Through this paper, we presented basics of distributed SDN controllers 
with its properties, studied classification of SDN controllers vide their logical design (hier-
archical/flat model), programming language, adaptability, application domain etc. We cate-
gorize fault management issues in management plane, control plane and infrastructure plane 
and their interface. Paper will be concentrated on the faults generated through overloading 
of the controllers. As a solution switch migration technique will be derived. Provide detail 
discussion on prior work done in switch migration techniques for fault management through 
load balancing in distributed controllers. At last addition of fault management plane will be 
proposed in the SDN stack for generating robust distributed SDN controller.

Keywords Software defined networking · Fault management · Resiliency · Fault detection · 
Fault prevention · Fault recovery · Failure · Survivability

1 Introduction

SDN separated control sense from its underlying hardware and its centralism is software 
based controllers. In Multiple controller environment they are physically distributed, logi-
cally centralized. It generates issues like scalability, reliability, availability, consistency, 
security etc.
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SDN structure shadows top-down coherently centralized network control, SDN control-
ler with SDN application installed can handled all the switches in the network. By this mid-
way control network handled proficiently and respond the dynamic incident spontaneously.

This logical centralization managed by single and distributed SDN controller. All the 
switches are handled by one SDN controller in single SDN controller. But scalability and 
robustness issues arise in single SDN controller.

1.1  Scalability Issue

In general, scalability refers to the ability of the network to scale and control high amount 
of traffic, In SDN, the scalability reflects the capacity of SDN controller in handling multi-
ple path forwarding requests from switches. SDN controller has inadequate sources when 
conduct high amount of requests. To resolve the problem many investigators bound the for-
warding path request sent to SDN controller [1–3]. It will intelligence to the switches and 
violating the concept of SDN.

1.2  Robustness Issue

Single point failure in single SDN controller resulted failure of the network. All the 
switches will be failed and cannot forward new packets. Eventually whole network will be 
down. Investigator concentrate on openflow-hybrid [4] to convert openflow switch to tradi-
tional switch, when it fails to connect to the SDN controller.

Figure 1 exhibit example of several SDN controllers works individually in routing pack-
ets through several domains. The Packet-In message is sent to ask the forwarding path from 
the SDN controller. The Flow-Mod message is forwarded to install the forwarding path to 
the switches.

Distributed SDN controller helps to solve above issues. In general multiple controllers 
are used to share the workload of the network. On crash of the controller, another controller 
take possession. Few concepts from the distributed system are adopted for it.

Figure 1 shows two different SDN controllers. Each of them manages a network part 
called network domain. c1 manages switches of domain1, similarly c2 manages switches 
of domain2. Now suppose h1 wants to send few packets to h2. As packets reaches to s1, 
s1 desires for a forwarding path from c1 via openflow packet-in message. Once forward-
ing path received, it will send the packet to s2. Similarly when packet reaches at s3, s3 
wants the promoting path from c2 and eventually packet arrived at h2. Here two SDN 

Fig. 1  Multiple SDN controller
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controllers are used but they work alone for each network domain and does not repre-
senting distributed SDN controller.

If c1 and c2 both sharing same logic, new packet arrived at s1, both c1 and c2 
directly install forwarding path to all the corresponding switches. Then it is called dis-
tributed SDN controller.

Properties of distributed SDN controller such as network domain, local (static and 
lively network state), global network state and connection between controller-controller 
as East/Westbound API are mentioned in [5]. Researchers of the same paper explored 
design choice of distributed SDN controller including (i) switch to controller connec-
tion strategy as IP alias connection or Master/Slave connection, (ii) network information 
distribution strategy vide hierarchical or flat model, (iii) controller connection strategies 
in distributed SDN controller as coordinator based and coordinator less, (iv) in-band vs. 
out-of-band connection strategies.

This paper presented Survey on distributed SDN controller with special focus on 
fault tolerance in distributed SDN controller. Paper studied basics and properties of dis-
tributed SDN controller, Comparison of centralized and distributed control plane archi-
tecture studied from previous research.

Few previous surveys conducted by network administrators show that the normally 
errors in network failures can be generated due to logical error of switch/router pro-
gramming, wrong configuration of protocol, hardware failures, and external factors. 
Common indication of failures are reachability problems, tained congestion and latency/
throughput [5]. Different kinds of faults occurred at various layers and layers/inter-
face in distributed SDN controllers are studied in the paper. Finally fault management 
through load balancing with switch migration techniques are surveyed.

Main contribution of this paper are as follows:

• Presenting the review of classification of SDN controllers.
• Providing a complete systematic review of different types of fault issues in distrib-

uted controller at application, data and control planes and into their interfaces.
• Studied existing techniques switch migration issue in load balancing among distrib-

uted controllers.
• Proposed deployment of fault tolerance plane in the SDN stack. Using such addi-

tional fault tolerance plane, derived a novel load balancing model, which provides 
robust distributed SDN controller.

Rest of the paper contains Sect. 2 studies all the existing SDN controllers and tabu-
larized comparison between their documentation, programming language, adaptability, 
application domain, their Northbound/Southbound API etc. Section 3 discussed about 
different types of faults in the distributed SDN controller. Section 4 concentrated on the 
faults occurred through overload and as a solution applied switch migration technique.

Different existing strategies studied for switch migration and the survey concluded 
with the decision that for efficient fault management through load balancing a separate 
fault management layer need to be derived from the application layer in the SDN stack. 
The fault management layer includes different modules viz as switch migration module, 
module maintaining state of the network, fault management, transaction management 
for the transactional updates of the network. So for survey ends with the aim of develop-
ing a novel model for robust distributed SDN controller which provides, consistency, 
reliability and scalability.

Author's personal copy
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2  Classification of SDN Controllers

SDN controllers can be centralized controllers or distributed controller. Table  1 shows 
comparison of distributed and centralized controllers with respect to documentation, adapt-
ability, OS, Northbound, southbound API and application domain. SDN controller archi-
tecture divided into logically or physically centralized and flat, distributed in hierarchical 
or hybrid design. Table 1 listed few controllers among it.

Table 2 shows fault tolerance comparison of different distributed controllers. Controller 
failure/link failure are major sources of fault. Their solutions like nearby backup controller, 
backup paths,active replication, dynamic controller migration, forwarding policy reconfig-
uration, replicated shared database for recovery are discussed.

Table 3 demonstrate mechanism of fault tolerance such as controller replication, failure 
recovery, protection switching, segment protection, fast failover, packet modification.

3  Fault Management Issues in Distributed Controllers

Fault management process include fault detection, fault localization and fault recovery. 
Fault prevention can be done proactive or reactively. Distributed controllers in SDN con-
tains infrastructure (data) plane, control plane and application planes. Control plane con-
sists of number of controllers, all controllers are attached with east–west bound interfaces. 
Similarly application plane/control plane are connected with northbound interface and con-
trol plane/application plane are connected with southbound interfaces. We discussed differ-
ent types of faults in distributed controllers based on their layers and interfaces. Figure 2 
summarizes different types of faults. Different protocols such as OSPF [47], AMQP [50] 
etc. are used for solving problems generated by different types of faults. Prior work listed 
fault management in SDN network [51–55]. They have not concentrated specifically in 
distributed controller. We concentrate on fault management at control plane in distributed 
controller. Control plane consists its architecture, controller location methodologies, and 
traffic fault tolerance. All this category encompasses multiple issues leads to faults such 
as control channel disruption, controller disappointment. Kreutz et  al. [52, 53] depicted 
about fault tolerance and reliability issues. Silva et al. [53] described resilience discipline 
while Sharma et al. [55] described efforts related with fault detection and fault recovery.

Fault recovery divided into protection (pro-active) and restoration (re-active) method. In 
protection backup paths are preconfigured using fixing of flow rules in the switches. Res-
toration follows notification strategy. On failure, notification triggered to controller, con-
troller examines the notification and decide the type/level of fault. It calculates alternative 
path and installing flow of switches in case of link failure. Restoration and protection both 
method have its merit/demerits. Normally they are used to reduced recovery time, band-
width optimization, and minimum TCAM consumption.

Classification with respect to layers and layer/interface in distributed controller shown 
in Fig. 2.

3.1  Data Plane (Infrastructure Layer)

Fault tolerance issues such as link failure and node failure, normally available in tradi-
tional network are part of this layer. However in SDN due to centralized management and 

Author's personal copy
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programmability leads to new challenges. Failure detected at link or node level. Sharma 
et  al. [56] proposed solution of Loss of Signal (LoS) as BFD (Bidirectional Forwarding 
Detection) Loss of signal recognizes interface failure by checking whether a particular port 
of a switch is down.

3.1.1  Network Failure Discovery and Position

In legacy networks, in fault discovery and finding place, number of challenges raises: a 
single disappointment may leads to many source of errors, long time needed to stabilize 
the state of network devices. Even partition of network may be difficult to detect. Due to 
logical centralization, SDN keep all the devices of network updated about information of 
any fault related with link or node. Only failure affected switches will be informed by con-
trollers. Rest part of the network may work in normal fashion. Extra care need to take to 
reduce the communication recovery time in distributed controller.

3.1.2  Network Failure Recovery

Protection and restoration are two approaches for network failure recovery. Preconfig-
ured backup path followed in protection. On demand reinforcement path are generated in 
rebuilding or restoration. Improper design of backup path in protection, not genuinely cir-
culated among the connections, may lead to blockage situation. If large forwarding rules in 
the switch it will be exhaust. Any other way disappointment renovation increases retrieval 
period, overburden network controllers etc. distributed controllers in SDN cares hybrid 
approach by numerous protocols and mechanisms for improving failure recovery.

3.2  Control/Infrastructure Interface

South bound protocols such as OpenFlow [4, 57], Forces [57], OpFlex [46] etc. are the 
major protocols used between control plane and information plane interface. SDN sepa-
rates control logic from network devices and put it in centralized fashion in control plane 
of distributed controller. Data traffic and control traffic links connecting different planes 
of SDN. We discuss control network disappointment and controller-switch dependable 

Table 2  Fault tolerance comparison of distributed controller platform

Sr no. Controller platform Failure type Solution

1 Hyperflow [8] Controller failure Nearby controller serve as a standby controller
2 Onix [7] Link/switch failure, Onix 

instance failure
Backup paths, active replication

3 ONOS [6] ONOS instance failure Redundant instances
4 Hydra [45] Controller disappointment Replication of controller failure
5 Elasticon [46] Controller disappointment Migration with dynamic controller
6 Fleet [16] Link disappointment Switching to work around path for the futile 

link
7 IRIS [28] controller disappointment Controller switching
8 PANE [17] Link/switch disappointment Forwarding policy regeneration
9 Smartlight [47] Controller disappointment Pretend collective database for retrieval

Author's personal copy
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communication issues which can be proportionate to link or node disappointment and data 
distribution in traditional network. Along with this in distributed controller, controller loca-
tion and controller failover also discussed.

3.2.1  Control Network Failure

Distributed controller consists massive number of links, used for connecting all the con-
trollers, and rest of the devices in the SDN. All these links manages network. Faulty link of 
the switch can be interrupted normal operation of devices associated with it and switches. 
If standby paths calculated using restoration or protection technique, control channel might 
prevent data traffic reclamation. Aim of the control traffic recovery is to reconstruct switch 
connectivity with any available controller. In case of data traffic retrieval specific destina-
tion path must be rebuild. Experiment of [58, 59] proves that well organized, effective con-
trol channel failure identification is a significant issue to decrease retrieval time.

3.2.2  Controller‑Switch Dependable Communication

Separation logic of control plane and data plane in SDN leads to check the reliability of 
event execution. If event is not delivered to its endpoint, network management spoiled. For 
example control plane don’t get information of link failure, routing services generates inva-
lid paths as it does not know about failure of link. In data plane new device needed to 
be installed in the network, and not validated by authentication service, device cannot be 

Fig. 2  Fault management issues in distributed controller [82]
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connected. Reliable message delivery is crucial problem, wide previous work and many 
protocols discussing this problem, In SDN also this problem is thoughtful since the mes-
saging between centralized control and underlying architecture devices is very important 
and present itself in new forms e.g. network actions can be vanished during controller 
failover.

3.2.3  Controller Position

Distributed controller consists multiple controllers. Multiple controllers environment 
generates two questions in the designing of network (1) what number of controllers are 
expected to fulfill the network desires? (2) What is the position of the controller in the 
topology? Fewer number of controllers tends to overload on existing controllers and cause 
stoppage of service due to resource overburden, while access number of controllers may 
lead to underutilization, wasting of money and resources. Author in [60] shows position of 
the controller in the system configuration affect network execution and its output. As avail-
ability amongst controllers and rest of the devices of information plane is significant to 
arrange administration, a non-ideal controller position permitted in the event of just smaller 
of connection fails, the vast mainstream of the devices still drop control channel move-
ment. Retrieval time and dormancy between inter controller influenced because of wrong 
position of controller.

3.2.4  Controller Failover

Leveled or nonhierarchical design followed by distributed controllers. In leveled mode 
switch guides all its demand to a primary controller and on its failure switch connect with 
a preconfigured reserved controller. On the other hand nonhierarchical mode where switch 
joined with numerous controllers simultaneously and sends each demand to every one of 
them, controllers are managing order of the requests and reactions. OpenFlow care this role 
of the demand from its version 1.2. All switch can cosign roles to the controllers connected 
to it: master have all reading/writing access to the switch, one controller can be master role 
only for a given point of time. Slave role only reading state enabled, cannot control the 
switch, writing in the flow table; and other role is equal, similar to master controller can 
manage the switch without any confinements and any number of controller can be built 
as equal. Controllers may have different in migration cost, flows/second, response time, 
latency etc. it leads to the question, which controller will be picked as first prime? How to 
manage sequence of backup controller? How regularly they are refreshed? How to detect 
failures among primary and secondary controllers? In nonhierarchical mode, failover pro-
cess is modest. As all controllers are as of now associated, demands must be requested in 
such way that any of the controllers can react to any demand amid the failover.

3.3  Control Layer

Distributed controllers consists multiple controllers, control layer is intermediate transla-
tion layer among application and data plane. Inter-controller communication exclusively 
refers control layer own operations, rest of the operations are affected by the other layers.
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3.3.1  Inter‑Controller Consistency

Centralized or distributed controllers gives network services while increasing resiliency. 
Numerous controller used to maintain strategic distance from SPOF (single point fail-
ure) [6, 20]. For logical centralization all the controllers must rake-off worldwide net-
work view.

Levin et al. [58] depicted state distribution trade-offs and perform tests particularly on 
consistency levels. Controller irregularity prompts to issue of state consistency among pri-
mary and reinforcement controller. False assumption made by controller and controller and 
network device should not be managed properly. Event delivery ordering must be imposed 
according to the order of controller consistency for dynamic replication.

3.3.2  Control Plane State Redundancy

Primary-backup relationship in multiple controllers followed by centralized controller. In 
centralized controller primary controller is managing whole domain, backup managing 
consistency of its state with primary. In distributed controllers, different controllers are 
interchange information among each other with synchronization. They can take control of 
the network simultaneously.

Control state redundancy achieved by three different ways vide state replication, event 
propagation and activity (traffic) duplication. State replication accomplished by replicating 
application state into replicas of controller, event propagation managing order of the events 
sent to all replicas for consistency. Activity duplication, duplicates all movement at switch 
level into copy controllers.

3.3.3  Distributed Data Store

Multiple controllers sharing network view for consistent network operation via distributed 
data store. In hierarchical or nonhierarchical mode network divided into partition. Each 
partition have its own master and more than one backup controller. View to the partition 
shared to other partition via distributed data store.

Onix [7] holds Network Information Base (NIB), where network view is represented in 
a graph. Onix is distributed controller. Network operations done by using NIB and distrib-
uting state of the network among controllers. Onix coordinates different storage strategies: 
DHT (Distributed hash table) for weak consistency and transactional storage for strong 
consistency. Onix supports Zookeeper [59] for leader election and failover.

ONOS [6] supports high scalability and high availability. Similar to Onix, it uses graph 
and store for each service state. ONOS uses cluster with multiple instance for distributed 
mode. Where each node is taking care for subset of network devices. Publish-subscribe 
mechanism used by ONOS for achieving different level of consistency. ONOS upgrading 
with different versions. It uses different distribution mechanism such as Cassandra [61] data 
store for ultimate consistency, Hazelcast [62] and zookeeper [59] for strong consistency.

HP Virtual Application Network (VAN) [29] is implemented through OSGi [63] speci-
fication, it provide application independence and reuse. AMQP [50] used by HP-VAN con-
troller for message delivery at application layer. Similar to Onix, HP-VAN did coordination 
and synchronization with Zookeeper [59]. It offers clustering mode.
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Spalla et  al. [64] proposes concept which provides basic clustering capabilities. Mas-
ter–slave relationship followed among multiple controllers in each partition of the cluster. 
State sharing of controllers done by OpenReplica [65]. It is coordinating service for con-
sistency and synchronization. It also used Paxos consensus protocol [66].

3.3.4  Control Plane State‑Update Messages

Passive repetition approach in integrated architecture is another approach for consistency. 
In this approach application state and state update messages are encapsulated together 
into state-update message and send it to backup controllers for updating their own state. 
Fonseca et  al. [67] proposed CPRecovery, it is inert repetition mechanism. Inert repeti-
tion divided into replication and retrieval phase. In replication phase the primary controller 
generating backup replicas on the change of state. While replicas orchestrating their state 
with the primary. On detection of failure status from primary controller (link failure, heart-
beat message) the retrieval phase started. Switch joins to the constituted standby controller, 
which apprises its role to primary, network did its works normally.

High availability controller (HAC) architecture, a crossbreed method that substitutes 
between both strategies, rendering to service precedence proposed by Pashkov et al. [68]. 
Network updates shared by controllers. Each application data updates also shared with all 
controllers. State of the controller stored in shared data store. Serialization helps to coordi-
nate and ordering of message services.

3.3.5  Event Replication

Event oriented paradigm followed by openflow. All network changes transfer to the SDN 
controller for appropriate processing. Hence, it is conceivable to accomplish state repeti-
tion rerunning occasions in standby copy. Because of high activity of system occasions 
controller might be over-burden.

Hyperflow [8] provides scalability by spreading designated events. Events using pub-
lish-subscribe system for propagation. Hyperflow [8] will configure orphan switches to its 
nearest neighbor on failure of controller. It does not guarantee event ordering. DISCO [16] 
using AMQP [50] protocol for event propagation, guaranteeing message delivery. It offers 
bandwidth use and latency also.

Viewstamped replication [69] utilized by centralized controller Ravana [20] to imi-
tate events and offer fault tolerance in information plane and control plane. repetition of 
controller state and switch consistency accomplished by two stage protocols which holds 
properties like aggregate event ordering, precisely onetime event processing and preciously 
onetime command execution. In total event ordering all controller replica follows the same 
order of events. Precisely onetime event processing the controller continuously process all 
the events issued together. Events lost due to any reason must be retransmitted in the same 
order. Exactly once command execution means switch executes commands once and only 
once.

Ravana architecture followed system like: a master controller receives request 
from the network, stored in shared replicated log and process it. The replica works on 
request only after processing completion of master. The replica controller keeps log 
record of the events by its IDs to avoid repeated events. Switch keeps log of the com-
mands in local buffer.it filter/avoid repeated commands and followed exactly-once com-
mand property. Ravana provides transactional semantics by following event delivery, 
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processing and command execution and guaranteeing safety (execution of all events in 
errorless system and liveness (all command processed by switch and event will be pro-
cessed by controllers).

3.3.6  Traffic Replication

Copying network traffic at the information plane level into all the controllers, is one 
approach of controller state replication. All switches will be joined with every one of the 
controllers all the while as per the approach followed in [67]. Fonseca request send to each 
one of the controllers, as controller gets a request from network device, it sends message 
arrival timestamp to all controllers. If each one of the controllers answer that none of them 
has a more settled timestamp, it send the response to the switch else the controller just 
updates its internal state.

Traffic replication rapidly get well from failures in a adversity scenario proposed by 
Gramoli et  al. [70]. Two key matrices recovery time objective (RTO) and the recovery 
point objective (RPO) used by investigator. In case of disaster how much data lost, recov-
ery time objective used for estimation of time of detection and mitigation of failure. While 
recovery point objective gives data of how many updates are lost.

Fast controller failover for multi domain SDN (FCF-M) proposed by Chan et al. [69] 
strong consistency achieved by each controller by replicating controller to its backup con-
troller. Circular heartbeat mechanism used for detection of failure. Probe packet sending by 
each controller to its predecessor in heartbeat message mechanism, controller failover done 
locally if the backup of the controller available. Devices are distributed among controller 
based on its distance minimization and its capacity.

Centralized control [25] and distributed control [75] strategies considered in the design 
of control plane for providing fault tolerance. Control plane redundancy may require some 
sort of correspondence overhead, which affects scalability and performance. Distributed 
file system, distributed data structure and consensus protocol can be utilized to accomplish 
state replication.

3.4  Application/Control Interface

Network controller and applications share same execution space. So failure issues such as 
application failure isolation and control plane state fault tolerance discussed here.

3.4.1  Application Failure Separation

Almost existing available controllers [7, 20, 25] sharing same execution space, tightly cou-
pled applications and network os with which leads to crash of controller on crash of appli-
cations. Additionally these controller don’t display application resource consumption. So 
defective application may victimize shared resources. Fault tolerance and reliability must 
be taken care in the design of network operating system. As taken care in traditional oper-
ating system kernel design and architecture. In monolithic architecture, failure in one ser-
vice leads to failure of the network controller. Mirco kernel architecture used independent 
service on the top of a kernel and connect internally using IPC communication interface.
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3.4.2  Control Plane State Fault Tolerance

Logical centralized and physical SDN required harmonization of control planes with 
each other. Fault management done by backup replica in both centralized and distributed 
approach. In fault stage controller loses its state. Data plane and control plane failure both 
leads to failure of state of the controller, so both should be managed separately.

3.5  Application Layer

Testing and logical design of the application programs should be checked thoroughly 
before its implementation on application plane.

3.5.1  Application Design

Network requirement should be analyzed in the design phase first, Logical error in analysis 
never generate correct output. In the design phase fault management issues also considered, 
else bug, faults inserted in the since SDN application should be considered with specific 
knowledge domain, specific features should be used to provide fault tolerance constructs 
and abstractions. Few such deliberations are deadlocks, race condition etc. It requires high 
level fault management policies.

3.5.2  Application Correctness

For achieving desired output through application, comprehensive testing done on it. Cor-
rectness indicates desired output on valid input data. Application correctness can be 
checked by software verification and validation, former verification specialized tools used 
for providing domain specific knowledge.

3.6  Application/Control/Infrastructure Interface

Network accuracy infringements may generate errors at any plane or interface and network 
damage assessment consists all layers in order to successfully perform fault findings.

3.6.1  Network Precision Destruction

Network policies are translated into device configuration. Actual network behavior may 
violate security policies due to some experimental, faulty applications, routing, network 
controller mistranslation, Misinterpreted protocols. So network correctness monitored con-
tently to notice possible destructions.

3.6.2  Network Investigating

When a disappointment happens, arrange heads must distinguish which applications are 
included and which succession of activities prompted the disappointment. This is certainly 
not a minor issue, considering that in vast systems an enormous number of reliant and free 
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events may happen amid a disappointment. Procedures to help arrange investigating incor-
porate chronicle and replaying system occasions [71], deciding least easygoing grouping 
[72] and breaking down system conduct by watching packet back-follows [73].

Distributed controllers layers are divided into application layers, application/control 
interface, control layers, control/infrastructure interface, data plane, app/control/infrastruc-
ture interface. Application layer described with the issue like application design, accuracy/
correctness due to logical errors in API or in the adaptability. Distributed controllers con-
tains combination of different application layers, modules. Link failures leads separate 
erroneous module from the whole system, that part will be down and not working but rest 
of the system should be fully functional. Control layers have collection of controllers. All 
are communicating with each other with east–west bound interfaces. Inter controller com-
munication faces issues of load balancing, managing of distributed data store and on fail-
ure, replication technique need to be followed.

In Distributed controller, there may be chance of overload on one controller needs to 
migrate its switch to underloaded controller, aggregate load of the system will be over-
loaded and need to include more controller to balance the load and any controller may be 
shut down due to accidental error in hardware or software in all above cases fault gener-
ated. Fault may generate due to overload on controller. So Load balancing considered as 
fault management issue and switch migration techniques applied to solve it. Switch migra-
tion technique can be implemented as game theoretic approach [74], distributed decision 
[75], load informing strategy [76] and BalCon [77]—balanced controller approach. Details 
of all techniques given in next section. Replication technique are divided into active and 
passive replication [67, 78]. Flexibility and programmability are key capability of SDN. 
They meet the current network necessities such as multi-occupant cloud networks, versatile 
optical networks. SDN should solve fault management issues related with legacy network 
also.

4  Switch Migration in Distributed SDN Controller

In distributed controller domain, Switch migration is done in overloading of controller or 
flow requests of switch increases, heavily loaded switches should be migrated to lightly 
loaded controller. So dynamically change the relationship between switches of heavily 

Fig. 3  Switch migration process [1, 2] 
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loaded controller to lightly loaded controller. Different methods used for switch migration 
(Fig. 3).

Figure  3 demonstrates a total depiction of the switch relocation system, which com-
prises of four stages. In stage 1, at first to wind up master controller B changes its part to 
equal. For it the underlying expert (A) sends a begin movement message to B through con-
troller-to-controller channel. At that point, (B) sends Role-journeys to the change should 
have been relocated. After (B) gets Role-Reply from the switch, it informs (A) that the part 
changing has achieved. After (B) changes its part to level with, it gets nonconcurrent mes-
sages from the switch, however does not give a reaction. In stage 2, it embeds and expels a 
spurious flows. (A) Firstly sends Flow-mod to (X) to include another flow passage, which 
does not match with any packet. At that point, it sends another Flow-mod to erase the sec-
tion. Consequently, the switch can send a Flow-evacuated message to controllers due to 
(B) is an equivalent controller at this moment. The Flow evacuated offers an exchange of 
proprietorship for the switch (X) from (A) to (B). Additionally, an obstruction message is 
asked for after the inclusion of the fake flow. In stage 3, it flushes pending solicitations for 
an obstruction. (A) Transmits a Barrier-ask for and sits tight for the Barrier-answer, simply 
after which it sends “end relocation” to the last master (B). In stage 4, it makes the objec-
tive controller last master. The last master (B) sets its part to master for the switch by send-
ing a Role-ask for message to the switch. At long last, it refreshes the conveyed data store.

4.1  Elastic Control (ElastiCon)

ElastiCon [46] is the primary switch movement system in view of dynamic multicontroller 
design. Figure  4 sets the total system of ElastiCon, which contains three modules: load 

Fig. 4  Elastic framework [1]
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estimation modules, load adjustment choice modules, and activity modules. The load esti-
mation module gathers the load of every controller and sends the load data to load adjust-
ment choice module, which chooses load distribution among controllers. The activity mod-
ule conducts control activities (e.g., moving switch, including and evacuating controllers) 
to accomplish the dynamic control of controllers and switches. ElastiCon occasionally 
screens the load on every controller, distinguishes awkward nature, and naturally adjusts 
the load crosswise over controllers by moving a few changes from the over-burden control-
ler to a softly stacked one. In the interim, with a specific end goal to orchestrate the move-
ment, a novel switch relocation protocol is intended for empowering such load moving, 
which complies with the OpenFlow standard. At long last, a model of ElastiCon is manu-
factured and its execution is assessed in view of Mininet. In this way, ElastiCon guarantees 
unsurprising controller execution even under exceedingly unique workloads.

Yang, Zhou et al. [79] proposed answer for the adaptable system structure with decou-
pled control and information plane. Relocating switches can adjust the asset use of control-
lers and enhance network execution. Switch movement issue needs to date been defined 
as an asset usage expansion issue to address the scalability of the control plane. Be that 
as it may, this issue is NP-hard with high-computational complexities and without tend-
ing to the security difficulties of the control plane. They propose a switch relocation strat-
egy, which translates switch movement as a mark coordinating issue and is figured as a 
3-D earth mover’s distance model to ensure deliberately essential controllers in the system. 
Thinking about the scalability, they additionally propose a heuristic technique which is 
time-proficient and reasonable to extensive scale systems. Simulation demonstrate that our 
proposed strategies can mask deliberately imperative controllers by decreasing the distinc-
tion of activity stack between controllers. In addition, our proposed techniques can essen-
tially calm the movement weight of controllers and anticipate immersion assaults.

4.2  Game‑Theoretic Approach

Chen et  al. [74], the creators explain the switch movement calculation with diversion 
hypothesis. By taking light controllers as the amusement players and switches as the items, 
a zero-whole diversion demonstrate is abused to copy the rivalries for relocating switches 
among over-burden controllers. The controller chooses the ideal components to execute the 
exchange by expanding or diminishing the product estimation of the switch. The diversion 
display is quick and productive to accomplish switch movement yet is not reasonable for 
extensive scale organize because of the high unpredictability of calculation outline.

4.3  Distributed Decisions Scheme

Cheng et al. [75], the creators characterize the switch migration problem (SMP) and a net-
work utility maximization (NUM) issue with the goal of boosting the quantity of serv-
ing demands under the accessible control asset. Conveyed hopping algorithm (DHA) is 
intended to accomplish ideal switch relocation through Log-Sum-Exp work. The DHA 
strategy is a period reversible markov chain process. The simulation result show DHA beats 
existing plans by decreasing stream setup time and enhancing the normal usage proportion 
of controller. They proposed scalable control component to choose which switch and where 
it ought to be relocated for an adjusted control plane. Each switch will be controlled by 
three distinct parts of controllers. Master, equal and slave. There is just a single master for 
the switch. The master can just get the switches’ states yet additionally compose changes 
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to train the information plane. The equal controllers are acquainted with discrete burdens 
from the master. The slaves just read the conditions of the switches. Each switch could 
have in excess of one equivalent or slave controllers. On the off chance that master bombs 
because of over-burden or a few special cases, the equivalent controllers, or even slaves 
could be travelled to ace at the earliest opportunity. No component unequivocally demon-
strating the switch movement or controller parts move, on the grounds that the authors of 
this specification feel this is the obligation of the controller to pick a master among them-
selves. The load of a SDN controller comprises of numerous components, for example, 
preparing of PACKET_IN events, keeping up the nearby domain view, speaking with dif-
ferent controllers, and additionally installing flow entries. In various situation, the extents 
of those components vary enormously. Be that as it may, the preparing of PACKET_IN 
occasions is for the most part viewed as the most conspicuous piece of the aggregate load. 
Likewise, the arriving rate of PACKET_IN occasions on a controller is checked to quantify 
its load.

4.4  Load Informing Strategy

Yu et al. [76], display a load adjusting system in view of a load advising technique for con-
trollers. Decidedly, it constructs distributed choice architecture, including four parts that 
were load estimation, load illuminating, and adjusting choice and switch movement. In this 
procedure, every controller can occasionally effectively report its load data to different con-
trollers, and it likewise handles and stores the load data from others. While the periodical 
dynamic load educating can diminish the choice deferral, it likewise causes extra prepar-
ing and correspondence overhead in the control plane. Particularly, when the present load 
esteem does not change much contrasted with the last esteem, revealing it to different con-
trollers is an excess task.

4.5  Balanced Controller (BalCon)

BalCon is a heuristic solution proposed in [77]. One key limitation of distributed control-
ler, with static mapping between switch and controller with uneven load distribution may 
rise among the controllers that may arise when network traffic condition may change dur-
ing network operation. They proposed problem as mathematical optimization problem. It is 
NP-complete problem. Algorithm works runtime based on congestion analysis, when con-
troller becomes overloaded, the algorithm finds a small strongly connected cluster of SDN 
switches to migrate such that overall control plane congestion is reduced. It depends on two 
key perception: (1) a compelling switch relocation ought to consider the correspondence 
examples of the SDN switches, (2) the switch movement ought to be prepared at the granu-
larity of groups: switches with solid associations, which has the shorter remoteness to con-
troller, ought to dependably be doled out to a similar controller. BalCon is accomplished by 
a reasonable model in view of Ryu, and the outcomes indicate BalCon altogether lessens 
the quantity of moving switches.

4.6  Load Fluctuating Based Synchronization (LVS)

Guo et  al. [80] have proposed a controller state synchronization procedure named 
Load Variance based Synchronization (LVS), in order to redesign the execution of load 
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modifying in the multi-controller multi region SDN sort out. Interestingly with periodic 
synchronization based methods, LVS-based systems performed genuine state synchroniza-
tions among controllers while a load of a server outperforms a predefined constrain, which 
fundamentally restrains the synchronization overhead of controllers. The preliminary 
comes to fruition have exhibited that LVS gets authentic load modifying execution and 
circle free sending with less synchronization overhead, interestingly with existing systems. 
Nevertheless, two proposed LVS-based methodologies have not evaluated in a bona fide 
testbed.

4.7  SMDM (Switch Migration Based on Decision Making Scheme)

Wang et  al. [81] proposed greedy calculation for switch relocation procedure. Proposed 
system will be utilized as a part of big business systems and WAN. They demonstrated 
that Dynamic switch movement is a promising way to deal with versatile scaling and load 
adjusting. By and by, switch movement happens in three cases. Right off the bat, if the 
accumulated traffic load goes past the limit all things considered, the new controllers ought 
to be included and the switches would be moved to them. Furthermore, as a controller is 
closed down or to rest for sparing correspondence cost and power, its switches ought to 
be relocated away. Thirdly, regardless of whether there is no adjustment in the quantity of 
sent controllers, switch movement activity must be performed by relocating chosen change 
to different controllers when an individual controller load is past its ability. It is known as 
load adjusting. They utilized switch movement trigger matric, the relocation productivity 
model to fabricate tradeoff between relocation expenses and load adjusting rate. Movement 
effectiveness show control the conceivable relocation activity. They execute evidence of 
the plan and present numerical assessment utilizing Mininet emulator to exhibit the ade-
quacy of their proposition. SMDM plans appears (1) how to quantify load irregularity of 
controllers and choose whether to perform switch movement? (2) How to utilize movement 
arrange for that uses the relocation effectiveness model to manage the decision of con-
ceivable relocation activities. They utilized total load an incentive to demonstrate genuine 
load data and give switch relocation procedure. Conventional SDN execution depends on 
centralized controller and have a few confinement related with execution and adaptability. 
Dispersed controllers approach can be utilized to take care of this issue. Authors et al. [82] 
give a system that modifies the quantity of dynamic controllers and delegates every con-
troller. This system could limit flow setup time while acquiring low communication over-
head. Be that as it may, it effectively prompts arrange reassignment since it needs to play 
out a reassignment of the whole control plane in light of the gathered activity measure-
ments. They proposed logically centralized control plane, which could accomplish better 
scalability and reliability with independent controllers when an uneven enormous move-
ment load touch base at these distributed controller.

4.8  Scalable and Crash Tolerant SDN Controller

Liang et al. [19] proposed group controller method for switch relocation calculation. They 
utilized unique load rebalancing strategy for grouped controllers. The numerous controllers 
utilized JGroup to organize the activity of switch movement. The total system partitioned 
into numerous groups and each group is setup one controller bunch. Anticipated strategy 
can progressively move the load over the various controllers through switch relocation. The 
component bolster controller failover without switch detachment maintaining a strategic 
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distance from the single purpose of disappointment issue. They executed a model frame-
work in view of OpenDayLight Hydrogen controller to assess the execution of our plan. 
Primer outcome demonstrates that the technique empowers controllers to calm the over-
burden by means of switch movement and can enhance throughput and diminish the reac-
tion time of the control plane. They intend to execute topology mindful switch movement 
calculation for enhancing scalability of the network.

Table  4 shows comparison of different switch migration techniques for load balanc-
ing. Different parameters such as flows/second, migration cost, controller response time, 
throughput are observed with respect to available different approaches taken by previ-
ous researchers. It is observed that Wang et  al. [81] enhancing movement effectiveness 
by utilizing switch relocation trigger matric, migration efficiency model utilized move-
ment expenses and load adjust rate. Utilized efficiency aware movement calculation. They 
took after MUMA (maximize resource utilization algorithm), DNMA (Distributed nearest 
movement algorithm) and SMDM (Switch migration based decision making). Switch relo-
cation based in view of greedy algorithm to amplify the exchange off between movement 
costs and the load adjust rate. An effectiveness migration algorithm in light of greedy strat-
egy was intended to use the migration proficiency model and hence manage the decision of 
conceivable relocation activities.

Liang et al. [83] utilizing scalable and crash tolerant group of controller. Total load of 
group of controller ought to be gathered before relocation which expanded the processing 
time. Yang Zhou et al. [79] followed optical and heuristic switch relocation model. Their 
Simulation differentiate deliberately important controllers by diminishing the difference of 
traffic load between controllers. Proposed method relives traffic pressure of controllers and 
prevent saturation attacks. Dixit et al. [1, 46] proposed flexible switch relocation for con-
trol plane load adjusting for achieving dynamic mapping between switches and controllers. 
Utilizing their strategy the controller reaction time has been decreased to 5 ms averagely, 
however they not portrayed how to choose switch and target controller.

Cheng et al. [74, 75] depicted which switch relocated and where it will be moved? They 
demonstrated that only 10% of the switches in such as network have been migrated to load 
rebalance when there are 40~50% overwhelming controllers. Yu et al. [76] depicted con-
troller take load adjusting decision locally as quickly, reducing time of load balancing. 
Result shows that load balancing is completed within 5 s. The proposed method has higher 
throughput compared with static mapping between switch and controller. Cello et al. [77] 
proposed heuristic solution reduce the load imbalance among SDN controllers by 40% by 
relocating modest no of switches. Its computational time is 11.51 s. They take load balanc-
ing problem as mathematical optimization problem and based on congestion analysis. Hu, 
Tao et  al. [84] described load difference matrix and trigger factor used to measure load 
balancing on controllers, load balancing rate and movement cost considered for migration 
efficiency calculation. They used efficiency aware switch migration approach. Simulation 
reveals reducing controller response time by 22%, improving controller throughput by 30% 
on average, maintaining good low migration costs and time, balancing rate.
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5  Future Work—Fault Management in Distributed Controller

Analyzing surveyed effort we found future challenged in the fault management of distrib-
uted controller such as (1) providing same level of fault management as found in traditional 
legacy network(2) exploration of new possibilities in distributed SDN (3) integration of 
SDN with traditional network. Open issues discussed with different layers are as follows.

5.1  Data Plane

SDN permits novel one of a kind fault recovery arrangement, anyway recovery time in the 
coordination of various layers of SDN will be expanded. Indeed, even inheritance organize 
have issue of slow convergence, they are broadly actualized and completely tried through 
years, improving their heartiness and proficiency. In future dominant part of SDN testbed 
have more insight in information plane, incorporation between layers. In SDN numerous 
arrangements broaden the southbound protocol conduct as well as repurpose header fields 
(e.g. to utilize need field to allot reinforcement ways) so as to help fault recovery systems. 
In any case, the absence of standardization constrains the selection and common sense uti-
lization of these arrangements. More up to date OpenFlow specifications give highlights 
identified with QoS and traffic checking, which can be utilized to help novel adaptation to 
non-critical failure components, despite the fact that these highlights are not straightfor-
wardly identified with fault recovery.

Also, many switch sellers and system controllers just execute more established adap-
tations of OpenFlow protocol. In rundown, there is a gap between adaptation to internal 
failure endeavours and southbound protocol standardization, and between protocol speci-
fications and accessible usage. Future specifications of OpenFlow and other southbound 
protocols, for example, OpFlex [4], may open new conceivable outcomes to fault tolerance 
research. Some extra capacities of information plane, for example, capacity to recognize 
navigated ways, while others propose new deliberations to help stateful information send-
ing. This brings up some examination issues: How much, assuming any, insight ought to 
be set in the network devices? Which tradeoffs are included? In which cases is this suited? 
Initiatives like P4, a high level language for writing computer programs switches’ packet 
processing, give more independency to information plane and enable more mind boggling 
rationale to be put in the network devices.

5.2  Control Plane

Most endeavors that utilization physical distribution use current methods, for example, 
appropriated file frameworks, to accomplish adaptation to non-critical failure. In any case, 
a gap that we identified in this approach is that it does not completely exploit SDN abilities. 
Methodologies more specific to SDN and systems administration may open new potential 
outcomes and accomplish preferred outcomes over more nonexclusive techniques. Most 
endeavors that utilization physical circulation use current strategies, for example, appropri-
ated file frameworks, to accomplish adaptation to internal failure. In any case, a gap that 
we identified in this approach is that it does not completely exploit SDN abilities. Meth-
odologies more specific to SDN and systems administration may open new potential out-
comes and accomplish preferable outcomes over more nonspecific strategies.

Most distributed control plane designs share their state among copies. This approach, 
at most, enables applications to configure consistency level wanted. A more flexible 
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programming stage could offer control to organize applications define distinctive adap-
tation to internal failure strategies for various occasions and sorts of traffic. Also, the 
programming stage may bolster the definition of abnormal state adaptation to internal 
failure targets. For example, most recent variants of ONOS [6] enable software engi-
neers to make goals, which speak to abnormal state control wants (e.g., availability 
between two has) that are interpreted and always authorized through low-level tenets.

5.3  Application Plane

Programming system arrangements, administrations, and indeed, even switch packet 
processing, brings numerous new potential outcomes to systems administration. In any 
case, we identified that couple of endeavors investigate.

What these conceivable outcomes convey to fault administration. One of the pri-
mary benefits of SDN is the likelihood of system administration through abnormal state 
terms. Numerous applications proposed for deliberations for example, network struc-
ture, modular composition of applications, and virtualization. Adaptation to internal 
failure reflections can be utilized to determine abnormal state adaptation to non-critical 
failure procedures and fault tolerant builds. Furthermore, many adaptation to non-crit-
ical failure components display some sort of trade off, e.g. network resilience vs. net-
work performance. Deliberations can be given to permit specification of various strate-
gies that would implement distinctive levels of adaptation to non-critical failure. A few 
endeavours as of now proposed techniques.

SDN can be incorporated in this way giving programmability and intelligent centrali-
zation for an incredible decent variety of situations, for example, 5G framework, Inter-
net of-Things administration, virtual systems, remote systems. It is additionally con-
ceivable to utilize different methodologies to use SDN abilities. For instance, Cui et al. 
[85] contend that enormous information preparing can be utilized to enhance organize 
execution by removing important data from a large number of system gadgets. Progress-
ing research is as of now researching conceivable bearings [86, 87] to completely inves-
tigate SDN potential.

Fig. 5  Deployment of fault tolerance plane in SDN stack
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6  Proposed Fault Tolerance Plane in the SDN Stack

Figure 5 shows the fault tolerance plane added in SDN stack. This plane is derived from 
the application plane. All the controllers of the clusters are calculating their own load at 
regular interval and send all the load details to the load calculation and decision mak-
ing module. Coordinator controller will be decided through coordinator controller algo-
rithm [88]. Two controllers are taken as a sample from the cluster of the controller. 
Master Controller can read/write the state of the switch. While slave controller can read 
only the state of the switch. The controllers run multiple applications that process the 
received events and may send commands to one or more switches in reply to each event. 
This cycle repeats itself in multiple switches across the network as needed.

In order to maintain a correct system in the presence of faults, states of switch and 
controller must handle consistently. To ensure this, the entire cycle presented in above 
deployment diagram is processed as a transaction: either all or none of the components 
of this transaction are executed. This means that (i) the events are processed exactly 
once at the controllers, (ii) all controllers process events in the same (total) order to 
reach the same state, and (iii) the commands are processed exactly once in the switches.

All the modules shown in Fig.  5 will be implemented and tested with reference to 
scalability, consistency and reliability and finally derived a novel load balancing model 
which gives robust distributed SDN controller is the prime goal of our research.

Sequence of the event in the master and slave controllers are as (1) Switches gener-
ates events and forwarded to the controller. Such events are generated when switches 
receives packets or status of the port changes, (2) the controllers runs multiple appli-
cations that process and received events. Different events are ordered with zookeeper 
services which is used as East/westbound API also. (3) Events are processed by the 
multiple user programs at application layers (4) and replied to different switches as a 
command.

7  Conclusion

This work far reaching view on fault management in distributed controller. The paper 
identified fault management issues on each layers/interfaces. It is observed that that fault 
management issues raised by SDN are related to their layered engineering and logical 
centralization. In distributed controller Control plane have numerous controllers, over-
burden on any controller may prompt to failure of controller, node or link and it lead 
to fault. So we discussed solution of it as switch relocation of overloaded controller to 
underloaded one, different methods of switch migration compared with their flow/sec-
ond, migration cost, controller response time, and throughput. Paper surveyed through 
classification of SDN controllers vide their adaptability, documentation, design choice 
(hierarchical/flat). Main concentration given on the faults generated because of overload 
on the controllers. Controllers are failed due to overload and their orphan switches need 
to migrate to the underloaded controller. Prior work done on switch migration technique 
studied and finally one additional fault tolerance plane will be derived from application 
plane and inserted between application plane and control plane in the SDN stack. A 
novel load balancing model including different module, will be proposed at the end of 
paper for generating robust distributed SDN controller.
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ABSTRACT 

Lack of Flexibility, Centralized Control, and Cost are limitations of the traditional 

network.  Software defined networking (SDN) adds flexibility and programmability in 

network management by separating the control plane from the data plane. Distributed 

controllers with SDN are logically centralized at control plane and physically 

distributed at data plane. They are deployed to improve the adeptness and accuracy of 

the control plane, which could isolate network into few subdomains with independent 

SDN controllers. Traffic is dynamic and configuration between switch and controller 

is static. If one of the controllers fails, load imbalance arises.  To address this problem 

of fault tolerance in distributed controller DCFT (Distributed Controller Fault 

Tolerance) model is proposed in this paper. A novel switch migration method with 

coordinator controller in a distributed SDN controller is proposed for providing fault 

tolerance through load balancing. The system architecture of the proposed model with 

different modules such as coordinator controller election, load collection, decision 

taking, switch migration, Inter controller messenger designed. On failure of 

coordinator controller switch migration discussed. Implement DCFT model in 

Mininet, derived results, The results show that our design could achieve load 

balancing among distributed controllers while fault occurs, regardless network traffic 

variation and outperforms static binding controller system with communication 

overhead, controller load balance rate, and packet delay. We compare our model with 

CRD (controller redundancy decision), MUSM (maximum utilization switch 

migration) and ZSM (Zero switch migration) techniques. Simulation analysis 

performed on custom topology. We compare packet delay, communication overhead 

and load balancing rate in a custom topology with before and after migration of 

switches. It’s revealed that the DCFT model produces better performance in fault 

tolerance. 

Keywords: Software Defined Networking, Distributed controller, Fault Tolerance, 

DCFT, Switch Migration, coordinator Election, Load Balancing, Data Plane, and 

Control Plane. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is a new approach in network management and enable 

innovation in networking. Current traditional networks are complex and difficult to manage 

especially in light of changing routing and other quality of service demands of administrators. 

SDN separates the two main functions of a traditional networking device (switch or router) 

viz packet switching and routing decision. The brain of the control plane is the SDN 

controller. Controller talks with network devices through southbound Interface (SBI) such as 

openflow protocol. The control plane exposes some features and APIs through the 

Northbound Interfaces (NBI) to network operators to design various management application 

exploiting such as a set of REST API. East-West bound API used for inter-controller 

communication among multiple controllers. Control functionality is removed from network 

devices that are considered as simple packet forwarding elements. The forwarding decision is 

flow based rather than destination based. Figure 1 shows flow tables, flow defined by a set of 

packet field values acting as match criteria and sets of associated actions to the matching 

criteria. All packets of the same flow receive identical service policies at the forwarding 

devices. The flow abstraction allows unifying the behavior of different types of network 

devices including routers, switches, firewalls, and middleboxes. Flow programming enables 

unprecedented flexibility, limited only to the capabilities of the implemented flow tables. The 

separation of the control plane and the data plane can be realized by means of a well-defined 

programming interface between switches and SDN controller. Openflow switch has one or 

more tables of packet handling rules. Each rule matches a subset of traffic and performs 

certain actions on traffic. Depending on the rules installed by controller application, an 

OpenFlow switch instructed by controller to behave like a router, switch, firewall or perform 

any other roles. 

 

Figure 1 Openflow enabled SDN device 

SDN adoption raises issues of scalability and reliability in centralized design. That can be 

referenced with physical delegation of the control plane. Such materially dispersed but 

logically centralized systems bring an added set of challenges. Logically centralized 

controllers responsible for forwarding routing decisions, controller failure is a significant 

problem of SDN, a load of the futile controller has to be spread among the other controllers. 

In this paper, we design a Distributed Controller Fault Tolerance model (DCFT) using load 

balancing in SDN.  
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Few previous papers [5][6][7][8][9] have explored switch migration to provide load 

balancing but existing proposed algorithms can only work with load imbalance they cannot 

work with the event of controller failure. Control plane is suffering from a lack of fault 

tolerance. For a distributed control plane coordinator election algorithm used to identify 

unique coordination between all SDN controllers.   

The main contribution of this paper is as follows 

 A novel switch migration method with coordinator controller in a distributed SDN controller 

is proposed for providing fault tolerance through load balancing.  

 The system architecture of the proposed model with different modules such as coordinator 

controller election, load collection, decision taking, switch migration, Inter controller 

messenger designed. 

 On failure in coordinator controller, switch migration discussed. 

 Implement the DCFT model in Mininet, derived results. The results show that our design 

could achieve load balancing among distributed controllers while fault occurs, regardless of 

network traffic variation and outperform static binding controller system with communication 

overhead, controller load balance rate, and packet delay. Verify the DCFT model on custom 

topology. 

Rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents literature survey Section III 

presents proposed DCFT model system architecture with different modules. Section IV 

represents design and implementation with the proposed switch migration algorithm along 

with coordinator failure, ordinary controller failure, and load imbalance. Section V reports 

with simulation analysis. Section VI presented with a conclusion and section VII reports 

references. 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

2.1. Distributed control plane in SDN 

Distributed SDN control plane architecture divided into flat SDN control architecture and 

hierarchical SDN control architecture.  

(1) Flat architecture  

Flat architecture implies horizontal partitioning of the network into different regions, each 

will be taken care by single controller in-charge dealing with a subset of SDN switches. 

ONOS [15], Onix [22], HyperFlow [23] and OpenDayLight [24] are flat SDN distributed 

controllers.  

Each controller is statistically associated with certain switches and exclusively handles 

demands from them In ONOS [15]. In the interim to provide focal view and control among 

the network, the controllers intermittently synchronize organize data and direction with one 

other.  

Onix [22] panels the NIB (Network Information Base) giving each controller instance 

responsibility for a subset of the NIB and it totals by making application decreases the fidelity 

of the information before sharing it between other Onix instance within the group. Hyperflow 

[23] used WheelFS as a distributed file system to build global network view and each 

controller assumes responsibility for its system. The synchronization between controllers 

ought to be declared for certain occasion such as link status changes that could affect the 

network view. The OpenDayLight [24] controller starts by building the data structure trees by 

utilizing the Yang modeling language and MD-SAL. They concentrated on necessary 

components to achieve spread control plane, give a worldwide perspective of the network 

topology for upper applications.  
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Weal et al [39] described LBFTFB (load balancing to support fault tolerance using 

feedback control for SDNs), model. It reduces the cascading failure problem effect. Compared 

with the Hyperflow [23] model LBFTFB outperforms by 16% in terms of packet loss and 

packet delay. Our model followed horizontal architecture. More details mentioned in the next 

sections. 

(2) Hierarchical architecture  

The hierarchical SDN control architecture assumes that the network control plane is vertically 

divided into a different dimension (layers) reliant upon the required services. 

Kandoo [32] expect progressive two layer control structure that segments control 

application into local and global. Contrast to Devoflow [33] and DIFANE [34], Kandoo 

proposes to diminish the general weight of the control plane without the need to alter 

openflow switches. It set up two dimensions control plane where frequent events occurring 

near the data path are handled by the bottom layer, and non-local events requiring network 

vide view dealt by the top layer. 

2.2. Coordinator election algorithm. 

Esteban Hernandez et al [26] described a coordinator election algorithm using Raft consensus 

method to provide fault tolerance to the distributed control plane. Raft algorithm is the 

consensus algorithm for managing replicated logs. Raft algorithm allows a set of nodes or 

servers to work together as a unique coherent system that is able to handle failures of some of 

its nodes. It can be done by replicating state machine of the coordinator 

2.3. Switch migration algorithm. 

Dixit et al. [5] work towards the utilization of controller resources using load balancing and 

reduce the power consumption by switching of under loaded controllers from the controller 

pool. Dixit, Advait Abhay, et al. [6] proposed detailed and enhanced distributed control plane 

and switch migration protocol compare to their previous work viz. towards an elastic 

distributed SDN controller. They have proposed three properties to provide successful 

migration of a switch but fault tolerant mechanism and how to select a controller or switch to 

migrate were not discussed.  

Liang, Ryota et al. [7] proposed an architecture to balance the load among controllers. 

Controller with the role of coordinator calculate the load and take decision for migration of 

switch. They have proposed a switch migration algorithm that can provide crash free 

migration. Yanyu Chentt, Qing Lit et al. [8] proposed an elastic architecture that can change 

switch controller mapping as per the load condition. Cheng, Guozhen, et al. [9] work towards 

Balance a load of control plane by switch migration using parameters optimization of CPU, 

bandwidth and memory. Zhou, Yahoo, et al. [10] work towards controller dynamic and 

adaptive load balancing algorithm for a distributed architecture. There is no centralized 

component. Each controller runs DALB (Dynamic adaptive load balancing) and collect a load 

of other controllers and make the decision to migrate switch. Yu, Jinee, et al. [11] work 

towards load balancing in distributed controllers by switch migration. The focus of this work 

is to make a load balancing decision locally to reduce the migration time. Their algorithm 

can’t work the event of controller failure.  

Hu, yannan et al [21] referenced method of uneven burden problem in the distributed 

controller. Centralized node used for load balancing, a centralized controller is constrained by 

memory, CPU power, and bandwidth. Moreover, a centralized node collects load information 

intermittently and it talks a lot of messages frequently with other controllers, which will 

prompt to performance reduction of the whole system. Aly et al. [18] mentioned the selection 

of destination backup controller based on a distance between switches and target controller, 
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current load and percentage of packet loss. Distance between a switch and backup controller 

influence the packet response time. Which affects the network model efficiency. Our model 

considered the workload of the destination backup controller. 

Katta et al [27] depicted Ravana, conveyed convention for fault tolerant SDN. Ravana 

forms the control messages transactionally and precisely once (at both the controllers and the 

switches). Ravana keeps up these certifications even with both controller and switch crashes. 

The key understanding in Ravana is that reproduced state machines can be reached out with 

lightweight change side components to ensure accuracy, without including the switches in a 

detailed accord convention. 

Botelho et al [28] mentioned replicated data store used as a central component of the 

design of this method. Data store implemented as fault-tolerant replicated state machine for 

storage and coordination operations. One controller configured as primary and other as 

backup. All controllers run the Lease management algorithm. The primary controller contains 

cache of the data store.  

Obadia et al [29] address problem of failover for distributed SDN controllers by proposing 

two strategies for neighbor dynamic controllers to assume the control of vagrant openflow 

switches (1) greedy incorporation and (2) prepartioning among controllers. They utilized a 

model with distributed floodlight controllers to assess the techniques the outcome 

demonstrates that the failover term with the unstable methodology is corresponding to the no 

of vagrant switches while the pre-partitioning approach proposing a very little extra control 

traffic, empowers to respond faster in under 200 ms.  

Fonseca et al [30] described resilience improvement in NOX controller through a primary-

backup approach. unlike the distributed approach where the controller will need to collect 

information from each switch. Switch loss connection with a controller checked by probe 

message sent periodically to the controller.  

Hu tao et al [31] depicted distributed decision mechanism (DDM) based on switch 

migration in the multiple subdomain SDN networks. Through gathering network information, 

it develops distributed migration choice fields dependent on the controller load condition. 

Then migrating switches according to the selection probability, and the target controllers are 

dictated by integrating three network costs, including information accumulation, switch 

migration, and arranged switch movement. Finally, set the migrating countdown to achieve 

the ordered switch migration. In this proposal no provision of controller disappointment or 

any adaption of failure activity discussed.  

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE OF THE DCFT MODEL 

Different modules of the distributed controller are shown in figure 2. Modules described as 

follows. 

 

Figure 2 Architecture of the distributed control plane with load balancing [10] 
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(a) Coordinator controller Election module:  Coordinator Controller of the system decided 

by this module. It will be available all the time in the cluster to take various coordination 

decisions in case of load imbalance as well as controller failure and to collect and calculate 

controller statistics. It stores each controller IP address, capacity, associated switches data. 

The controller’s IP address recognizes each controller, while limit chooses whether the 

controller is equipped for overseeing more switches. The limit of the controller chosen by 

various streams every second that the controller can process If the load of the controller 

beyond the controller’s threshold, the controller fails. The coordinator controller periodically 

receives the current load of each controller and switches load. The controller’s current load is 

the value that specifies the load of the controller at a given time. The load represents a number 

of flows per second that the controller receives from the switches.  Coordinator controller 

checks periodically status of the controllers. To detect the failure of the controller, coordinator 

controller uses controller information. For every specific time coordinator controller checks 

the last updated time of the controller’s current load. If the last updated time exceeds a certain 

threshold, the coordinator controller considers this controller as a failed controller and takes 

the next step to recover the controller failure. 

The election module continuously running in the background, when it detects the failure 

of a current Coordinator it starts re-election and elects a new Coordinator. The election 

module can elect a new coordinator if and only if the 51% of the controllers are active, it’s in 

order to ensure that there is at least one group which will produce a majority response to elect 

one coordinator. Otherwise, it sets the controller having id c1 as the default Coordinator. 

(b) Internal controller messenger module: This module is responsible to provide all the 

updates of controllers of the cluster to each other. It synchronizes state between the controllers 

by letting all of them access updates published by all other modules in the controller. ZMQ, 

the asynchronous messaging service used for internal communication among controllers. 

Distributed coordination service such as zookeeper [17] glues cluster of the controllers to 

share the information about a link, topology etc. it’s used for updating status of the 

controllers. 

(c) Load Calculation and decision taking module 

In load calculation module, all the controllers including Coordinator controller calculate its 

own load and send load information to the Coordinator controller. Load of the controller 

consists accumulation of load of the switches. With an enormous scale of flow table entries, 

the controller deals a very huge flow table and a load of the controller will be high. Bigger 

average message arrival rate of a switch means this switch conveys more load to the 

controller. Propagation delay also impact factor. If the controller is overloaded, we choose to 

switch to migrate according to the following formula.  

Load of the switches comprises a number of flow table entries (N), average message 

arrival rate (F) and propagation delay (D).  

CLoad= w1*N + w2*F+w3*D    (1) 

Where w1, w2, and w3 are weight coefficients and their sum is 1.0. Similarly, compute load 

of each switch based on their flow table entries, and compute the total load of the controllers 

based on the number of switches. 

Coordinator controller collects load information and stores it in the distributed database. 

Coordinator store load information as an array list sorted in ascending order. The first member 

of array list is a minimum loaded controller and the last member is maximum loaded 

controller without any duplicate entry. After a specified time interval of every 5 seconds, the 

load calculation module calculates the load and send to Coordinator. The time interval can be 
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adaptive or dynamic. The time interval can be set by the aggregate of the current load and 

previously calculated load balancing. 

(i) Load Calculation Threshold 

T=Tmax / (|CurrentLoad – PreviousLoad|+1) 

Tmax= initially set interval 

CurrentLoad= Controller’s Current Load 

PreviousLoad= Controller’s Previous Load 

After receiving the load information Coordinator store load of each controller and aggregate 

load of all the controllers in a distributed data store.  

(ii) Decision Taking Module 

To balance the load of all the controller nodes, a threshold value C is decided to detect 

overload and under load condition. Based on this threshold value Coordinator decide to 

balance the load or not. 

C= (Average of a load of all the controllers) / (a load of a maximum loaded controller) 

0 ≤ C ≤ 1, C is the load balancing rate. If C will be close to 1 load is evenly distributed and if 

a load is close to 0 uneven load distribution is there. We have selected an initial load 

balancing rate is 0.7. If the value of C is less than 0.7 than load balancing is required. If the 

value of C is greater than 0.7 no need for load balancing [10].   

(iii) Selection of Destination backup controller and switch to be migrated before migration, 

Coordinator must check that migrated switch should not overload the destination backup 

controller. Following formula used to check to an overload of destination controller on a 

migration of switch. If the migration can create an overload to destination Coordinator should 

choose another switch to migrate. 

Load_of_Switch_to_Migrate ≤ CT – Load_of_Target 

CT= Controller Capacity (packets/Sec)  

Authors [18] mentioned selection of destination backup controller based on distance 

between switches and target controller, current load and percentage of packet loss. Distance 

between switch and backup controller affect the packet response time. Which influences the 

network model efficiency.  

Our proposed switch migration algorithm (mentioned in section IV) to assigns switches to 

the nearest backup controller with considering outstanding workload on the destination 

backup controller steps of assignment of the switch as follows. 

1. Assign each switch to n backup destination controller can be from sorted array list of the 

closest controller. array list stored at the distributed data store.  

2. Each timespan t, controller loads are processed based on eq (1). The lightest loaded 

controller has selected whose load is less than the bellow capacity CT. The selection of switch 

to be migrated based on formulae of eq (1) as mentioned above. 

3. Reorder switches the backup list according to the controller weight.  

4. The maximum loaded switch should be select to migrate.  

5. After the coordinator controller detect which controller failed, coordinator controller 

detects the switches of the failed controller. 

6. Loop through the failed controller’s associated changes of switches to check the backup 

controllers list. 

7. Check the availability of each backup controller in the backup controller list. 
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8. In the event of first backup controller can endure the switch, the coordinator controller 

sends switch to the IP address of the controller. 

9. On the off chance first backup controller can’t endure the switch, the coordinator controller 

checks the next available backup controller.  

10. Steps 2 to 9 repeated until coordinator controller allots switch to a suitable backup 

controller while the controller load changes over time. 

4. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

Migration  

Switch migration occurs in three situations. (1) Coordinator controller failure (2) ordinary 

controller failure (3) Load imbalance Pseudo code for three conditions as follows. 

Algorithm: Switch migration process  

/*(a) Coordinator controller failure */ 

Input: c1… c2, cn controllers, coordinator controllers, threshold value 

Output: Balanced distributed controllers 

 

1. Call coordinator controller election module for deciding new coordinator. 

2. if all the switches migrated to the neighbor controller then 

 if (capacity of neighbor controller > threshold) then 

 a neighbor controller may be overloaded due to migration  and crashed. 

 else 

 all the switches migrated and switch-controller mapping  updated in a distributed 

database 

 endif 

3. if all the switches migrated to other controllers equally then 

 check each controller capacity and switch-controller mapping updated in a distributed 

database  

    endif 

4. if all switches migrated to the least loaded controller then 

 find least loaded controller from a distributed database 

 and update switch controller mapping in a distributed database 

     endif 

/*(b) ordinary controller failure */ 

5. if an ordinary controller failed then  

 coordinator controller select least loaded controller from distributed  database 

 if (capacity of least loaded controller > threshold) then  

 call switch migration module and migrate switches 

 else  

 migrate few switches upto a limit of threshold and assign  remaining switches to next 

least loaded controller 

 endif 

endif 
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/* (c) Load Imbalance */ 

6. if (capacity of ordinary controller >threshold) then 

 call switch migration module and migrate highest loaded switches to  the least 

loaded controller 

endif 

Migration can be encounter in three cases, (a) coordinator controller failure (2) ordinary 

controller failure (3) load imbalance. In all cases, switch migration carried out. 

Coordinator controller performs two roles, one is its ordinary role of routing incoming 

packets and second is a special role, Coordinator role, where it has to calculate the load of 

each controller of the cluster and information about switch controller mapping and store it as 

an array list at the distributed database. All the controllers send its load information and 

switch information to the Coordinator controller. Coordinator controller calculates the 

aggregate load of all the controllers and stores it in the distributed database. Based on a load 

of the cluster, Coordinator controller takes the switch migration decision. Controllers can 

communicate with Coordinator using messaging services provided by ZMQ and SyncService 

of a floodlight. Each switch must be connected to one controller with a master role and with 

any no of controllers with a slave role. 

Failover mechanism in the proposed system 

The whole network divided into a logical cluster of controllers.  All controllers of a cluster are 

assigned a controller id as per they joined the controller cluster viz. C1, C2…Cn. When 

cluster start, a controller having maximum controller id is elected as a coordinator controller 

using our election algorithm. 

(a) Failure in coordinator controller 

The coordinator is the in-charge of the coordination of all the other controllers, controllers 

may have a different number of switches. Failure occurs in the coordinator node leads failure 

of a whole distributed control plane. Failure of coordinator can be detected by using separate 

function available with all the controllers in the cluster which will be synchronized with ZMQ 

and syncdb. Coordinator controller fails, aggregate load calculation stopped, a decision of 

load balancing cannot be taken, which leads towards the failure of an overloaded controller. 
 

To overcome the failure of a coordinator controller we plan to run an election algorithm to 

elect a new coordinator on a failure of the current coordinator. Controller id decides priority 

among controllers. After a specified time interval, a check performed that elected coordinator 

is active or failed. If coordinator failed, the re-election starts. A controller having maximum 

controller id from the cluster, elected as a new coordinator of a distributed control plane. A 

new coordinator has to migrate switches of failed controller to a lightest loaded controller by 

proposed switch migration. All the controllers may have a different number of switches. 

Figure 3 shows failure in coordinator controller. C10 is a current coordinator, Switch of C10 

migrated to C7 (lightest loaded backup controller from the array list. C9 becomes a new 

coordinator. Similarly array list from distributed data store updated at every time t seconds. 

In our model, the coordinator controller periodically checks the status of the controllers, to 

perceive the failure of the controller, coordinator controller utilizes controller data, Every 

particular time coordinator controller checks last refreshed time of controllers If last refreshed 

time surpasses a certain threshold, coordinator controller think about this controller as failed 

and proceeds recovery steps. 
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Figure 3 Failure in coordinator controller, election of new coordinator controller 

(b) Failure in an ordinary controller 

Coordinator controller manages the failure of an ordinary controller by using an array of least 

loaded controllers stored at the distributed database. On failure of any ordinary controller, its 

orphan switches will be migrated to the first least loaded controller, limited switches up to 

threshold value only migrated to the least loaded controller, rest switches if any migrated to 

next controller of the array.  

(c) Load Imbalance between controllers 

Similarly, load imbalance occurs on overloading of a controller, the overloaded controller 

needs to migrate its highest loaded switches to the least loaded controller from an array of a 

distributed database. 

Proposed Switch Migration process 

Controllers having three roles master, slave and equal [10]. Openflow protocols 1.5.1 

specification [19] included the capacity for a controller to set its role in the multi-controller 

condition. In openflow protocols version 1.4 onwards the job status message empowers the 

switch to advise the controller about changes its role.  

The default job of a controller is OFPCR_ROLE_EQUAL [19]. In this job, the controller 

has full access to the switch and is equal to other controllers in a similar job. As a matter of 

the course, the controller gets all the switch nonconcurrent messages (such as packet-in, flow-

removed). The controller can send controller-to-switch directions to alter the conditions of the 

switch. The switch does not do any intervention or asset sharing between controllers. 

A controller can demand its job to be changed to OFPCR_ROLE_SLAVE. In this job, the 

controller has read-only access to the switch. As a matter of course, the controller does not get 

switch asynchronous messages, aside from Port-status messages [19]. 

A controller can demand its job to be changed to OFPCR_ROLE_MASTER. This job is 

like to OFPCR_ROLE_EQUAL and has full access to the switch, the thing that matters is that 

the switch guarantees it is the main controller in this job. At the point when the controller 

changes its role to OFPCR_ROLE_MASTER, the switch changes the present controller with 

the job OFPCR_ROLE_MASTER to have the job OFPCR_ROLE_SLAVE, yet does not 

influence controllers with job OFPCR_ROLE_EQUAL. At the point when the switch 

performs such job changes, if a controller job is changed from OFPCR_ROLE_MASTER to 

OFPCR_ROLE_SLAVE, the switch must produce a controller job status occasion for this 

controller educating it of its new state (much of the time controller is never again reachable, 

and the switch will most likely to transmit that occasion).  
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Each controller may send an OFPT_ROLE_REQUEST message to convey its job to the 

switch and the switch must recollect the job of each controller connection. A controller may 

change its job whenever, gave the generation_id in the message is present [19]. 

The job demand message offers a lightweight system to enable the controller master 

decision process, the controllers design their job normally still need to facilitate among 

themselves. The switch cannot change the condition of a controller all alone, controller state 

is constantly changed because of as a result of a solicitation from one of the controllers. Any 

Slave controller or Equal controller can choose itself, Master. A switch might be at the same 

time associated with different controllers in Equal state, multiple controllers in a Slave state, 

and at most one controller in Master state. The controller in Master state (assuming any) and 

everyone the controllers in Equal state can completely change the switch state, there is no 

mechanism to implement partitioning of the switch between those controllers. On the off 

chance that the controller in Master job should be the main controllers ready to make changes 

on the switch, at that point, no controllers ought to be in Equal state and every single 

controller ought to be in a Slave state. 

  

Figure 4 Proposed switch migration process in overloading of the controller 

Destination backup controller selected, switch decided to be migrated following steps 

performed for the switch migration process. All the handshakes in this protocol are using 

ZMQ [20]. Initially overloaded controller A connected as master with switch s and in slave 

role with controller B. 

 Coordinator controller sends a switch migration request to selected destination controller. 

There is no need for the reply to this message. 

 After the receipt of the load migration request selected destination controller send role change 

request (from slave to master) to the switch which needs to be migrated. 

 Switch replied configured destination underloaded controller as now master, from now 

original master no longer able to receive any packet-in message from a switch. 

 Destination controller sends End Migration message to the Coordinator. Coordinator update 

controller switch mapping in a Distributed Database. 

5. SIMULATION ANALYSIS 

We use experimental testbed for simulation as mentioned in table1. Physical devices contain 

four machines with the configuration mentioned in table1. In the cluster, there is only one 
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master controller, which enables programmed network management. We design a series of 

experiment to demonstrate the performance of the DCFT model. DCFT compared with some 

other mechanism such as Zero Switch Migration (ZSM), Controller Redundancy Decision 

(CRD) [6] and Maximum Utilization Switch (MUSM) [13]. There is just one controller in 

ZSM. Overloaded controller randomly migrates switches to a closest underloaded controller 

to solve the load imbalance problem in CRD. In MUSM overloaded controller migrates 

switch into the controller that has a maximum residual capacity. DCFT model reduces packet 

delay, increased no of request processing by each controller, load balance rate and improve 

fault tolerance. 

In our topology switch can be well-ordered by one master controller. A controller can 

control more than one switch.  In the meantime, there are many slave controllers for the 

switches. A slave controller will be chosen as a new master if the original master fails. We 

consider custom topology in figure 5. Traffic patterns are shown in table2 used for all 

simulations.  

In Hyperflow [23] controller fault tolerance technique directs the failed controller without 

considering the controller’s current load. which leads to packet loss, cascading failure and 

packet delay or latency. The proposed DCFT lessens the effect of these problems by 

distributing the controller’s load among other controllers whenever a point of disappointment 

occurs. It is performed by the coordinator controller. So DCFT model used for load balancing 

performance, topological adaptability and reveals fault tolerance.  

Table 1 Simulation Testbed 

Software Version Function 

Mininet[35] 2.2.1 Network Emulator tool 

Floodlight[36]           1.2 SDN Controller 

OpenFlow 1.5 Communication 

Protocol 

Linux Ubuntu 16.0.4 64 bit An operating system on 

each virtual machine 

RAM 8 GB Main memory 

Processor Intel ® Core TM i3 2370 

M CPU 2.4 GHz 

Processing, coordinating 

all processes 

Traffic hping3 Traffic generator tool 

Bandwidth 1000 Mbps Between switch and 

hosts 

Packet arrival rate 500 packets/s Switch-controller 

Table 2 Traffic designs used in the experiment 

Traffic 

Number 

Traffic 

source 

Traffic 

destination 

T1 H1 H4 

T2 H8 H12 

T3 H13 H18 

We use hping3 to generate TCP flows to simulate the distribution of network traffic the 

average flow requests The average packet arrival rate 500 packets/s. we use a floodlight 

controller to process packets received by the switch. To reduce the effect of packet delay and 

packet loss link bandwidth between switches and hosts to 1000Mbps. Packet in rate P=30 

Bytes/s. we set no of switches managed by one controller is from 2 to 10. All the simulations 

run for 12 Hours readings noted at every 20 minutes. 
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Figure 5. The logical perspective of the topology used in a simulation 

Consider the topology shown in figure 5. DCFT model takes delay between switches and 

their associated controllers to minimize the response time. Table 3 shows a configuration of 

topology before switch migration while table 4 shows a configuration of topology after 

migration of switches from controller C2 to C1. 

Packet delay or latency: 

Consider traffic patterns T1, T2 and T3 of table 2. Traffic T1 generated from host H1 to host 

H4.Both are connected by controller C1. Simulation experiment starts with a packet delay of 

12-14 ms for all traffics. After controller C2 falls flat at 15 seconds, coordinator controller 

manages controller C1 for it. Controller C1 assumes the responsibility of the switches related 

with controller C2 at 20 seconds because C1 is the nearest controller and lightest loaded 

compared to C3. We assume that the CRD and MUSM mechanism takes the same recovery 

time as DCFT. Packet delay increases in traffic T1, T2 and not affected in traffic T3, because 

T3 not affected by switch migration.  

Regarding DCFT, coordinator controller recoups the disappointment of controller by 

distributing the load of the failed controller C2 among C1 and C3. This migration causes an 

expanded number of solicitations to every controller then the blockage in this controller lead 

to the packet delay. The  maximum packet delay for traffic T1 is 28.66 ms at 57 seconds, for 

traffic T2 is 27.99 ms at 59 seconds and for traffic, T3 is 33.6 ms at 55 seconds. Numerical 

results shown in figure 10 depicts the lowest packet delay by DCFT model compared to other 

methods of switch migrations. Packet delay reduced by our model is 28.52 %. Coordinator 

controller can’t recover the controller C2 failure by migrating switches to least loaded 

controller C1 only, as it will be overloaded on migration. 

Flow request count of the given topology shown in figure 6 When the load imbalance 

occurs, packet delay (latency) increased, we change flow request count to overload controller 

and observe packet delay of the given topology in figure 9.  

Communication overhead 

The Communication overhead is created between switch-controller and between controller-

controller. Rule installation in openflow switches causes wasteful network operation inferable 

from the high overhead potential on the openflow controller.  DCFT model demonstrated 

pursued routine with regards to install a rule in the switches for a minimal flow entry in the 
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network switches without impairing the network operation itself. Figure 8 depicts a 

communication overhead for the given topology.  

Since ZSM just arranges single controller, the correspondence overhead between 

controllers is 0. The single controller is easily in the overloaded state since it needs to process 

all the flow demands. In this way, correspondence overheads among switches and controllers 

are most extreme in ZSM.  CRD migrates switch to the nearest controller to streamline the 

selection of target controller, which brings down the overhead between controllers. On the 

other hand, closest migration is easy to produce traffic congestion that may increase 

communication overheads between switches and controllers. if multiple switches swarm into 

nearest controller at the same time. MUSM lessens overhead by adding an extra controller and 

the communication overhead between switches and controller lowest.  

DCFT model considers multiple costs and adopts a greedy algorithm to look for the ideal 

outcome. Design of the DCFT model reduces information interaction of irrelevant controllers 

by taken “first packet” of flow, which is sent to the controller for the purpose of flow 

acknowledgment and rule installation. The controller removes all the first packet payloads 

including VLAN id, source, and destination MAC addresses, IP addresses, ethertype, port and 

match actions information so that the subsequent packets are hopped of the next switches as 

the first packet already holds and distribute forwarding information and reduces 

communication overhead. Communication overhead of the DCFT model is lowest among all 

other methods in controller-controller and switch-controller communication. Average 

communication overhead is reduced between switch-controller by 44.47 % and controller-

controller is reduced by 48.12% 

Controller load balancing rate 

We record the number of requests processed by each controller and reflect the distribution of 

controller loads. ZSM has only one controller It doesn’t exist load balancing. We compare the 

result of CRD, MUSM, and DCFT for three controllers in the given topology. which are 

shown in figure 9. CRD has a big difference in the number of requests processed by each 

controller. MUSM on second place and DCFT has the slight fluctuation. As CRD migrates the 

switch to the closest controller, the neighbors of the overloaded controller are likely to 

produce switch migration again if receiving too many migrating switches. Controller load 

balancing rate increased by 7.11 % 

Table 3 Before Switch Migration 

Controller Type 

Master/Slave 

Switch Type of 

Switch 

No of the host 

under the switch 

Coordinator 

Controller 

Master S1,S4,S6 

attached via 

C1,C2,C3 

Openflow  

C1 Master S1 Openflow H1,H2 

S2 Openflow H3, H4 

S3 Legacy H5,H6,H7 

C2 Slave S4 Openflow H8,H9,H10 

S5 Openflow H11,H12 

C3 Equal S6 Legacy H13,H14 

S7 Openflow H15,H16,H17 

S8 Openflow H18 

S9 Openflow H19, H20 
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Table 4 After switch Migration from C2 to C1(S4, S5 migrated to C1) 

Controller 
Type 

Master/Slave 
Switch 

Type of 

Switch 

No of the host 

under the switch 

Coordinator 

Controller 
Master 

S1,S4,S6 

attached via 

C1,C2,C3 

Openflow  

C1 Master 

S1 Openflow H1,H2 

S2 Openflow H3, H4 

S3 Legacy H5,H6,H7 

S4 Openflow H8,H9,H10 

S5 Openflow H11,H12 

C2(crashed 

after 15s) 
Slave 

S4 Openflow H8,H9,H10 

S5 Openflow H11,H12 

C3 Equal 

S6 Legacy H13,H14 

S7 Openflow H15,H16,H17 

S8 Openflow H18 

S9 Openflow H19, H20 
 

Table 5 Maximum packet delay(ms),Communication overhead and load balancing rate (before/after 

switch migration) 

Before switch Migration After switch Migration (At 15 second C2 

failed) 

Traffic 

Numb

er 

Maximu

m 

Packet 

delay 

(ms) 

Communication 

Overhead(KB/s) 

Load 

balancing 

rate 

(packets/s) 

Maximu

m 

Packet 

delay 

(ms) 

Communication 

overhead 

(KB/s) 

Load 

balancing 

rate 

(packet/s) 

  Switch-

controll

er 

Controll

er-

controlle

r 

C1 C2 C3  Switch-

controll

er 

Controll

er-

controlle

r 

C1 C2 C3 

T1 40.1 423 372 50

3 

51

1 

47

5 

28.66 237 193 49

6 

52

1 

48

9 

T2 30.9 394 321 47

8 

52

4 

43

4 

27.99 206 134 49

2 

53

6 

44

2 

T3 16.8 254 212 47

4 

50

4 

46

8 

17.2 148 126 48

3 

51

4 

47

8 

 

 

 

Figure 6 Network traffic in custom topology 
              

Figure 7 Request processed by each controller-custom 

topology 
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Figure 8 Communication Overhead in custom topology 

 

Figure 9 Packet delay(latency) in custom topology 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we did a study of fault tolerance in the distributed controller with software 

defined networking. Paper introduced with the introduction of software defined networking 

with open flow devices. Distributed control plane with flat SDN controller and hierarchical 

SDN controller discussed.  

Simulation analysis performed with series of experiments performed using traffic patterns 

(Table 2), on custom topology with three controllers along with coordinator controller 

Communication overhead, controller load balance rate, packet delay used as evaluation 

indexes. It is found in figure 7 that DCFT model reduces packet delay by 24.51 %. From 

figure 8 Average communication overhead is reduced switch-controller by 44.47 % and 

controller-controller is by 48.12%. From figure 9 Controller load balancing rate is increased 

by 7.11 %. It is concluded that by reducing communication overhead, packet delay and 

increasing load balancing rate DCFT model contributes better in fault tolerance in the 

distributed control plane. 

Our future work focuses on an analysis of the failure of both switch and controller and 

finds a more refined technique to distribute a load of futile controller among other controllers 

founded on AI-based techniques. 
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Abstract- with the growth of network, increasing of their users, development of technology such as cloud computing, big 

data managing traditional network is difficult. Software defined networking is a networking scenario which changes the 

traditional network architecture by bringing all functionalities to a single location and making centralized decision. 

Controllers are the mind of SDN design, which performs control decision tasks while routing packets. Centralized decision 

capacity enhances network performance. Through this paper, we presented architecture of distributed controllers, Studied 

centralized and distributed controllers, regarding their Northbound API, southbound API, East-west Interfaces and other 

parameters. We categorize fault management issues in management plane, control plane and infrastructure plane and their 

interface. Provide detail discussion on prior work done in switch migration techniques for fault management through load 

balancing in distributed controllers. We explore future research direction in fault management in SDN.  

 
 

Key words—Software Defined Networking, Fault Management, resiliency, Fault detection, fault prevention, fault recovery, 

failure, and survivability. 

 

I. Introduction 
SDN separated control logic from its underlying hardware and its centralization is software based controllers. In Multiple controller 

environment they are physically distributed, logically centralized. It generates issues like scalability, reliability, availability, 

consistency, security etc.  

 

On the working of openflow technology in 2008, SDN concept was invented at Stanford University in 2009, US Control logic 

centralized at control plane, on the other end routers are connected together at data plane in some specific topology fashion and 

perform dispatching of data packets according to the instruction of controller. OpenFlow protocol is used for communication 

between control plane and data plane. Now the network administrator can handle different merchant specific devices through single 

software console. Controller have the global view of whole network. To introduce new functionality or program it just need to place 
it in controller [13]. 

 

This paper presented Survey on distributed SDN control with special focus on fault tolerance in distributed control plane. 

Comparison of centralized and distributed control plane architecture studied from previous research. We classify distributed 

controller research into scalability, consistency, reliability, load balancing and switch migration Few previous surveys conducted by 

network administrators show that the normally errors in network failures can be generated due to logical error of switch/router 

programming, wrong configuration of protocol, hardware failures, and external factors. Common indication of failures are 

reachability problems, tained congestion and latency/throughput [2].   

 

The fault management process includes study of fault, errors, failures, symptoms etc.[1] 

 System may be in error state due to occurrence of fault. It cannot be active for long time before actual activation and causing 

error.[1] 

 Error occurs due to inconsistent state of the system.[1] 

 Due to deviation of network services from its actual working failure may be generated [1] 

 A symptom is a unwanted state of the network that may be generated due to one or more failures in the network.[1] 

 

Main contribution of this paper are as follows: 

 Presenting the architectural elements of distributed controller  

 Presenting the review of centralized and distributed controller providing a complete systematic review of different types of fault 

issues in distributed controller at application, data and control planes and into their interfaces. 

 Studied existing techniques switch migration issue in load balancing among distributed controllers. 

 Exploring future research direction in fault management in SDN. 
This paper arranged as follows Section II contains introduction with architectural elements of distributed controller. Section III 

contains study of multiple controller with respect to different architecture design such as horizontal, hierarchical, hybrid architecture 

of controllers. Section IV discussed about fault management issues of data, control and application plane as well as 

control/application plane interface and data/control plane interface. Section IV discussed about fault management issues of data, 

control and application plane as well as control/application plane interface and data/control plane interface. Section V contains fault 
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occur due to overload in distributed controller.so  load balancing in distributed controller through switch migration with different 

switch migration techniques will be discussed. Section VI contains future issued of fault management in distributed controller. 

Section VII discussed conclusion. 
There are two ways as single and distributed SDN controller for achieving logical centralization in SDN In single SDN controller. 

One machine of SDN controller available in the system, all the switches are joined with it in centralized manner. It suffers from 

scalability and robustness issues [128]. 

 

II. Architectural element of distributed controller in SDN : Various elements are divided in SDN based on their 

respective planes. Fig 1 gives brief idea about SDN element distribution. We discuss every element with its significance in 

distributed SDN in this section. Important elements of distributed SDN controller architecture are as below. 

 
Fig 1 Architechture of distributed controller in SDN[135] 

 

A. Management plane (Application plane): It is set of network applications SDN enabled programmable interface gives flexibility 

of implementing routing, load balancing, policy enforcement, firewall and other custom applications from service provider. 

Management plane that accommodates legacy network management services and protocols such as SNMP [41],BGP, PCEP[31] and 

NETCONF[22].  

 

B. Control plane: Distributed control plane contains collections of multiple controller. It is most intelligent layer of the distributed 

SDN controller architecture. It uses more than one controller, they used east-west interface for intercontroller communication, 

Southbound API for communicating with infrastructure level. and Northbound API for communication with application plane. It 

sends rules and policies to data plane by southbound interface. Controllers have global network information to determine 
appropriate network policies. A systems administration approach that holds existing disseminated control planes yet offers new 

APIs that enable applications to associate (bidirectionally) with the system. A SDN controller – regularly called organization 

platform– goes about as a merchant between the applications and the arrange components. This approach successfully exhibits 

control plane information to the application and permits a specific level of arrange programmability by methods for "modules" 

between the orchestrator capacity and system conventions. This API-driven approach relates to a mixture model  

 

Of SDN, since it empowers the merchant to control and specifically cooperate with the control planes of devices, for example, 

routers and controllers. [61]. 

 

C. Data plane : It contains forwarding devices such as switches, routers, load balancer etc. all these devices are either connected by 

wireless radio or wired cable. It uses southbound API for forwarding rules, policies to forwarding devices. Switches consist three 

parts vide secure channel, flow table and open flow protocol. Secure channel is the interface that connects each openflow switch to 
controller. Flow table consist forwarding policy based on match-action strategy. The Openflow protocol is standard southbound API 

between data and control plane.  

 

An information plane device is an equipment or programming component had some expertise in packet forwarding. While controller 

is programming stack running on commodity hardware platform. Inside an OpenFlow device, a way through an arrangement of flow 

tables defines how packet ought to be taken care of. At the point when another packet arrives, the query procedure begins in the first 

table and finishes either with a match in one of the tables of the pipeline or with a miss (when no instruction is found for that 

packet). A flow control can be defined by joining diverse coordinating fields if there is no default govern, the packet will be 

disposed of. Nonetheless, the regular case is to introduce a default rule which advises the switch to send the packet to the controller 

(or to the typical non-OpenFlow pipeline of the switch). The priority of the rules takes the normal succession number of the tables 

and the row order in a flow table. Conceivable action incorporate (1) forward the packet to outgoing port(s), (2) encapsulate it and 
forward it to the controller, (3) drop it, (4) send it to the ordinary processing pipeline, (5) send it to the following flow table or to 

special tables, for example, group or metering tables presented in the most recent OpenFlow protocol. 

 

D. Southbound API: It is the communication medium between infrastructure layer and controller layer. It can be viewed as layer of 

device drivers. They provide common interface for upper layers. Communication performed via PACKET_IN and PACKET_OUT 

and FLOW_MOD messages. It uses Openflow API. ONF[13][15] maintained openflow protocol. Alternatives of openflow is 

ForCES[10]. Rest non-openflow solutions are cisco’s open network environment platform kit (onePK) and Juniper’s contrail [25]. 
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Base services of the operating systems such as program execution, I/O operations control, communication, protection performed by 

the controllers with the support of southbound API. Major southbound APIs are Openflow, OVSDB and ForCES. controllers such 

as OpenDayLight [31],HP VAN SDN[55], Onix[19] supports wide range of southbound API and protocol plugins. HP VAN SDN 
supports southbound connectors for L2 and L3 agents [61]. 

 

E. Northbound API : It is the communication interface between application layer and controllers. It is software API for managing, 

controlling applications. Representational state transfer (REST) API offered by the various vendor as Northbound API. According 

to ONF[13][15] different level of abstraction latitude and different use cases as longitude have to be treated, it leads to more than 

one Northbound interfaces[69].FML, Frenetic[63], Netcore are the programming languages used for the development of SDN 

applications.  

 

F. East-west bound API: This API used for inter communication between controllers. BGP (Border gateway protocol) [41] used in 

earlier days for communication between controllers. Presently AMQP [109], publish-subscribe messages [17], zookeeper [24], 

messaging channels [30], Jgroups are used as protocol for intercommunication between controllers at east-west bound interface. 

These API uses data store for intercontroller communication. data store such as Cassandra[105], Hazelcast[106], extended DB, 
wheelFS[29], Raft log[22], MongoDB[52], IRIS[52],DHT[19],NIB[19] are used for sharing controllers data. In large data centers, 

multiple controllers are needed for intercommunication. They may be lying in different domains also. Each of such controllers 

should have global network view to determine next domain hope for the flows across the domain. So controllers are required to 

sharing information about reachability and topology information of about interdomain network view. Controller can’t communicate 

with other without help of given interface. Lin et al [129] proposed WEbridge to abstract the physical network to virtual network 

view. They showed different east-west bridge mechanism for different administrative domain to cooperate with each other. In 

heterogeneous environment besides communicating with peer SDN controllers need to communicate with subordinate controllers 

and Non-SDN controllers. To be interoperable, east/westward interfaces in this way need to suit diverse controller interfaces, with 

their specific set of services, and the various attributes of the lower level arrangement, including the decent variety of innovation, the 

geographic traverse and size of the network, and the refinement amongst WAN and LAN – conceivably crosswise over regulatory 

limits. In those cases, diverse data must be exchanged between controllers, including contiguousness and ability revelation, topology 
data (to the degree of the concurred contracts between authoritative domain), billing data, among numerous others. 

 

III Multiple Controller SDN architecture 

 
SDN controllers can be centralized controllers or distributed controller. Table 1 shows comparison of distributed and centralized 

controllers with respect to documentation, modularity, supported platform, Northbound, southbound API and application domain.  

Multicontroller architecture divided into logically or physically centralized and flat, distributed in hierarchical or hybrid design. 

Table 1 listed few controllers among it.  

 

A. Centralized architecture 

It is closest to the basic design principle of the SDN, which just deploy single controller. NOX [32], POX [33], Ryu [34], Floodlight 

[37] etc. followed centralized architecture. Normally centralized architecture followed horizontal /flat design. Hierarchical 

architecture design followed by distributed architecture. In centralized architecture, all the controllers are logically centralized and 

physically distributed.   
 

B. Distributed architecture 

 

Distributed controllers consists collection of multiple controllers. Multiple controllers manages different administrative domains, 

exchanging local information with neighbor domain for global policies implementation.  

 

As shown in figure 2 Horizontal architecture, all the controllers are put into joint domain, which is called flat model at same level. 

On updating of network topology all the controllers updated synchronously without complicated logic, only by mapping of the 

adjust controllers. horizontal design disadvantage is that each controller treated as root controller to master while it just control the 

local network. It will be resource waste. Difficult in synchronization on updates if controllers belongs to different domains. ONIX 

[19], Hyperflow [29], Disco [28], Kandoo [30] etc. are the few examples of distributed controllers. They used distributed data store 
for sharing of data and using distributed registry such as Zookeeper [59]. 

 

As shown in figure 3, hierarchical architecture root controllers and local controllers are arranged according to their purposes. Local 

controllers are near to switch and responsible for local network, root controller manages whole network. Local controllers are 

communicating with root controller in inter domain event. Kandoo [30] followed hierarchical design. Orion [25] followed hybrid 

design of controllers. Rest of the controllers are followed flat design architecture.  Hierarchical architecture reduce network resource 

waste, generating faster response, but it may increase total numbers of controllers in network. Scalability may decrease due to 

increase distance between controllers [55]. 

 

Table 2 shows   fault tolerance comparison of different distributed controllers. Controller failure/link failure are major sources of 

fault. Their solutions like nearby backup controller, backup paths ,active replication, dynamic controller migration, forwarding 
policy reconfiguration, replicated shared database for recovery are discussed. 
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Table 3   demonstrate mechanism of fault tolerance such as controller replication, failure recovery, protection switching, segment 

protection, fast failover, packet modification. 
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1.  Runos[38] C++ Fair Fair D Linux OF 1.3 REST API WAN, 

Telecom, 

Datacenter 

2.  Big Cloud 

Fabric[39][40] 

Java Good  Fair D Linux OF 1.3,1.4 vSphere, 

NSX, SAN 

Data center 

3.  BORON[41] Java Good High D Windows

, Linux, 

MAC 

NETCONF, 

Yang, OVSDB, 

OF1.0,1.3, PCEP, 

BGP/LS, SNMP 

,LISP, 

REST API Data center 

4.  OSC[42] Java Good High D Linux, 

MAC, 
windows 

OF1.0,1.3,NETC

ONF,  

REST API Data center 

5.  ONIX[19] C++,Python,Ja

va 

Good  High D Linux OF 1.0,1.3,1.4 --- Data center 

6.  Hyperflow[29] C++ Good  High D Linux OF 1.3,1.4  Data 

center/WAN 

7.  DISCO[28] Java Good  High D Linux OF 1.3.,1.4 AMQP 

[109] 

Data 

center/WAN 

8.  Kandoo[30] C,C++,Python Good  Fair D Linux OF 1.0,1.2 RPC Data center 

9.  Fleet[21] Java Good High D Linux OF 1.3,1.4 Adhoc API Data center 

10.  ONOS[22] Java Good High D Linux, 

MAC, 

windows 

OF1.0,1.3,NETC

ONF 

REST API Data center, 

WAN, 

Transport 

11.  PANE[20] Java Good Fair D Linux OF 1.3, 1.4 REST API Data center 

12.  Ravana[80] Python Good High D Linux OF 1.3,1.4 RSM WAN/Data 

center 

13.  Meridian[21] Java Good High D Linux OF 1.3, 1.4 REST API Data center 

14.  OpenDayLight[

31] 

Java Very 

Good 

High C Linux, 

MAC, 

windows 

OVSDBOF1.0,1.3

,  NETCONF, 

Yang, LISP 

BGP/LS,SNMP, 

PCEP 

REST API Data center 

15.  NOX[32] C++ Poor Low C Linux OF 1.0 REST API Campus 

16.  POX[33] Python Poor Low C MAC, 
windows, 

OF 1.0 REST API Campus 
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Linux 

17.  RyU[34] Python Fair Fair C Linux OF1.0,1.2,1.3,1.4,

NET CONF, OF 

CONFIG 

REST for 

Southbound 

Campus 

18.  Beacon[35] Java Fair Fair C Linux OF 1.0 REST API Research 

19.  Maestro[36] Java Poor Fair C Linux OF 1.0 RISE,NSF Research 

20.  Floodlight[37] Java Good Fair C Linux, 

MAC, 
Windows 

OF 1.0,OF 1.3 REST API Campus 

21.  IRIS[52] Java Good Fair C Linux, 

MAC, 

Windows 

OF 1.0, OF 

1.3,OVSDB 

REST API Carrier-grade 

22.  MUL[53] C Fair Fair C Linux OF1.3,1.4,OVSD

B, OF CONFIG 

REST API Datacenter 

23.  NOX-MT[54] C++ Poor Low C Linux OF 1.0 REST API Campus 

24.  HP VAN[55] HP-

Proprietary 

Fair Fair C Linux OF 1.0 REST API Campus 

25.  VM-ware 

NSX[56] 

C++ Good Fair C Linux OF 1.0 REST API Campus 

26.  Programmable 

Flow Controller 

(NEC)[57] 

NEC-

Proprietary 

Good Fair C Linux OF 1.0,1.3,1.4 REST API Campus 

27.  vneio/sdnc[43] Java,Python- 

Ruby 

Good Fair C MAC, 

Linux 

OVSDB Intel DPDK 

Technology 

Data center 

28.  Cherry[58] Go language     OF 1.0,1.3 Proxy 

ARP,L2 

Switch, 
Floating IP 

Data center 

29.  OpenContrail 

[45] 

Python Good Fair C Linux OF 1.3 REST API Cloud/WAN 

30.  Faucet[44] Python Good  Fair C Linux OF 1.3 Zodiac FX Data center 

31.  VSC[46] Cybil by 

Nokia 

Good  Fair C Linux 

based 

SR-OS 

OF 1.3,OVSDB REST API Data center 

32.  VortiQa[47] C Good  Fair C Linux OF 1.3 ON director VPN/WAN 

33.  B4N[48] Java Good  Fair C Linux OF 1.3,1.4 REST API, 

NETCONF 

Carrier Grade 

SDN 

34.  Orion[25] C,C++,Python Good  Fair C Linux OF 1.0,1.2 RPC Data center 

35.  B4[51] Python Good  High C Linux OF 1.0,1.3 BGP  WAN 

36.  Espressso[27] Java Good  High C Linux OF 1.0,1.3 BGP  WAN 

37.  SmartLight[26] Java Good Fair C Linux, 

MAC, 

Windows 

OF 1.0,OF 1.3 REST API Campus 

38.  SWAN[50] Python Good  Fair C Linux OF1.0,1.3 BGP Data center 

39.  Rosemary[49] C, Python  Poor Good C Linux OF1.0,1.3 REST API Data center 
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Table 1 Classification of centralized and distributed controllers [36] 
 

 

 

 

 

Sr 

No 

Controller 

platform 

Failure type Solution 

(1) Hyperflow[29] Controller failure Nearby controller serve as a standby controller  

(2) Onix[19] Link/switch failure, onix 

instance failure 

Backup paths, active replication 

(3) ONOS[22] ONOS instance failure Redundant instances 

(4) Hydra[134] Controller failure  Replication of controller failure 

(5) Elasticon[4] Controller failure Dynamic controller migration 

(6) Fleet[21] Link failure Switching to work around path for the failed link 

(7) IRIS[52] controller failure Controller switching 

(8) PANE[20] Link/switch failure Forwarding policy reconfiguration 

(9) Smartlight[26] Controller failure Replicated shared database for recovery 

Table 2 fault tolerance comparison of distributed controller platform 
 

Sr 

No 

Mechanism of fault 

tolerance 

Fault types Features 

(1) Controller replication Controller fault Ensures communication between switches and controller without 

interruption 

(2)  Failure recovery Node or link fault Switches recovery without controllers recovery time within 50 ms 

(3) Protection switching Node or link fault Monitoring function fault recovery time within 50 ms  

(4) Segment protection  Node or link fault Avoid controller participation in recovery process recovery limit 64 

ms 

(5)  Fast failover Node or link fault Maximize network resiliency 

(6) Packet modification Node or link fault Carry backup route or fault message to change the forwarding 

policies. 

Table 3 different types of faults and mechanism of fault tolerance.

IV Fault management issues in distributed controllers 
Fault management process include fault detection, fault localization and fault recovery. Fault prevention can be done proactive or 

reactively. Distributed controllers in SDN contains infrastructure (data) plane, control plane and application planes. Control plane 
consists of number of controllers, all controllers are attached with east-west bound interfaces. Similarly application plane/control 

plane are connected with northbound interface and control plane/application plane are connected with southbound interfaces. We 

discussed different types of faults in distributed controllers based on their layers and interfaces. Figure 4 summarizes different types 

of faults. Different protocols such as OSPF [24], AMQP [109] etc. are used for solving problems generated by different types of 

faults. Prior work listed fault management in SDN network [61]-[64]. They have not concentrated specifically in distributed 

controller. We concentrate on fault management at control plane in distributed controller. Control plane consists its architecture, 

controller placement methodologies, and traffic fault tolerance. All this category encompasses multiple issues leads to faults such as 

controller failure, control channel disruption. Krutz et.al [61][62] depicted about fault tolerance and reliability issues. Silva et al [63] 

described resilience discipline while Sterbenz et al [64] described efforts related with fault detection and fault recovery.  

 

Fault recovery divided into protection (pro-active) and restoration (re-active) method. In protection backup paths are preconfigured 
using installation of flow rules in the switches. Restoration follows notification strategy. On failure, notification triggered to 

controller, controller examines the notification and decide the type/level of fault. It calculates alternative path and installing flow of 

switches in case of link failure. Restoration and protection both method have its merit/demerits. Normally they are used to reduced 

recovery time, bandwidth optimization, and minimum TCAM consumption. 

 

Classification with respect to layers and layer/interface in distributed controller shown in Fig 4.  

 

A. Data plane (Infrastructure layer): 

 

Fault tolerance issues such as link failure and node failure, normally available in traditional network are part of this layer. However 

in SDN due to centralized management and programmability leads to new challenges. Failure detected at link or node level. Sharma 

et al [89] proposed solution of Loss of Signal(LoS) as BFD(Bidirectional Forwarding Detection) Loss of signal recognizes interface 
disappointment by checking whether a particular port of a gadget is down, while BFD identifies disappointment along way, by 

working up session among two end focuses and after that they both agree on their sending and getting interims. On the off chance 

that an endpoint quits getting BFD bundles for a considerable length of time, the way declared as fizzled. 
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(a) Network failure detection and location: In legacy networks, in fault discovery and finding location, number of challenges 
arise: a single failure may leads to multiple source of errors, long time needed to stabilize the state of network devices. Even 

partition of network may be difficult to detect. Due to logical centralization, SDN keep all the devices of network updated about 

information of any fault related with link or node. Only failure affected switches will be informed by controllers. Rest part of the 

network may work in normal fashion. Extra care need to take to reduce the communication recovery time in distributed controller. 

 

(b) Network failure recovery: protection and restoration are two approaches for network failure recovery. Preconfigured backup 

path followed in protection. On demand reinforcement path are generated in rebuilding or restoration. Improper design of backup 

path in protection, not genuinely circulated among the connections, may lead to blockage situation. If large forwarding rules in the 

switch it will be exhaust. On the other way failure restoration increases recovery time, overburden network controllers etc. 

distributed controllers in SDN supports hybrid approach with numerous protocols and mechanisms for improving failure recovery. 

 

B. Control/infrastructure interface 
South bound protocols such as OpenFlow [13][15], Forces[10], OpFlex [18] etc. are the major protocols used between control plane 

and information plane interface. SDN separates control logic from network devices and put it in centralized fashion in control plane 

of distributed controller. Data traffic and control traffic links connecting different planes of SDN. We discuss control network 

failure and controller-switch dependable communication issues which can be proportionate to link or node failure and data delivery 

in traditional network. Along with this in distributed controller, controller placement and controller failover also discussed. 

 

(a) Control network failure:  
Distributed controller consists massive number of links, used for connecting all the controllers, and rest of the devices in the SDN. 

All these links manages network. Faulty link of the switch can be interrupted normal operation of devices associated with it and 

switches. If standby paths calculated using restoration or protection technique, control channel might prevent data traffic 

reclamation. Aim of the control traffic recovery is to reconstruct switch connectivity with any available controller. In case of data 
traffic retrieval specific destination path must be rebuild. Experiment of [91][126] proves that well organized, effective control 

channel failure identification is an significant issue to decrease retrieval time. 

 

(b) Controller-switch dependable communication:   

Separation logic of control plane and data plane in SDN leads to check the reliability of event execution. If event is not delivered to 

its endpoint, network management spoiled. For example control plane don’t get information of link failure, routing services 

generates invalid paths as it does not know about failure of link. In data plane new device needed to be installed in the network, and 

not validated by authentication service, device cannot be connected. Reliable message delivery is crucial problem, wide previous 

work and number of protocols discussing this issue, In SDN also this problem is thoughtful since the messaging between centralized 

control and underlying architecture devices is very important and present itself in new forms e.g. network actions can be vanished 

during controller failover. 

 

(c) Controller position:  
Distributed controller consists multiple controllers. Multiple controllers environment generates two questions in the designing of 

network (1) what number of controllers are expected to meet the network requirements? (2) What is the position of the controller in 

the topology? Fewer number of controllers can lead to overload on existing controllers and cause stoppage of service due to resource 

overburden, while access number of controllers may lead to underutilization, wasting of money and resources. Author in [82] shows 

position of the controller in the system configuration affect network execution and its output. As availability amongst controllers 

and rest of the devices of information plane is significant to arrange administration, a non-ideal controller position permitted in the 

event of just minority of connection fails, the vast majority of the devices still lose control channel movement. Retrieval time and 

dormancy between inter controller influenced because of wrong position of controller. 

 

(d) Controller failover:  
Leveled or nonhierarchical design followed by distributed controllers. In leveled mode switch guides all its demand to a primary 

controller and on its failure switch connect with a preconfigured reserved controller. On the other hand nonhierarchical mode where 

switch joined with numerous controllers simultaneously and sends each demand to every one of them, controllers are managing 

order of the requests and reactions. OpenFlow care this role of the demand from its version 1.2. Each switch can cosign roles to the 

controllers connected to it: master have all reading/writing access to the switch, one controller can be master role only for a given 

point of time. Slave role only reading state enabled, can not control the switch, writing in the flow table; and other role is equal, 

similar to master controller can manage the switch without any confinements and any number of controller can be built as equal. 

Controllers may have different in migration cost, flows/second, response time, latency etc. it leads to the question, which controller 

will be picked as initial primary? How to manage sequence of backup controller? How regularly they are refreshed? how to detect 

failures among primary and secondary controllers? In nonhierarchical mode, failover process is modest. As all controllers are as of 

now associated, demands must be requested in such way that any of the controllers can react to any demand amid the failover. 
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C. Control layer 

Distributed controllers consists multiple controllers, control layer is intermediate translation layer among application and data plane. 

Inter-controller communication exclusively refers control layer own operations, rest of the operations are affected by the other 
layers. 

 

(a) Inter-controller consistency:  
 

Centralized or distributed controllers gives network services while increasing resiliency. Numerous controller used to maintain 

strategic distance from SPOF (single point failure)[19][32]. For logical centralization all the controllers must share global network 

view. 

Levin et al [84] depicted state distribution trade-offs and perform tests particularly on consistency levels. Controller irregularity 

prompts to issue of state consistency among primary and reinforcement controller. False assumption made by controller and 

controller and network device should not be managed properly. Event delivery ordering must be imposed according to the order of 

controller consistency for dynamic replication. 

 

(b) Control plane state redundancy:  

Primary-backup relationship in multiple controllers followed by centralized controller. In centralized controller primary controller is 

managing whole domain, backup managing consistency of its state with primary. In distributed controllers various controllers take 

control of the network same time, while synchronizing with each other to exchange network information necessary to process their 

solicitations. 

 

Control state redundancy achieved by three different ways vide state replication, event propagation and activity (traffic) duplication. 

State replication accomplished by replicating application state into replicas of controller, event propagation managing order of the 

events sent to all replicas for consistency. Activity duplication, duplicates all movement at switch level into copy controllers. Event 

and traffic replication approaches must consider ordering, in the light the fact that it can lead controllers to steady state. 

  
distributed data store: multiple controllers sharing network view for consistent network operation via distributed data store. In 

hierarchical or nonhierarchical mode network divided into partition. Each partition have its own master and more then one backup 

controller. View to the partition shared to other partition via distributed data store. 

 

Onix [19] holds Network Information Base (NIB), where network view is represented in a graph. Onix is distributed controller. 

Network operations done by using NIB and distributing state of the network among controllers. Onix coordinates different storage 

strategies: DHT (Distributed hash table) for weak consistency and transactional storage for strong consistency. Onix supports 

Zookeeper [59] for leader election and failover. 

 

ONOS [22] supports high scalability and high availability. Similar to Onix, it uses graph and store for each service state. ONOS 

uses cluster with multiple instance for distributed mode. Where each node is taking care for subset of network devices. Publish-

subscribe mechanism used by ONOS for achieving  
 

 

different level of consistency. ONOS upgrading with different versions. It uses different distribution mechanism such as Cassandra 

[105] data store for ultimate consistency, Hazelcast [106] and zookeeper[59] for strong consistency.  

 

HP Virtual Application Network (VAN) [55] is implemented through OSGi [108] specification, it provide application independence 

and reuse. AMQP [109] used by HP-VAN controller for message delivery at application layer. Similar to Onix, HP-VAN did 

coordination and synchronization with Zookeeper [59]. It offers clustering mode. 

 

Spalla et al. [110] proposes concept which provides basic clustering capabilities. Master-slave relationship followed among multiple 

controllers in each partition of the cluster. State sharing of controllers done by OpenReplica [111]. It is coordinating service for 
consistency and synchronization. It also used Paxos consensus protocol [112]. 

 

Control plane State-update messages:  

Passive repetition approach in integrated architecture is another approach for consistency. In this approach application state and state 

update messages are encapsulated together into state-update message and send it to backup controllers for updating their own state. 

Fonseca et al. [101] proposed CPRecovery, it is inert repetition mechanism. Inert repetition divided into replication and retrieval 

phase. In replication phase the primary controller generating backup replicas on the change of state. While replicas synchronizing 

their state with the primary. on detection of failure status from primary controller(link failure, heartbeat message) the recovery phase 

started. Switch connects to the constituted standby controller, which updates its role to primary, network did its works normally. 

 

High Availability Controller (HAC) architecture, a crossbreed approach that alternates between both strategies, according to service 

priority proposed by Pashkov et al. [113]. Network updates shared by controllers. Each application data updates also shared with all 
controllers.  state of the controller stored in shared data store. Serialization helps to coordinate and ordering of message services. 

(c) Event replication: event oriented paradigm followed by openflow. All network changes transfer to the network controller for 

proper processing. Hence, it is conceivable to accomplish state replication replaying occasions in standby copy. Because of high 

activity of system occasions controller might be over-burden. 
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Hyperflow [29] provides scalability by propagating selected events. Events using publish-subscribe system for propagation.  

Hyperflow [29] will configure orphan switches to its nearest neighbor on failure of controller. It does not guarantee event ordering.  
 

DISCO[28] using AMQP[109] protocol for event propagation, guaranteeing message delivery. It also provide more sophisticated 

inter-domain information such as bandwidth use and latency.  

 

Viewstamped replication [116] utilized by centralized controller Ravana [80] to imitate events and provide fault tolerance in 

information plane and control plane.  replication of controller state and switch consistency  accomplished through two stage 

protocols which holds properties like aggregate event ordering, exactly once event processing and exactly once command execution. 

In Total event ordering all controller replica follows the same order of events. Exactly once event processing the controller always 

process all the events issued together. events lost  due to any reason must be retransmitted in the same order. Exactly once command 

execution means switch executes commands once and only once.  

 

Ravana architecture followed system like : a master controller receives request from the network, stored in shared replicated log and 
process it.  The replica works on request only after processing completion of master.The replica controller keeps log record of the  

events by its IDs to avoid repeated events. Switch keeps log of the commands in local buffer.it filter/avoid repeated commands and 

followed exactly-once command property. Ravana provides transactional semantics by following event delivery, processing and 

command execution and guaranteeing safety(execution of all events in errorless system and liveness (all command processed by 

switch and event will be processed by controllers). 

 

(d) Traffic replication:  

Copying network traffic at the information plane level into all the controllers, is one approach of controller state replication. All 

switches will be joined with every one of the controllers all the while as per the approach followed in [101]. Fonseca request send to 

each one of the controllers, when controller gets a request from a network device, it sends the message arrival timestamp to various 

controllers. if each one of the controllers answer that none of them has a more settled timestamp, it send the response to the switch 
else the controller just updates its internal state. 

 

Traffic replication rapidly recover from failures in a disaster scenario proposed by Gramoli et al. [115]. Two key matrices recovery 

time objective (RTO) and the recovery point objective (RPO) used by author. In case of disaster how much data lost, recovery time 

objective used for estimation of time of detection and mitigation of failure. While recovery point objective gives data of how many 

updates are lost.  Author in [115] proposed proactive method for detection of failure and replication of data. Information is stored in 

key-value store and repeated among imitations in this approach. At inter-data center level when client send request to a data center, 

request replicated  to all data center through SDN multicast, that replicates packets and giving its acknowledgement to the client 

after all the data center synchronizes.  

 

Fast controller failover for multi domain SDN (FCF-M) proposed by Chan et al. [116] strong consistency achieved by each 

controller by replicating controller to its backup controller. Circular heartbeat mechanism used for detection of failure. probe packet 
sending by each controller to its predecessor in heartbeat message mechanism, controller failover done locally if the backup of the 

controller available. Devices are distributed among controller based on its distance minimization and its capacity. 

Centralized control [80] and distributed control[29] strategies considered in the design of control plane for providing fault tolerance. 

Control plane redundancy may require some sort of correspondence overhead, which affects scalability and performance. 

Distributed file system, distributed data structure and consensus protocol can be utilized to accomplish state replication.  

 

D. Application/control interface 

Network controller and applications share same execution space. So failure issues such as application failure isolation and control 

plane state fault tolerance discussed here. 

 

(a) Application failure separation : Almost existing available controllers [22][32][37] sharing same execution space, tightly 
coupled applications and network os with  which leads to crash of controller on crash of applications. Additionally these controller 

don’t monitor application resource consumption. So faulty application may victimize shared resources.  Fault tolerance and 

reliability must be taken care in the design of network operating system. as taken care in  traditional operating system kernel  design 

and architecture. In monolithic architecture, failure in one service leads to failure of the network controller.mirco kernel architecture 

used independent service on the top of a kernel and communicate internally using IPC communication interface. 

 

(b) Control plane state fault tolerance:   
SDN provides logically centralized and physically distributed controlling for more flexibility and resiliency. It required 

harmonization of control planes with each other. Fault management done by backup replica in both centralized and distributed 

approach. In fault stage controller looses its state. Data plane and control plane failure both leads to failure of state of the controller, 

so both should be managed separately. 

 

E. Application layer 

Testing and logical design of the application programs should be checked thoroughly before its implementation on application 

plane.  
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(a) Application design:  
Network requirement should be analyzed in the design phase first, Logical error in analysis never generate correct output. In the 

design phase fault management issues also considered, else bug, faults inserted in the since SDN application should be considered 
with specific knowledge domain, specific features should be used to provide fault tolerance constructs and abstractions. Few such 

deliberations are deadlocks, race condition etc. It requires high level fault management policies.  

 

(b) Application correctness:  
For achieving desired output through application, comprehensive testing done on it. Correctness indicates desired output on valid 

input data. Application correctness can be checked by software verification and validation, former verification specialized tools used 

for providing domain specific knowledge.  

 

F. Application/control/infrastructure interface 

Network accuracy infringements may generate faults at any layer or interface and network troubleshooting consists all layers in 

order to successfully perform fault findings. 

 

(a) Network correctness violation:  
Network policies are translated into device configuration. Actual network behavior may violate routing, security policies due to 

some faulty, untested applications. Misinterpreted protocols ,network controller mistranslation. So network correctness monitored 

contently in order to detect possible violations. 

 

(b) Network investigating: When a disappointment happens, arrange heads must distinguish which applications are included and 

which succession of activities prompted the disappointment. This is certainly not a minor issue, considering that in vast systems an 

enormous number of reliant and free events may happen amid a disappointment. Procedures to help arrange investigating 

incorporate chronicle and replaying system occasions [85], deciding least easygoing grouping [86] and breaking down system 

conduct by watching packet back-follows [87]. 

Distributed controllers layers are divided into application layers, application/control interface, control layers, control/infrastructure 
interface, data plane, app/control/infrastructure interface. Application layer described with the issue like application design, 

accuracy/correctness due to logical errors in API or in the modularity. Distributed controllers contains combination of different 

application layers, modules. Link failures leads separate erroneous module from the whole system, that part will be down and not 

working but rest of the system should be fully functional. Control layers have collection of controllers. All are communicating with 

each other with east-west bound interfaces. Inter controller communication faces issues of load balancing, managing of distributed 

data store and on failure, replication technique need to be followed.    

 

In Distributed controller, there may be chance of overload on one controller needs to migrate its switch to underloaded controller, 

aggregate load of the system will be overloaded and need to include more controller to balance the load and any controller may be 

shut down due to accidental error in hardware or software in all above cases  fault generated. fault may generate due to overload on 

controller. So Load balancing considered as fault management issue and switch migration techniques applied to solve it. Switch 

migration technique can be implemented as game theoretic approach [5], distributed decision [6], load informing strategy [7] and 
BalCon[8]- balanced controller approach. Details of all techniques given in next section. Replication technique are divided into 

active and passive replication [100][101]. Flexibility and programmability are key capability of SDN. They meet the current 

network requirements such as multi-occupant cloud networks, versatile optical networks. SDN should solve fault management 

issues related with legacy network also. 
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Fig 4 Fault management issues in distributed controller [1][3] 

 

V  Switch Migration in distributed controller 

 
In distributed controller domain, Switch migration done in overloading of controller or flow requests of switch increases, heavily 

loaded switches should be migrated to lightly loaded controller. So dynamically change the relationship between switches of heavily 

loaded controller to lightly loaded controller. Different methods used for switch migration.  

 

Fig. 5 demonstrates a total depiction of the switch relocation system, which comprises of four stages. In stage 1, at first to wind up 
master controller B changes its part to equal. For it the underlying expert (A) sends a begin movement message to B through 

controller-to-controller channel. At that point, (B) sends Role-journeys to the change should have been relocated. After (B) gets 

Role-Reply from the switch, it informs (A) that the part changing has achieved. After (B) changes its part to level with, it gets 

nonconcurrent messages from the switch, however does not give a reaction. In stage 2, it embeds and expels a spurious flows. (A) 

Firstly sends Flow-mod to (X) to include another flow passage, which does not match with any packet. At that point, it sends 

another Flow-mod to erase the section. Consequently, the switch can send a Flow-evacuated message to controllers due to (B) is an 

equivalent controller at this moment. The Flow evacuated offers an exchange of proprietorship for the switch (X) from (A) to (B). 

Additionally, an obstruction message is asked for after the inclusion of the fake flow. In stage 3, it flushes pending solicitations for 

an obstruction. (A) transmits a Barrier-ask for and sits tight for the Barrier-answer, simply after which it sends "end relocation" to 

the last master (B). In stage 4, it makes the objective controller last master. The last master (B) sets its part to master for the switch 

by sending a Role-ask for message to the switch. At long last, it refreshes the conveyed data store. 
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(1) Elastic Control (ElastiCon): ElastiCon [4] is the primary switch movement system in view of dynamic multicontroller design. 

Fig. 5 sets the total system of ElastiCon, which contains three modules: load estimation modules, load adjustment choice modules, 

and activity modules. The heap estimation module gathers the heap of every controller and sends the heap data to load adjustment 

choice module, which chooses load distribution among controllers. The activity module conducts control activities (e.g., moving 

switch, including and evacuating controllers) to accomplish the dynamic control of controllers and switches. ElastiCon occasionally 

screens the heap on every controller, distinguishes awkward nature, and naturally adjusts the heap crosswise over controllers by 

moving a few changes from the over-burden controller to a softly stacked one. In the interim, with a specific end goal to orchestrate 

the movement, a novel switch relocation protocol is intended for empowering such load moving, which complies with the 

OpenFlow standard. At long last, a model of ElastiCon is manufactured and its execution is assessed in view of Mininet. In this 

way, ElastiCon guarantees unsurprising controller execution even under exceedingly unique workloads. 
 

Yang, Zhou et al [9] proposed answer for the adaptable system structure with decoupled control and information plane. Relocating 

switches can adjust the asset use of controllers and enhance network execution. Switch movement issue needs to date been defined 

as an asset usage expansion issue to address the scalability of the control plane. Be that as it may, this issue is NP-hard with high-

computational complexities and without tending to the security difficulties of the control plane. They propose a switch relocation 

strategy, which translates switch movement as a mark coordinating issue and is figured as a 3-D earth mover's distance model to 

ensure deliberately essential controllers in the system. Thinking about the scalability, they additionally propose a heuristic technique 

which is time-proficient and reasonable to extensive scale systems. Simulation demonstrate that our proposed strategies can mask 

deliberately imperative controllers by decreasing the distinction of activity stack between controllers. In addition, our proposed 

techniques can essentially calm the movement weight of controllers and anticipate immersion assaults. 

(2) Game-Theoretic Approach: In [5], the creators explain the switch movement calculation with diversion hypothesis. By taking 

light controllers as the amusement players and switches as the items, a zero-whole diversion demonstrate is abused to copy the 
rivalries for relocating switches among over-burden controllers. The controller chooses the ideal components to execute the 

exchange by expanding or diminishing the product estimation of the switch. The diversion display is quick and productive to 

accomplish switch movement yet is not reasonable for extensive scale organize because of the high unpredictability of calculation 

outline. 

 

(3) Distributed Decisions Scheme: In [6], the creators characterize the Switch Migration Problem (SMP) and a Network Utility 

Maximization (NUM) issue with the goal of boosting the quantity of serving demands under the accessible control asset. Conveyed 

Hopping Algorithm (DHA) is intended to accomplish ideal switch relocation through Log-Sum-Exp work. The DHA strategy is a 

period reversible markov chain process. The simulation result show DHA beats existing plans by decreasing stream setup time and 

enhancing the normal usage proportion of controller. They proposed scalable control component to choose which switch and where 

it ought to be relocated for an adjusted control plane. Each switch will be controlled by three distinct parts of controllers. master, 
equal and slave. There is just a single master for the switch. The master can just get the switches' states yet additionally compose 

changes to train the information plane. The equal controllers are acquainted with discrete burdens from the master. The slaves just 

read the conditions of the switches. Each switch could have in excess of one equivalent or slave controllers. On the off chance that 

master bombs because of over-burden or a few special cases, the equivalent controllers, or even slaves could be traveled to ace at the 

earliest opportunity. No component unequivocally demonstrating the switch movement or controller parts move, on the grounds that 

the authors of this specification feel this is the obligation of the controller to pick an master among themselves. the load of a SDN 

controller comprises of numerous components, for example, preparing of PACKET_IN events, keeping up the nearby domain view, 

speaking with different controllers, and additionally installing flow entries. In various situation, the extents of those components 

vary enormously. Be that as it may, the preparing of PACKET_IN occasions is for the most part viewed as the most conspicuous 

piece of the aggregate load. Likewise, the arriving rate of PACKET_IN occasions on a controller is checked to quantify its load. 

 

(4) Load Informing Strategy: In [7], the creators display a load adjusting system in view of a load advising technique for 
controllers. Decidedly, it constructs distributed choice architecture, including four parts that were load estimation, load illuminating, 

and adjusting choice and switch movement. In this procedure, every controller can occasionally effectively report its load data to 

different controllers, and it likewise handles and stores the load data from others. While the periodical dynamic load educating can 

diminish the choice deferral, it likewise causes extra preparing and correspondence overhead in the control plane. Particularly, when 

the present load esteem does not change much contrasted with the last esteem, revealing it to different controllers is an excess task. 
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(5) Balanced Controller (BalCon): BalCon is a heuristic solution proposed in [8]. One key limitation of distributed controller, with 

static mapping between switch and controller with uneven load distribution may rise among the controllers that may arise when 

network traffic condition may change during network operation.  They proposed problem as mathematical optimization problem. It 
is NP-complete problem. Algorithm works runtime based on congestion analysis, when controller becomes overloaded, the 

algorithm finds a small strongly connected cluster of SDN switches to migrate such that overall control plane congestion is reduced. 

It depends on two key perception: (1) a compelling switch relocation ought to consider the correspondence examples of the SDN 

switches, (2) the switch movement ought to be prepared at the granularity of groups: switches with solid associations, which has the 

shorter remoteness  to controller, ought to dependably be doled out to a similar controller. BalCon is accomplished by a reasonable 

model in view of Ryu, and the outcomes indicate BalCon altogether lessens the quantity of moving switches. 

 

(6) Load fluctuating based synchronization (LVS) : Guo, et al. [14] have proposed a controller state synchronization procedure 

named Load Variance based Synchronization (LVS), in order to redesign the execution of load modifying in the multi-controller 

multi region SDN sort out. Interestingly with periodic synchronization based methods, LVS-based systems performed genuine state 

synchronizations among controllers while a load of a server outperforms a predefined constrain, which fundamentally restrains the 

synchronization overhead of controllers. The preliminary comes to fruition have exhibited that LVS gets authentic load modifying 
execution and circle free sending with less synchronization overhead, interestingly with existing systems. Nevertheless, two 

proposed LVS-based methodologies have not evaluated in a bona fide testbed. 

 

(7) SMDM(Switch migration  based on decision making scheme) : Wang et al [12] proposed greedy calculation for switch 

relocation procedure. Proposed system will be utilized as a part of big business systems and WAN. They demonstrated that 

Dynamic switch movement is a promising way to deal with versatile scaling and load adjusting. By and by, switch movement 

happens in three cases. Right off the bat, if the accumulated traffic load goes past the limit all things considered, the new controllers 

ought to be included and the switches would be moved to them. Furthermore, as a controller is closed down or to rest for sparing 

correspondence cost and power, its switches ought to be relocated away. Thirdly, regardless of whether there is no adjustment in the 

quantity of sent controllers, switch movement activity must be performed by relocating chosen change to different controllers when 

an individual controller load is past its ability. It is known as load adjusting. They utilized switch movement trigger matric, the 
relocation productivity model to fabricate tradeoff between relocation expenses and load adjusting rate. Movement effectiveness 

show control the conceivable relocation activity. They execute evidence of the plan and present numerical assessment utilizing 

Mininet emulator to exhibit the adequacy of their proposition. SMDM plans appears (1) how to quantify load irregularity of 

controllers and choose whether to perform switch movement? (2) How to utilize movement arrange for that uses the relocation 

effectiveness model to manage the decision of conceivable relocation activities. They utilized total load an incentive to demonstrate 

genuine load data and give switch relocation procedure. Conventional SDN execution depends on centralized controller and have a 

few confinement related with execution and adaptability. Dispersed controllers approach can be utilized to take care of this issue. 

MF Bari et al. [103] give a system that modifies the quantity of dynamic controllers and delegates every controller. This system 

could limit flow setup time while acquiring low communication overhead. Be that as it may, it effectively prompts arrange 

reassignment since it needs to play out a reassignment of the whole control plane in light of the gathered activity measurements. 

They proposed logically centralized control plane, which could accomplish better scalability and reliability with independent 

controllers when an uneven enormous movement load touch base at these distributed controller. 

 

 (8)Scalable and crash tolerant SDN controller: Liang et al [11] proposed group controller method for switch relocation 

calculation. They utilized unique load rebalancing strategy for grouped controllers. The numerous controllers utilized JGroup to 

organize the activity of switch movement. The total system partitioned into numerous groups and each group is setup one controller 

bunch. Anticipated strategy can progressively move the load over the various controllers through switch relocation. The component 

bolster controller failover without switch detachment maintaining a strategic distance from the single purpose of disappointment 

issue. They executed a model framework in view of OpenDayLight Hydrogen controller to assess the execution of our plan. Primer 

outcome demonstrates that the technique empowers controllers to calm the over-burden by means of switch movement and can 

enhance throughput and diminish the reaction time of the control plane. They intend to execute topology mindful switch movement 

calculation for enhancing scalability of the network. 

 
Table 4 shows comparison of different switch migration techniques for load balancing. Different parameters such as flows/second, 

migration cost, controller response time, throughput are observed with respect to available different approaches taken by previous 

researchers. It is observed that  

 

Wang et al[12] enhancing movement effectiveness by utilizing switch relocation trigger matric, migration efficiency model utilized 

movement expenses and load adjust rate. Utilized efficiency aware movement calculation. They took after MUMA (maximize 

resource utilization algorithm), DNMA (Distributed nearest movement algorithm) and SMDM (Switch migration based decision 

making). Switch relocation based in view of greedy algorithm to amplify the exchange off between movement costs and the load 

adjust rate. An effectiveness migration algorithm in light of greedy strategy was intended to use the migration proficiency model 

and hence manage the decision of conceivable relocation activities. 

 

Liang et.al [13] utilizing scalable and crash tolerant group of controller. total load of group of controller ought to be gathered before 
relocation which expanded the processing time. Yang Zhou et al [9] followed optical and heuristic switch relocation model. Their 

Simulation differentiate deliberately important controllers by diminishing the difference of traffic load between controllers. 

Proposed method relives traffic pressure of controllers and prevent saturation attacks. Dixit et al [4][10] proposed flexible switch 

relocation for control plane load adjusting for achieving dynamic mapping between switches and controllers. utilizing their strategy 
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the controller reaction time has been decreased to 5 ms averagely, howerver they not portrayed how to choose switch and target 

controller. 

 
Cheng et al [5][6] depicted which switch relocated and where it will be moved? They demonstrated that only 10 % of the switches 

in such as network have been migrated to load rebalance when there are 40 ~50% overwhelming  controllers. Yu et al [7] depicted 

controller take load adjusting decision locally as quickly, reducing time of load balancing. result shows that load balancing is 

completed within 5s. The proposed method has higher throughput compared with static mapping between switch and controller. 

Cello et al [8] proposed heuristic solution reduce the load imbalance among SDN controllers by 40 % by relocating modest no of 

switches. Its computational time is 11.51s. They take load balancing problem as mathematical optimization problem and based on 

congestion analysis. Hu, Tao et al. [104] described load difference matrix and trigger factor used to measure load balancing on 

controllers, load balancing rate and movement cost considered for migration efficiency calculation. They used efficiency aware 

switch migration approach. Simulation reveals reducing controller response time by 22%, improving controller throughput by 30% 

on average, maintaining good low migration costs and time, balancing rate. 

 

VI Future work - fault management in distributed controller 
Analyzing surveyed effort we found future challenged in the fault management of distributed controller such as (1) providing same 

level of fault management as found in traditional legacy network(2) exploration of new possibilities in distributed SDN (3) 

integration of SDN with traditional network. Open issues discussed with different layers are as follows. 

 

A. Data plane 

SDN permits novel one of a kind fault recovery arrangement, anyway recovery time in the coordination of various layers of SDN 
will be expanded. Indeed, even inheritance organize have issue of slow convergence, they are broadly actualized and completely 

tried through years, improving their heartiness and proficiency. In future dominant part of SDN testbed have more insight in 

information plane, incorporation between layers. In SDN numerous arrangements broaden the southbound protocol conduct as well 

as repurpose header fields (e.g. to utilize need field to allot reinforcement ways) so as to help fault recovery systems. In any case, the 

absence of standardization constrains the selection and commonsense utilization of these arrangements. More up to date OpenFlow 

specifications give highlights identified with QoS and traffic checking, which can be utilized to help novel adaptation to non-critical 

failure components, despite the fact that these highlights are not straightforwardly identified with fault recovery. 

 

Also, many switch sellers and system controllers just execute more established adaptations of OpenFlow protocol. In rundown, there 

is a gap between adaptation to internal failure endeavors and southbound protocol standardization, and between protocol 

specifications and accessible usage. Future specifications of OpenFlow and other southbound protocols, for example, OpFlex [18], 

may open new conceivable outcomes to fault tolerance research. Some extra capacities of information plane, for example, capacity 
to recognize navigated ways, while others propose new deliberations to help stateful information sending. This brings up some 

examination issues: How much, assuming any, insight ought to be set in the network devices? Which tradeoffs are included? In 

which cases is this suited? Initiatives like P4, a highlevel language for writing computer programs switches' packet processing, give 

more independency to information plane and enable more mind boggling rationale to be put in the network devices 

 

B. Control plane 

 

Most endeavors that utilization physical distribution use current methods, for example, appropriated file frameworks, to accomplish 

adaptation to non-critical failure. In any case, a gap that we identified in this approach is that it doesn't completely exploit SDN 

abilities. Methodologies more specific to SDN and systems administration may open new potential outcomes and accomplish 

preferred outcomes over more nonexclusive techniques. Most endeavors that utilization physical circulation use current strategies, 
for example, appropriated file frameworks, to accomplish adaptation to internal failure. In any case, a gap that we identified in this 

approach is that it doesn't completely exploit SDN abilities. Methodologies more specific to SDN and systems administration may 

open new potential outcomes and accomplish preferable outcomes over more non specific strategies. 

 

Most distributed control plane designs share their state among copies. This approach, at most, enables applications to configure 

consistency level wanted. A more flexible programming stage could offer control to organize applications define distinctive 

adaptation to internal failure strategies for various occasions and sorts of traffic. Also, the programming stage may bolster the 

definition of abnormal state adaptation to internal failure targets. For example, most recent variants of ONOS [22] enable software 

engineers to make goals, which speak to abnormal state control wants (e.g., availability between two has) that are interpreted and 

always authorized through low-level tenets. 

 

C. application plane 
Programming system arrangements, administrations, and indeed, even switch packet processing, brings numerous new potential 

outcomes to systems administration. In any case, we identified that couple of endeavors investigate  

what these conceivable outcomes convey to fault administration. One of the primary benefits of SDN is the likelihood of system 

administration through abnormal state terms. Numerous applications proposed for deliberations for example, network structure, 

modular composition of applications, and virtualization. Adaptation to internal failure reflections can be utilized to determine 

abnormal state adaptation to non-critical failure procedures and fault tolerant builds. Furthermore, many adaptation to non-critical 

failure components display some sort of trade off, e.g. network resilience vs network performance. Deliberations can be given to 

permit specification of various strategies that would implement distinctive levels of adaptation to non-critical failure. A few 

endeavors as of now proposed techniques. 
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SDN can be incorporated in this way giving programmability and intelligent centralization for an incredible decent variety of 

situations, for example, 5G framework, Internet of-Things administration, virtual systems, remote systems. It is additionally 
conceivable to utilize different methodologies  to use SDN abilities. For instance, Cui et al. [38] contend that enormous information 

preparing can be utilized to enhance organize execution by removing important data from a large number of system gadgets. 

Progressing research is as of now researching conceivable bearings [132], [133] to completely investigate SDN potential. 

 

VII Conclusion 
This work far reaching view on fault management in distributed controller. We identified fault management issues on each 

layers/interfaces. We have watched that fault management issues raised by SDN are related to their layered engineering and logical 
centralization.  In distributed controller Control plane have numerous controllers, overburden on any controller may prompt to 

failure of controller, node or link and it lead to fault.  

 

So we discussed solution of it as switch relocation of overloaded controller to underloaded one, different methods of switch 

migration compared with their flow/second, migration cost, controller response time, and throughput. Fault at each layer influences 

other layers in various perspectives. For instance defective application may cause black hole in the network. Additionally it creates 

failures in correspondence between layers.(e.g. controller switch correspondence). A logically centralized control plane profoundly 

unique in relation to legacy networks. Reviewed endeavor classified according to their planes, issues, methodologies and highlights. 

We examines various methodologies and their reasonableness to various situation. It was exhibited that progressing research has 

tended to the greater part of the fault management issues presented by split architecture. It is used for high demand requirements 

such as large data centers deployment [51] and carrier networks[126]. Along with this future issues related with distributed SDN are 
as (1) providing same level of fault tolerance as available in traditional network and providing coordination between multiple 

controller and switches. (2) Standardization of protocol in east-west control plane. (3) Standardization of northbound interface 

development (4) Dynamic load balancing mechanism (5) Integrating SDN/NFV with distributed controller. 
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1 Wang et 

al[12] 

Improving migration 

efficiency by using 

switch migration 

trigger matric, 

migration efficiency 

model used migration 

costs and load 

balance rate. Used 
efficiency aware 

switch migration 

algorithm. 

Flat 

Beacon 

controlle

r 

MUMA 

(maximize 

resource 

utilization 

algorithm) 

4 12.8 140 50  7  Switch migration scheme based 

on greedy algorithm to 

maximize the trade-off between 

migration costs and the load 

balance rate. an efficiency-

aware migration algorithm 

based on greedy method was 

designed to utilize the 
migration efficiency model and 

thus guide the choice of 

possible migration actions 

DNMA(Di

stributed 

nearest 

migration 
algorithm) 

4 12.8 105 65 4  

SMDM(S

witch 

migration 

based 

decision 

making) 

4 12.8 100 47  2  

2 Liang et 

al [11] 

Scalable and crash 

tolerant SDN 

controller 

Flat Clustered 

controllers 

8 15.32  20 0.9 15 Aggregate load of cluster 

should be collected before 

migration which increased the 

processing time 

3 Dixit et 

al [10] 

Elastic switch 

migration by 

adding/removing 
SDN controllers 

Flat Clustered 

controllers 

8 55 to 

135 

0.35 

to 

2.8 

0.21 

to 

0.76  

15

5.

4 

Seamless migration of switches 

among multiple controllers 

How to select switches and 
target controllers not described 

4. Yang 

Zhou 

et.al[9] 

Elastic switch 

migration for control 

plane Load balancing 

in SDN 

Flat Optimal 

switch 

migration 

model and 

heuristic 

switch 

migration 

model 

30 78.68 18 2.7 10 Simulation differentiate 

strategically important 

controllers by diminishing the 

difference of traffic load 

between controllers. Proposed 

method relives traffic pressure 

of controllers and prevent 

saturation attacks 
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5. Dixit et 

al.[4] 

Achieving the 

dynamic mapping 

between switches and 

controllers 

Flat Linear 

programmi

ng 

4 10 20 12 17 The controller response time 

has been reduced to 5 ms 

averagely 

6 Chen et 

al [5] 

Studying how to 

improve the 

load balancing 

performance of 

controllers in SDN. 

Flat Game 

theory 

10

0 

10 22 30 15 Only 1.25% switches have 

been migrated when a half of 

controllers need master 

reelection operation. 

7 Cheng et 

al[6] 

Studying which 

switch should be 

migrated and where it 

will be moved 

Flat Heuristic 

approach 

74 15 10 10 15 Only 10 % of the switches in 

such as network have been 

migrated to load rebalance 

when there are 40 ~50% heavy 
controllers 

8 Yu J et al 

[7] 

Controller take load 

balancing decision 

locally as rapidly, 

reducing time of load 

balancing.  

Flat Linear 

programmi

ng 

8 12.78 21 50 16 Result shows that load 

balancing is completed within 

5s. 

The proposed method has 

higher  throughput compared 

with static mapping between 

switch and controller 

9 Cello et 

al[8] 

Load balancing 

problem as 

mathematical 

optimization problem 

and based on 

congestion analysis 

Flat Heuristic 

approach 

8 85  16.5

0 

2.05 40 The proposed solution reduce 

the load imbalance among 

SDN controllers by 40 % by 

migrating small number of 

switches.  The computational 

time is 11.51s in the proposed 
method. 

10 Hu, Tao 

et al 

[104] 

Load difference 

matrix and trigger 

factor used to 

measure load 

balancing on 

controllers, load 

balancing rate and 

migration cost 

considered for 

migration efficiency 

calculation. 

Flat Efficiency 

aware 

switch 

migration 

approach 

5 

to 

20 

2 70 12 3.

6 

Reducing controller response 

time by 22%, improving 

controller throughput by 30% 

on average, maintaining good 

low migration costs and time, 

balancing rate. 

 

Table 4.An Overview of current switch migration techniques for solving load balancing in distributed controller [3] 
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ABSTRACT: Lack of Flexibility, Centralized Control, and Cost are limitations of the traditional network.  Software 
defined networking (SDN) adds flexibility and programmability in network management by separating the control 
plane from the data plane. Distributed controllers with SDN are logically centralized at control plane and 
physically distributed at data plane. They are deployed to improve the adeptness and accuracy of the control 
plane, which could isolate network into few subdomains with independent SDN controllers. Traffic is dynamic 
and configuration between switch and controller is static. If one of the controllers fails, load imbalance arises.To 
address this problem of fault tolerance in distributed controller DCFT (Distributed Controller Fault Tolerance) 
model is proposed in this paper. A novel switch migration method with coordinator controller in a distributed 
SDN controller is proposed for providing fault tolerance through load balancing. The system architecture of the 
proposed model with different modules such as coordinator controller election, loadcollection, decision taking, 
switch migration, Inter controller messenger designed. On failure of coordinator controller switch migration 
discussed. Implement DCFT model in Mininet, derived results, The results show that our proposal could achieve 
load balancing among distributed controllers while fault occurs, regardless network traffic variation and 
outperforms static binding controller system with communication overhead, controller load balance rate, and 
packet delay. We compare our model with CRD (controller redundancy decision), MUSM (maximum utilization 
switch migration) and ZSM (Zero switch migration) techniques. Simulation analysis performed on custom 
topology  and two well-known topologies Abilene  and Internet 2 OS3E from topology zoo. We compare packet 
delay, communication overhead and load balancing rate in a custom topology and other two well-known 
topologies with before and after migration of switches. It’s revealed that the DCFT model produces better 
performance in fault tolerance. 

Keywords. Software Defined Networking, Distributed controller, Fault Management, Switch Migration, coordinator 
Election, Load Balancing. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is a new approach to 
network management and enable innovation in networking. 
Current traditional networks are complex and difficult to 
manage especially in light of changing routing and other 
quality of service demands of administrators. SDN 
separates the two main functions of a traditional 
networking device (switch or router) viz. packet switching 
and routing decision [1, 2]. The brain of the control plane is 
the SDN controller. The controller communicates with 
network devices through southbound Interface such as the 
OpenFlow protocol. The control plane disclosures some 
features and APIs through the Northbound Interfaces to 
network operators to design various management 
application exploiting such as a set of REST API [3]. East-
West bound API used for inter-controller communication 
among multiple controllers. Network devices are dumb in 
SDN and worked as simple packet forwarding devices. 
Their control functionality centralized at the control plane. 
Forwarding decision depends on flow. Fig. 1 shows flow 
tables, set of packet field values to its related actions 
defined the flow. Forwarding devices provide the same 
service rules to all packets of the identical flow. The flow 
abstraction permits uniting the behavior of different types 
of network devices including routers, switches, firewalls, 

and middleboxes. Flow programming empowers 
unmatched flexibility, restricted only to the abilities of the 
applied flow tables. Well defined programming interface 
realized separation between the control plane and data 
plane by switches and SDN controller. One or more tables 
are available with OpenFlow switch for packet handling 
rules. Certain associated actions applied to rules in traffic. 
OpenFlow switch behaves like a router, switch firewall, etc 
based on the instructions received by the controller 
depending on the rules.  

 
Fig. 1. Open flow enabled SDN device [14]. 
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 SDN adoption raises issues of scalability and reliability in 
centralized design [4]. That can be referenced with a 
physical delegation of the control plane. Such materially 
dispersed but logically centralized systems carry extra 
challenges. Logically centralized controllers liable for 
forwarding routing decisions, controller failure is a 
significant problem of SDN, a load of the futile controller 
should be spread between the rest of controllers. In this 
paper, we proposed a Distributed Controller Fault 
Tolerance model (DCFT) using load balancing in SDN.  
Few previous papers [5-9] have explored switch migration 
to provide load balancing but existing projected algorithms 
can only work with load imbalance they cannot work with 
the event of controller failure. Control plane is distress from 
a lack of fault tolerance. For a distributed control plane 
coordinator election algorithm used to identify unique 
coordination between all SDN controllers.   
The core involvement of this paper is described as follows 
• A novel switch migration method with coordinator 

controller in a distributed SDN controller is proposed for 
providing fault tolerance through load balancing.  

• The system architecture of the proposed model with 
different modules such as coordinator controller 
election, load collection, decision taking, switch 
migration, Inter controller messenger designed. 

• On failure in coordinator controller, switch migration 
discussed. 

• Implement the DCFT model in Mininet, derived results. 
The results show that our proposed model could 
achieve load balancing among distributed controllers 
while fault occurs, irrespective of network traffic 
variation and outperform motionless binding controller 
system with communication overhead, controller load 
balance rate, and packet delay. Verify the DCFT model 
on custom topology and the other two well-known 
topologies. 

Rest of the paper is planned as follows. Section II 
demonstrate literature survey Section III shows proposed 
DCFT model system architecture with different modules. 
Section IV represents design and implementation with the 
proposed switch migration algorithm along with coordinator 
failure, ordinary controller failure, and load imbalance. 
Section V reports with simulation analysis. Section VI 
presented with a conclusion and section VII reports 
references. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. The distributed control plane in SDN 
SDN architecture divided into  application plane,control 
plane and data plan, Many controllers are taken for 
distributed environment from different domains. Data plane 
and application plane discussion is out of scope of this 
paper. Focus given on the architecture of distributed SDN 
control plane, which is divided into flat SDN control 
architecture and hierarchical SDN control architecture.  
(1) Flat architecture  
Flat architecture implies horizontal partitioning of the 
network into different regions, each will be taken care by 
single controller in-charge dealing with a subgroup of SDN 
switches. ONOS [15], Onix [22], Hyper Flow [23] and Open 
Day Light [24] are flat SDN distributed controllers.  
Each controller is statistically associated with certain 
switches and exclusively handles demands from them In 
ONOS [15]. In the interim to provide focal view and control 
among the network, the controllers intermittently 
synchronize organize data and direction with one other.  

Onix [22] panels the NIB (Network Information Base) giving 
each controller instance duty for a subset of the NIB and it 
totals by making application decreases the fidelity of the 
information before sharing it between other Onix instance 
within the group. Hyperflow [23] used WheelFS as a 
distributed file system to form a global network view and 
each controller assumes responsibility for its system. The 
harmonization between controllers ought to be declared for 
certain occasion such as link status alterations that could 
affect the network view. The Open Day Light [24] controller 
jerks by building the data structure trees by utilizing the 
Yang modeling language and MD-SAL. They concentrated 
on necessary components to realize spread control plane, 
give a worldwide perspective of the network topology for 
higher level applications.  
Weal et al., [39] described LBFTFB (load balancing to 
support fault tolerance using feedback control for SDNs), 
model. It reduces the cascading failure problem effect. 
Compared with the Hyperflow [23] model LBFTFB 
outperforms by 16% in terms of packet loss and packet 
delay. Our model followed horizontal architecture. More 
details mentioned in the next sections. 
(2)  Hierarchical architecture  
The hierarchical SDN control architecture accepts that the 
network control plane is vertically divided into a different 
dimension (layers) reliant upon the essential services. 
Kandoo [32] expect progressive two layer control structure 
that segments control application into local and global. 
Contrast to Devoflow [33] and DIFANE [34], Kandoo 
suggests diminishing the general weight of the control 
plane without the need to alter OpenFlow switches. It set 
up two dimensions control plane where frequent events 
happening near the data path are handled by the bottom 
layer, and non-local events requiring network vide view 
dealt by the top layer. 

B. Coordinator election algorithm 
Esteban Hernandez et al., [26] described a coordinator 
election algorithm using Raft consensus method to provide 
fault tolerance to the distributed control plane. Raft 
algorithm is the consensus algorithm for managing 
replicated logs. Raft algorithm permits a set of nodes or 
servers to collaborate as a unique comprehensible system 
that is able to handle disappointments of some of its 
nodes. It can be done by replicating state machine of the 
coordinator. 

C. Switch migration algorithm 
Dixit et al., [5] work towards the utilization of controller 
resources using load balancing and reduce the power 
consumption by switching off under loaded controllers from 
the controller pool. Dixit, Advait Abhay, et al., [6][12] 
proposed detailed and enhanced distributed control plane 
and switch migration protocol compare to their previous 
work viz. towards an elastic distributed SDN controller. 
They have proposed three properties to provide successful 
migration of a switch but fault tolerant mechanism and how 
to select a controller or switch to migrate were not 
discussed.  
Liang, Ryota et al., [7] proposed an architecture to balance 
the load among controllers. Controller with the role of 
coordinator calculates the load and take a decision for 
migration of switch. They have proposed a switch 
migration algorithm that can provide crash free migration. 
Yanyu Chentt, Qing Lit et al., [8] proposed an elastic 
architecture that can change switch controller mapping as 
per the load condition. Cheng, Guozhen, et al., [9] work 
towards Balance a load of control plane by switch 
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migration using parameters optimization of CPU, 
bandwidth and memory. Zhou, Yahoo, et al., [10] work 
towards controller dynamic and adaptive load balancing 
algorithm for a distributed architecture. There is no 
centralized component. Each controller runs DALB 
(Dynamic adaptive load balancing) and collect a load of 
other controllers and make the decision to migrate switch. 
Yu, Jinee, et al., [11] work towards load balancing in 
distributed controllers by switch migration. The focus of this 
work is to make a load balancing decision locally to reduce 
the migration time. Their algorithm can’t work the event of 
controller failure.  
Hu, yannan et al., [21] referenced method of uneven 
burden problem in the distributed controller. The 
centralized node used for load balancing, a centralized 
controller is constrained by memory, CPU power, and 
bandwidth. Moreover, a centralized node gathers load 
information intermittently and it talks a lot of messages 
often with other controllers, which will prompt to 
performance reduction of the whole system. Aly et al. [18, 
25] mentioned the selection of destination backup 
controller based on a span between switches and target 
controller, existing load and percentage of packet loss. The 
span between a switch and backup controller influence the 
packet response time. Which moves the network model 
efficiency. Our model considered the workload of the 
destination backup controller. 
Katta et al., [27] depicted Ravana, conveyed convention for 
fault tolerant SDN. Ravana forms the control posts 
transactionally and precisely once (at together the 
controllers and the switches). Ravana keeps up these 
certifications even with controller and switch crashes. The 
key understanding in Ravana is that reproduced state 
machines can be reached out with lightweight change side 
components to ensure accuracy, without including the 
switches in a detailed accord convention [16]. 
Botelho et al., [28] mentioned replicated data store used as 
a central component of the design of this method. Data 
store implemented as fault-tolerant replicated state 
machine for storage and coordination operations. One 
controller configured as primary and other as backup. All 
controllers run the Lease management algorithm. The 
primary controller contains a cache of the data store.  
Obadia et al., [29] address problem of failover for 
distributed SDN controllers by proposing two strategies for 
neighbor dynamic controllers to assume the control of 
vagrant OpenFlow switches (1) greedy incorporation and 
(2) prepartioning among controllers. They utilized a model 
with distributed floodlight controllers to assess the 
techniques the outcome demonstrates that the failover 
term with the unstable methodology is corresponding to the 
no of vagrant switches while the pre-partitioning approach 
proposing a very little extra control traffic, empowers to 
respond faster in under 200 ms.  
Fonseca et al [30] described resilience improvement in 
NOX controller through a primary-backup approach. 
Contrasting the distributed approach where the controller 
will want to gather information from each switch. Switch 
loss connection with a controller checked by probe 
message sent intermittently to the controller.  
Hu tao et al., [31] depicted distributed decision mechanism 
(DDM) built on switch migration in the multiple subdomain 
SDN networks. Through gathering network information, it 
develops distributed migration choice fields dependent on 
the controller load condition. Then migrating switches 
conferring to the selection chance, and the target 
controllers are dictated by integrating three network costs, 

including information accumulation, switch migration, and 
arranged switch movement. Lastly, set the migrating 
countdown to achieve the ordered switch migration. In this 
proposal no provision of controller disappointment or any 
adaption of failure activity discussed.  

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE OF THE 
DCFT MODEL 

Different modules of the distributed controller are shown in 
Fig. 2. Modules described as follows. 

 
Fig. 2. Architecture of the distributed control plane with 

load balancing [10]. 

A. Coordinator controller Election module 
 Coordinator Controller of the system decided by this 
module. It will be available all the time in the cluster to take 
various coordination decisions in case of load imbalance 
as well as controller failure and to collect and calculate 
controller statistics. It stores each controller IP address, 
capacity, associated switches data. The controller’s IP 
address recognizes each controller, while limit chooses 
whether the controller is equipped for overseeing more 
switches. The limit of the controller chosen by various 
streams every second that the controller can process if the 
load of the controller beyond the controller’s threshold, the 
controller fails. The coordinator controller intermittently 
receives the current load of each controller and switches. 
Controller’s current load defined by a load of the controller 
at a given time. Load of the controller defined with a 
number of flows per second that the controller receives 
from the switches. Coordinator controller checks 
intermittently the status of the controllers. To detect the 
failure of the controller, coordinator controller uses 
controller information. For every particular time coordinator 
controller checks the last refreshed time of the controller’s 
current load. If the last refreshed time exceeds a certain 
threshold, the coordinator controller decided the given 
controller as a futile controller and take the next step to 
recuperate the controller disappointment. 
The election module continuously running in the 
background, when it detects the failure of a current 
Coordinator it starts re-election and elects a new 
Coordinator. The election module can elect a new 
coordinator if and only if the 51% of the controllers are 
active, it’s in order to ensure that there is at least one 
group which will produce a majority response to elect one 
coordinator. Otherwise, it sets the controller having id c1 as 
the default Coordinator. 
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B. Internal controller messenger module 
 This module is responsible to provide all the updates of 
controllers of the cluster to each other. It synchronizes 
state between the controllers by letting all of them access 
updates published by all other modules in the controller. 
ZMQ, the asynchronous messaging service used for 
internal communication among controllers. Distributed 
coordination service such as zookeeper [17] glues cluster 
of the controllers to share the information about a link, 
topology, etc. it’s used for updating the status of the 
controllers. 

C. Load Calculation and decision taking module 
In the load calculation module, all the controllers including 
Coordinator controller calculate its own load and send load 
information to the Coordinator controller. Load of the 
controller consists accumulation of load of the switches. 
With an enormous scale of flow table entries, the controller 
deals a big flow table and a load of the controller will be 
high. The bigger average message arrival rate of a switch 
shows this switch conveys more load to the controller. 
Propagation delay also impact factor. If the controller is 
overloaded, we choose to switch to migrate considering 
the following formula.  
Load of the switches comprises a number of flow table 
entries (N), average message arrival rate (F) and 
propagation delay (D).  

                   CLoad = w1*N + w2*F+w3*D                         (1) 

Where w1, w2, and w3 are weight coefficients and their sum 
is 1.0. Similarly, compute load of each switch based on 
their flow table entries, and compute the total load of the 
controllers depending on the number of switches. 
Coordinator controller collects load information and stores 
it in the distributed database. Coordinator store load 
information as an array list sorted in ascending order. The 
first member of array list is a minimum loaded controller 
and the last member is maximum loaded controller without 
any duplicate entry. Later a quantified time interval of every 
5 seconds, the load calculation module calculates the load 
and sends to Coordinator. The time interval can be 
adaptive or dynamic. The time interval can be set by the 
aggregate of the current load and previously calculated 
load balancing. 

(i) Load Calculation Threshold 
T=Tmax / (|CurrentLoad – PreviousLoad|+1) 

Tmax = initially set interval 
Current Load = Controller’s Current Load 
Previous Load = Controller’s Previous Load 
After receiving the load information Coordinator store load 
of each controller and aggregate load of all the controllers 
in a distributed data store.  
(ii) Decision Taking Module 
To balance the load of all the controller nodes, a threshold 
value C is decided to detect overload and under load 
condition. Based on this threshold value Coordinator 
decide to balance the load or not. 
C= (Average of a load of all the controllers)/(a load of a 
maximum loaded controller) 
0 ≤ C ≤ 1, C is the load balancing rate. If C will be close to 
1 load is evenly distributed and if a load is close to 0 
uneven load distribution is there. We have selected an 
initial load balancing rate is 0.7. If the value of C is less 
than 0.7 than load balancing is required. If the value of C is 
greater than 0.7 no need for load balancing [10].   

(iii) Selection of Destination backup controller and switch to 
be migrated before migration, Coordinator must check that 
migrated switch should not overload the destination 
backup controller. Following formula used to check to an 
overload of destination controller on the migration of 
switch. If the migration can create an overload to 
destination Coordinator should choose another switch to 
migrate. 

Load_of_Switch_to_Migrate ≤ CT – Load_of_Target 

CT= Controller Capacity (packets/Sec) 

Authors [18] mentioned a selection of destination backup 
controller based on the remoteness between switches and 
target controller, current load and percentage of packet 
loss. The span between a switch and backup controller 
affect the packet response time. Which influences the 
network model efficiency.  
Our proposed switch migration algorithm (mentioned in 
section IV) to assigns switches to the adjacent standby 
controller with considering outstanding workload on the 
destination standby controller steps of assignment of the 
switch as follows. 

1. Allocate each switch to n standby destination controller 
can be from sorted array list of the closest controller. array 
list stored at the distributed data store.  
2. Each time span t, controller loads are processed based 
on eq. (1). The lightest loaded controller has selected 
whose load is less than the bellow capacity CT. The 
selection of switch to be migrated based on formulae of eq 
(1) as mentioned above. 
3. Reorder switches the backup list according to the 
controller weight. 
4. The maximum loaded switch should be select to 
migrate.  
5. The coordinator controller found a failed controller, then 
it  found the switches of the futile controller. 
6.  Repeat steps for the failed controller’s associated 
changes of switches to check the standby list of the 
controller. 
7. Check the accessibility of each standby controller in the 
standby controller list. 
8. In the event of the first standby, the controller can 
endure the switch, the coordinator controller sends switch 
to the IP address of the controller. 
9. On the off chance first backup controller can’t endure 
the switch, the coordinator controller forms the succeeding 
accessible standby controller.  
10. Steps 2 to 9 repeated until coordinator controller allots 
switch to an appropriate standby controller while the 
controller load variations over time. 

IV DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

• Migration  
Switch migration occurs in three situations. (1) 
Coordinator controller failure (2) ordinary controller 
failure (3) Load imbalance Pseudo code for three 
conditions as follows. 

Algorithm: Switch migration process  

/*(a) Coordinator controller failure */ 
Input: c1… c2, cn controllers, coordinator controllers, 
threshold value 
Output: Balanced distributed controllers 
1. Call coordinator controller election module for deciding new 
coordinator. 
2. if all the switches migrated to the neighbor controller then 
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 if (capacity of neighbor controller > threshold) then 
  a neighbor controller may be overloaded due 
to migration   and crashed. 
 else 
  all the switches migrated and switch-controller 
mapping   updated in a distributed database 
 endif 
3. if all the switches migrated to other controllers equally then 
 check each controller capacity and switch-controller 
mapping  updated in a distributed database  
    endif 
4. if all switches migrated to the least loaded controller then 
 find least loaded controller from a distributed database 
 and update switch controller mapping in a distributed 
database 
     endif 
/*(b) ordinary controller failure */ 
5. if an ordinary controller failed then  
 coordinator controller select least loaded controller from 
distributed  database 
 if (capacity of least loaded controller > threshold) then
  
  call switch migration module and migrate 
switches 
 else  
  migrate few switches upto a limit of threshold 
and assign   remaining switches to next least 
loaded controller 
 endif 
endif 
 
/* (c) Load Imbalance */ 
6. if (capacity of ordinary controller >threshold) then 
 call switch migration module and migrate highest loaded 
switches to  the least loaded controller 
endif 

Migration can be encounter in three cases, (a) coordinator 
controller failure (2) ordinary controller failure (3) load 
imbalance. In all cases, switch migration carried out. 
Coordinator controller performs two roles, one is its 
ordinary role of routing incoming packets and second is a 
special role, Coordinator role, where it has to calculate the 
load of each controller of the cluster and information about 
the mapping of switch-controller and store it as an array list 
at the distributed database. All the controllers send its load 
information and switch information to the Coordinator 
controller. Coordinator controller calculates the aggregate 
load of all the controllers and stores it in the distributed 
database. Based on a load of the cluster, Coordinator 
controller takes the switch migration decision. Controllers 
can communicate with Coordinator using messaging 
services provided by ZMQ and SyncService of a floodlight. 
Each switch must be connected to one controller with a 
master role and with any no of controllers with a slave role. 

A.Failover mechanism in the proposed system 
The whole network divided into a logical cluster of 
controllers.  All controllers of a cluster are assigned a 
controller id as per they joined the controller cluster viz. 
C1, C2…Cn. When cluster start, a controller having 
maximum controller id is elected as a coordinator controller 
using our election algorithm. 
Failure in coordinator controller. The coordinator is the 
in-charge of the coordination of all the other controllers, 
controllers may have a different number of switches. 
Failure occurs in the coordinator node leads failure of a 
whole distributed control plane. Failure of coordinator can 
be detected by using separate function available with all 
the controllers in the cluster which will be synchronized 
with ZMQ and syncdb. Coordinator controller fails, 
aggregate load calculation stopped, a decision of load 

balancing cannot be taken, which leads towards the failure 
of an overloaded controller. 
To overcome the failure of a coordinator controller we plan 
to run an election algorithm to elect a new coordinator on a 
failure of the current coordinator. Controller id decides 
priority among controllers. After a specified time interval, a 
check performed that elected coordinator is active or failed. 
If coordinator failed, the re-election starts. A controller 
having maximum controller id from the cluster, elected as a 
new coordinator of a distributed control plane. A new 
coordinator has to migrate switches of the failed controller 
to a lightest loaded controller by proposed switch 
migration. All the controllers may have a different number 
of switches. Fig. 3 shows failure in coordinator controller. 
C10 is a current coordinator, Switch of C10 migrated to C7 

(lightest loaded backup controller from the array list. C9 
becomes a new coordinator. Similarly array list from 
distributed data store updated at every time t seconds. 
In our model, the coordinator controller periodically checks 
the status of the controllers, to perceive the failure of the 
controller, coordinator controller utilizes controller data, 
Every particular time coordinator controller checks last 
refreshed time of controllers If last refreshed time 
surpasses a certain threshold, coordinator controller think 
about this controller as failed and proceeds recovery steps. 

 
Fig. 3. Failure in coordinator controller, the election of new 

coordinator controller. 

Failure in an ordinary controller. Coordinator controller 

manages the failure of an ordinary controller by using an 

array of least loaded controllers stored at the distributed 

database. On failure of any ordinary controller, its orphan 

switches will be migrated to the first least loaded controller, 

limited switches up to threshold value only migrated to the 

least loaded controller, rest switches if any migrated to 

next controller of the array.  

Load Imbalance between controllers. Similarly, load 

imbalance occurs on overloading of a controller, the 

overloaded controller needs to migrate its highest loaded 

switches to the least loaded controller from an array of a 

distributed database. 

B. The proposed Switch Migration process 
Controllers having three roles master, slave and equal [10]. 
OpenFlow protocols 1.5.1 specification [19] included the 
capacity for a controller to set its part in the multi-controller 
condition. In OpenFlow protocols version 1.4 onwards the 
job status message empowers the switch to advise the 
controller about changes its part.  
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The default job of a controller is OFPCR_ROLE_EQUAL 
[19]. The controller has full read-write access to the switch 
equal to rest of the controller in the same role. As a matter 
of the course, the controller gets all the switch 
nonconcurrent messages (such as packet-in, flow-
removed). The controller can direct controller-to-switch 
directions to alter the conditions of the switch. The switch 
does not do any intervention or asset distribution among 
controllers. 
A controller can demand its job to be transformed into 
OFPCR_ROLE_SLAVE. In this job, the controller has 
read-only access to the switch. As a matter of course, the 
controller does not get switch asynchronous messages, 
aside from Port-position messages [19]. A controller can 
demand its job to be changed to 
OFPCR_ROLE_MASTER. This job is like to 
OFPCR_ROLE_EQUAL and has full admittance to the 
switch, the thing that matters is that the switch guarantees 
it is the main controller in this job. At the point when the 
controller changes its part to OFPCR_ROLE_MASTER, 
the switch transformed the present controller with the job 
OFPCR_ROLE_MASTER to have the job 
OFPCR_ROLE_SLAVE, yet does not influence controllers 
with job OFPCR_ROLE_EQUAL. At the point when the 
switch makes such job transformed, if a controller job is 
transformed from OFPCR_ROLE_MASTER to 
OFPCR_ROLE_SLAVE, the switch must produce a 
controller job status occasion for this controller educating it 
of its new state (much of the timing controller is never 
again reachable, and the switch will most likely to transmit 
that occasion).  
Each controller may direct an OFPT_ROLE_REQUEST 
message to convey its job to the switch and the switch 
must recollect the job of each controller connection. A 
controller may alter its job whenever, gave the 
generation_id in the message is present [19]. 

The job demand message offers a lightweight system to 
enable the controller master decision process, the 
controllers design their job normally still need to facilitate 
among themselves. The switch cannot change the 
condition of a controller all alone, controller state is 
constantly transformed because of as a result of a 
solicitation from one of the controllers. Any Slave controller 
or Equal controller can choose itself, Master. A switch 
might be at the same time associated with different 
controllers in Equal state, multiple controllers in a Slave 
state, and at most one controller in Master state. The 
controller in Master state (assuming any) and every one 
the controllers in Equal state can completely change the 
switch state, there is no mechanism to implement 
partitioning of the switch between those controllers. On the 
off chance that the controller in Master job should be the 
main controllers ready to make changes on the switch, at 
that point, no controllers ought to be in Equal state and 
every single controller ought to be in a Slave state. 
As shown in Fig. 4, Destination backup controller selected, 
switch decided to be migrated following steps performed 
for the switch migration process. All the handshakes in this 
protocol are using ZMQ [20]. Initially overloaded controller 
A connected as master with switch s and in slave role with 
controller B. Coordinator controller sends a switch 
migration request to selected destination controller. There 
is no need for the reply to this message. 
1. After the receipt of the load migration request selected 
destination controller to send role change request (from 
slave to master) to the switch which needs to be migrated. 
2. Switch replied configured destination underloaded 
controller as now master, from now original master no 
longer able to receive any packet-in message from a 
switch. 
3. Destination controller sends End Migration message to 
the Coordinator. Coordinator update controller switches 
mapping in a Distributed Database. 

 

Fig. 4. Proposed switch migration process in the overloading of the controller. 

V. SIMULATION ANALYSIS 

We analyze the results of simulations of custom topology 
in our research paper [40]. In this paper, it is not discussed 
to save space. We use experimental testbed for simulation 
as mentioned in table 1. Physical devices contain ten 
machines with the configuration mentioned in table1. In the 

cluster, there is only one master controller, which enables 
programmed network management. We did many 
experiments to demonstrate the performance of the DCFT 
model. DCFT compared with some other mechanism such 
as Zero Switch Migration (ZSM), Controller Redundancy 
Decision (CRD) [6] and Maximum Utilization Switch 
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(MUSM) [13]. There is just one controller in ZSM. 
Overloaded controller randomly migrates switches to a 
nearby underloaded controller to resolve the load 
imbalance problem in CRD. In MUSM overloaded 
controller migrates switch into the controller that has a 
maximum outstanding capacity. DCFT model reduces 
packet delay, increased no of request processing by each 
controller, load balance rate and improve fault tolerance. 
In our topology switch can be well-ordered by one master 
controller. A controller can control more than one switch.  
In the meantime, there are many slave controllers for the 
switches.  the new master will be chosen from the slave 
controller in case of failure of the original master. We 
consider custom topology in Fig. 5. Traffic patterns are 
shown in Table 2 used for all simulations. We use two 
more well-known topologies for comparison of results.  
In Hyperflow [23] controller fault tolerance technique 
directs the failed controller without considering the 
controller’s current load. Which leads to packet loss, 
cascading failure and packet delay or latency. The 
proposed DCFT lessens the effect of these problems by 
allocating the controller’s load among rest of controllers 
when a point of disappointment happens. It is performed 
by the coordinator controller. So DCFT model used for load 
balancing performance, topological adaptability and 
reveals fault tolerance.  

Table 1: Simulation Testbed. 

Software Version Function 

Mininet[35] 2.2.1 Network Emulator tool 

Floodlight[36]          1.2 SDN Controller 

OpenFlow 1.5 Communication Protocol 

Linux Ubuntu 16.0.4 
64 bit 

An operating system on 
each virtual machine 

RAM 8 GB Main memory 

Processor Intel ® Core TM 
i3 2370 M CPU 
2.4 GHz 

Processing, coordinating all 
processes 

Traffic hping3 Traffic generator tool 

Bandwidth 1000 Mbps Between switch and hosts 

Packet arrival 
rate 

500 packets/s Switch-controller 

Table 2: Traffic designs used in the experiment. 

Traffic 
sequence 

Source  Destination 

T1 H1 H4 

T2 H8 H12 

T3 H13 H18 

We use hping3 to generate TCP flows to simulate the 
dispersal of network traffic the average flow requests The 
average packet arrival rate 500 packets/s. we use a 
floodlight controller to process packets received by the 
switch. To decrease the effect of packet delay and packet 
loss link bandwidth between switches 
 and hosts to 1000Mbps. Packet in rate P = 30 Bytes/s. we 
set no of switches managed by one controller is from 2 to 
10. All the simulations run for 12 Hours readings noted at 
every 20 minutes. 
Consider the topology shown in Fig. 5. DCFT model takes 
interruption among switches and their associated 
controllers to curtail the response time.  

 

Fig. 5. The logical perspective of the topology used in a simulation.

A. Packet delay or latency 
Consider traffic patterns T1, T2 and T3 of table 2. Traffic 
T1 generated from host H1 to host H4. Both are connected 
by controller C1. Simulation experiment starts with a 
packet delay of 12-14 ms for all traffics. After controller C2 
falls flat at 18 seconds, coordinator controller manages 
controller C1 for it. Controller C1 assumes the 
responsibility of the switches related with controller C2 at 
20 seconds because C1 is the nearest controller and 
lightest loaded compared to rest of the controllers. We 
assume that the CRD and MUSM mechanism takes the 

same recovery time as DCFT. Packet delay increases in 
traffic T1, T2 and not affected in traffic T3, because T3 not 
affected by switch migration.  
Regarding DCFT, coordinator controller recoups the 
disappointment of controller by allocating the load of the 
failed controller C2 among C1 and rest of the controllers. 
This migration grounds an expanded number of 
solicitations to every controller then the blockage in this 
controller lead to the packet delay. The extreme packet 
delay for traffic T1 is 24.27 ms at 52 seconds, for traffic T2 
is 27.32 ms at 57 seconds and for traffic, T3 is 17.2 ms at 
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55 seconds. Numerical results shown in Fig. 9 depicts the 
lowest packet delay by DCFT model compared to other 
methods of switch migrations. Packet delay reduced by our 
model is 21.63 %. Coordinator controller can’t recover the 
controller C2 failure by migrating switches to least loaded 
controller C1 only, as it will be overloaded on migration. 
Flow request coun t(Network traffic) of the custom 
topology, Abilene topology, Internet 2 OS3E topology 
shown in Fig. 6 (a), (b),(c) respectively. When the load 
imbalance occurs, packet delay (latency) increased, we 
change flow request count to overload controller and 
observe packet delay of the custom topology in figure 9. It 
is observed for all traffic sequences, packet delay for the 
custom topology and Internet 2 OS3E topology decreased 
but for only T3 in Abilene topology, it is increased in the 
DCFT model. 

B. Communication overhead 
The Communication overhead is created between switch-
controller and between controller-controller. Rule 
installation in OpenFlow switches grounds wasteful 
network operation inferable from the high overhead 
potential on the OpenFlow controller.  DCFT model 
demonstrated pursued routine with regards to fix a rule in 
the switches for a least flow entry in the network switches 
without damaging the network operation itself. Fig. 7 
depicts a communication overhead for the custom topology 
and rest two well-known topologies. 
Since ZSM just arranges single controller, the 
correspondence overhead among controllers is 0. The 
single controller is easily in the overloaded state since it 
needs to process all the flow demands. In this way, 
correspondence overheads among switches and 
controllers are most extreme in ZSM.  CRD migrates 
switch to the nearest controller to streamline the choice of 
target controller, which brings down the overhead between 
controllers. On the other hand, closest migration is 
generating traffic congestion that increases communication 
overheads among switches and controllers. if many 
switches swarm into the nearest controller at the same 

time. MUSM lessens overhead by appending an additional 
controller and the communication overhead between 
switches and controller lowest.  
DCFT model considers multiple costs and adopts a greedy 
algorithm to look for the ideal outcome. Design of the 
DCFT model reduces information interaction of irrelevant 
controllers by taken “first packet” of flow, which is sent to 
the controller for the purpose of flow acknowledgment and 
rule installation. The controller removes all the first packet 
payloads including VLAN id, source, and destination MAC 
addresses, IP addresses, ethertype, port and matches 
actions information so that the succeeding packets are 
hopped of the next switches as the first packet already 
holds and distribute forwarding information and reduces 
communication overhead. Communication overhead of the 
DCFT model is lowest among all other methods in 
controller-controller and switch-controller communication. 
Average communication overhead is reduced between 
switch-controller by 44.47% and controller-controller is 
reduced by 48.12% in custom topology, similarly, 
communication overhead between switch-controller and 
controller-controller is reduced by 47.09% and 38.47% in 
Abilene topology, and Internet 2 OS3E it is reduced by 
43.09 % and 49.36% respectively as  shown in Table 3. 

C. Controller load balancing rate 
We noted the number of requests processed by each 
controller and reflect the distribution of controller loads. 
ZSM has only one controller there is no load balancing. We 
relate the result of CRD, MUSM, and DCFT for three 
controllers in the given topology, which are shown in figure 
8. CRD has a large difference in the number of requests 
handled by each controller. MUSM on second place and 
DCFT has a small variation. As CRD migrates the switch to 
the closest controller, switch migration frequently 
performed if neighbors of the overloaded controller 
receiving too many migrating switches. Controller load 
balancing rate increased by 17.81 % in custom topology, 
18.54% in Abilene and 14.52% in Internet 2 OS3E 
topology as shown in Table 3.  

Table 3: Maximum packet delay(ms), Communication overhead and load balancing rate in DCFT model 
(before/after switch migration. 

 

Before switch Migration After switch Migration (At 15 second C2 failed) 

 Tra
ffic  
Nu
mb
er 

Maximu
m 
Packet 
delay 
(ms) 

Communication  
Overhead(KB/s) 

Load balancing rate 
(packets/s) 

Maximum 
Packet 
delay  
(ms) 

Communication 
overhead 
(KB/s) 

Load balancing rate 
(packet/s) 

   Switc
h-
contr
oller 

Controller
-
controller 

C1 C2 C3 …C10  Switch-
controll
er 

Controller
-
controller 

C1 C2 C3 …C
10 

C
u

s
to

m
 

to
p

o
lo

g

y
 

T1 40.1 423 372 503 511 475 492 24.27 237 193 496 521 489 510 

T2 30.9 394 321 478 524 434 461 27.32 206 134 492 536 442 481 

T3 16.8 254 212 474 504 468 475 17.2 148 126 483 514 478 497 

A
b

il
e

n
e

 
to

p
o

lo
g

y
 

T1 32.5 512 328 521 514 483 461 20.4 264 186 587 572 534 483 

T2 26.8 453 392 456 519 422 434 14.8 217 158 587 624 537 501 

T3 14.3 236 312 492 491 460 472 15.2 154 128 501 539 510 486 

In
te

rn
e
t 

2
 

O
S

3
E

 

to
p

o
lo

g
y

 

T1 42.5 620 226 541 532 492 481 30.4 320 183 642 637 621 498 

T2 35.8 356 280 461 516 417 461 23.6 224 172 521 608 484 479 

T3 18.6 268 219 452 482 453 424 18.2 164 134 524 556 526 438 
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Fig. 6(a) Network traffic in custom topology. 

 

Fig. 6(b) Network traffic on Abilene topology[37]. 

 

Fig. 6(c) Network traffic on Internet 2 OS3E 
topology [38]. 

 

Fig. 7 (a) Communication overhead in custom 
topology. 

 

Fig. 7 (b) Communication overhead in Abilene. 

 

Fig. 7(c) Communication overhead in OS3E. 

 

Fig. 8 (a) Request processed by each controller –
custom topology. 

 

Fig. 8 (b) Request processed by each controller-
Abilene. 

 

Fig. 8 (c) Request processed by each controller- 
OS3E. 

 

Fig 9(a) Packet delay(latency) in custom topology. 

 

Fig 9(b) Packet delay(latency) in Abilene topology. 

 

Fig 9(c) Packet delay(latency) in OS3E topology. 
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VI CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we did a study of fault tolerance in the 
distributed controller with software defined networking. 
Paper introduced with the introduction of software defined 
networking with open flow devices. Distributed control 
plane with a flat SDN controller and hierarchical SDN 
controller discussed.  
Simulation analysis performed with series of experiments 
performed using traffic patterns (Table 2), on custom 
topology, two well-known Abilene [37] Internet 2 OS3E [38] 
topologies ten controllers along with coordinator controller 
Communication overhead, controller load balance rate, 
packet delay used as evaluation indexes. It is found in Fig. 
9 that DCFT model reduces packet delay by 21.63 %. 
From figure 7 Average communication overhead is 
reduced switch-controller by 44.47 % and controller-
controller is by 48.12%. From figure 8 Controller load 
balancing rate is increased 17.81 % in custom topology, 
18.54% in Abilene and 14.52% in Internet 2 OS3E 
topology. It is concluded that by reducing communication 
overhead, packet delay and increasing load balancing rate 
DCFT model contributes better in fault tolerance in the 
distributed control plane. 
Our upcoming work focuses on an analysis of the failure of 
both switch and controller and finds a more refined 
technique to allocate a load of futile controller among other 
controllers founded on techniques of AI [41]. 
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Abstract 

Traditional Network broadly provides facilities of packet switching and routing. Multiple 

Controller Load balancing solves the problems arising due to traditional Network. Availability 

and scalability are the softness of the central and single control plane which can be answers 

through Distributed SDN. Load balancing and Fault management are the key features of any 

network. This paper provides a comparative study of different available models discussed in 

various papers. Our major focus is given on Transaction Management Module (TMM) to provide 

fault management in distributed SDN control plane. The paper also lists the parameters like 

packet loss, failure recovery, and overhead on which the implementation of proposed work is 

compared. 

Keywords— SDN, Fault management, Path backup, Transaction management, scalability, 

availability, overhead management, control plane, path backup. 

 

I. Introduction 
Distributed SDN controllers are physically distributed, logically centralized. It generates issues like 

scalability, reliability, availability, consistency, security, etc. There are few papers ONOS [1], Onix [2], 

HyperFlow [3] and OpenDayLight [4] which implements distributed SDN controllers. They are focused 

on the essential components to accomplish a distributed control plane and offer a universal view of the 

network topology for the higher layer application. We can improve scalability, availability with the help 

of multiple controllers, but How to maintain synchronization between the switch and controller while one 

of the controllers is overloaded? Remain unanswered. Even careful deployment of switches and 

controllers does not guarantee for controllers to adjust changeful traffic load.   

Load balancing using multiple controller for Software Defined Network has many challenges. There are 

few properties which must be met to assure credibility of the network. The first challenge is any changes 

occurring should be dealt with in a fair, transparent manner [6, 7] and should be credible enough to 

sustain any volatile situation arising in the network [6, 7]. The expectation of the change in Software 

Defined Network is to encourage some properties like Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, and Durability 

(ACID) [24]. 

Few network states are unstable which contain regular changes, the unstable nature comes from some 

unforeseen circumstances resulting in a notable change in the storage dynamics. When the state is 

reliable, then minor variation occurs whereas if the state is unreliable, then the volatility increases which 

results in unexpected situations. Many approaches have been suggested including a lazy validation 

mechanism resulting in allowing and managing access at the same time. The change is performed on the 

local version or resulting in changes not taking place. 

One approach is to implement management of transaction in various step which can easily mitigate issues 

arising out of delays and increased fault rates. TMM will be implemented on floodlight controller. Our 

assessment validates the viability of TMM. It can implement two-stage update simply and acceptably 

with few packet harm. It ensures the correct performance through the disappointment recovery 

examination and also TMM only leads suitable overhead to the SDN control plane.  
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The paper proposes a Transaction Management Module (TMM) which provides a high level of fault 

insulation [8] residing between application plane and control plane in the distributed SDN controller and 

Network. 

The paper consists of Section-II which provides an exhaustive study of related papers, Section-III listing 

proposed work objectives, Section IV shows the design and implementation of the TMM, Section V 

provides the Evaluation and Implementation whereas Section-VI highlights the Conclusion and future 

work.  

II. Related work 
Berde et. al have discussed at length an open distributed Software Defined Network which can meet listed 

challenges[1]. Koponen et. al. have experimented on scaled distributed networks and advocated large 

scale production comparing all parameters like overloading, reliability  [2]. 

Tootoonchian et. al. have proposed and compared a distributed control flow using Floodlight [3]. Medved 

et. al. have proposed a new architecture which works to effectively control SDN [4]. Alvin et al. suggests 

an effective mechanism to counter the problem arising due to underutilization or over-dependency on 

resources [5].  

Peng et.al. has performed a detailed analysis on Network Management and its resource utilization [6]. 

Reiblatt et. al. proposed new algorithm to keep a vigil on Network update [7]. Xin et. al. suggested 

mechanism to counter route overheads [8].  

LegoSDN [9] shows SDN applications and SDN controllers as processes. H.H. Liu et. al. suggested 

modified method to cover efficiently different routes providing proper routing [11]. Canini et al. devised 

mechanism for decreasing complex situations [12].  

Paeyman et. al. and H. Mai et. al.  [13, 14] have highlighted HSA and Anteater to perform real-time 

Header Space Analysis[13] and perform debugging in data plane [14]. A. Khurshid et.al and S. Kaveh 

et.al [15,16] have proposed Veriflow [15] and Buzz[16] as probable alternatives to state management. 

Nikhil et. al. suggested VMN [18] to troubleshoot networks and enforce credibility[18].  AQ. Wundsman 

et. al. suggested a mechanism OFRewind[19] which provided suitable provisions for network problems 

[19].  H.T. Kung et.al. has devised an effective way to counter concurrency challenges [20]. 

III. Aim of the projected work 
Distributed SDN controllers agonize consistency while faults occurred. Following objectives are derived 

from the reviewed literature: 

 To propose a module of transaction management which ensures atomicity, consistency, isolation, 

and durability to provide fault management in the distributed SDN. 

 Semantics and API Augmentation to support multistage network changes ensuring consistency. 

 Optimistic concurrency control (OCC) ensuring efficiency and effective updates. 

 Evaluate the performance of the TMM based on functionality and performance at the cost of 

overhead 

IV. Strategy and Execution 
Our key research objective is to provide fault management through load balancing in the distributed SDN 

controller.  Primary concern of all mechanism suggested was to provide an error-free, transparent and 

robust transaction in SDN. DCFT (Distributed Controller Fault Tolerance) model proposed and presented 

by us [10]. DCFT model is described in detail in our previous paper. [10] Out of all the modules of the 

proposed model, transaction management module is the prime focused in this paper. Primary aim to 

evolve Transaction management module(TMM) was to take care of the above-mentioned concerns. 

Atomicity, Consistency, Integrity, and Durability is delivered by proposed module. 
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(a) Transaction management in a distributed SDN controller 

Transaction management module(TMM) is introduced in the fault management plane, which resides 

between application plane and control plane. it is used for network update services in SDN applications 

and transactionally update the network. TMM’s interface called by the SDN applications to achieve 

durability, integrity, atomicity, and consistencies for inter-update isolation. TMM will compare network 

match field(flow headers) in the rules and solve conflict resolution. TMM takes SDN update from the 

many applications, devices the ACID execution of concurrent updates, and at the end binds the update to 

the network. 

 

ACID properties of database can be realized with TMM as  

 

1. Consistency: The module consist of API which takes care of the changes occurring due to any 

abnormal situation or unresolved situation.  

2. Atomicity: The module consists of an audit log which is used to monitor the updates in the network. 

The primary component called an atom can be traced and corrected. 

3. Isolation: Many transactions occur at the same time in the network which is managed in an unbiased 

manner and all the resources satisfied based on priority. 

4. Durability: Constant updates in the network can create integrity problems. Once updation takes 

place, it should not allow the state to change until proper authorization is available. 

 

TMM module is inserted between SDN application plane and SDN control plane. It works as 

enhancement layer. Northbound API of the network applications, devises and executes the update to the 

network. The issues arising which need to be monitored and contained are listed below: 

Issue 1: Classifying network changes and events occurring in network communication channel (data 

plane) is a major challenge. 

While change of state continued in the network, simultaneously network state in the data plane also 

changes, it includes records of packet processing. It may lead to error. In networks, conflict resolution 

will be resolved through data plane events. It flows from data plane to control plane. 

 

Solution: Divide network states into determined and unstable states. Determined states are read/write by 

control planes with flow rules. While unstable states are read by control plane with flow statistics. As 

network state changes completes, it would monitor the changes and commit the updates, if failed reject 

updates.  

 

Issue 2: Simultaneous changes can pose a great risk.  

TMM should have interface and implementation to support the updates into stages. Two stage updates are 

used by TMM. Communication delay is introduced due to two stage updates in SDN switches. So order 

of the update may be affected.  

 

Solution: TMM present new operator fence ( ) for SDN applications. It helps to divide two stages updates 

into bunches. Introducing the semantics of the stages into network updates. Read state of the switch in the 

same bunch would be read by the TMM. fence ( ) function would work in two stage and multi stage 

update using log module for SDN application  
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(b) TMM architecture 

 
Figure 1 TMM architecture  

 

TMM is formed of a combination of three main tasks: 

1. Control of Concurrency has Northbound API’s. 

2. NIB consisting of southbound API’s. 

3. Audit of Transactions. 

 

Algorithm 1 : 2 stage update 

t= transaction ( ) 

first goal, other goal=acquire goal (other path) 

for each goal in other goal 

 t.write (goal) 

end 

t.fence ( ) 

t.write (first goal) 

if t.commit ( ) failed then 

 do somewhat 

end 

 

The algorithm demonstrate that the TMM functions are used to arrange network update. the example is 2 

stage update. t.write ( ) and t.fence ( ) are used for the update transaction. Eventually, t.commit authorize 

the update and update it to NIB. 

V Evaluation of the Implementation 

TMM will be implemented using floodlight SDN controller, with Intel I5 processor, 16 GB RAM. 

Mininet [21] will be used to emulate of network topologies in the implementation. Packet loss and failure 

recovery and overhead management done by the TMM will be demonstrated through simulation. 

Packet loss: TMM used fence for transactions, packet loss are monitored with and without fence. Online 

path migration is used in algorithm 1. Packet loss is monitored in both with fence and without fence. 

Experiment repeated several times it is observed that packet loss without fence is 984.6 +/- 523.3 and 

with fence, it is 9.2+/- 1.6. So with fence, number of packet drop reduces significantly.  
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Failure recovery:  On failure of SDN application or SDN controller, failure reported and failover 

performed to a new instance. Log module used to replay or reject update and check atomicity. READ, 

WRITE, VALIDATION actions are taken. Consider the topology used in figure 2. Updates having READ 

and INACTIVE status are rejected. WRITE stage updates are executed again and marked as INACTIVE. 

VALIDATION stage update are taken care by concurrency control. Topology shown in figure 2 will be 

used for the demonstration of failure recovery.  

 

 
Figure 2 topology used in experiment 

 

 
Figure 3 Failure recovery 

Throughput of path 1 and path 2 will be monitored. There are few routing rules in the switches. at certain 

time controller reboots with few logs like <path 1, WRITE>, <path 2, START> shows path 1 is in 

WRITE stage and path 2 in READ stage. After restart path 1 setup completes and path relocation is 

discarded.  Figure 3 shows path 1 and path 2 for packet sequence at different times. In path 1, At t=6s 

controller will receive 25 packets, and continued in receiving packets till its first reboot on t=19s.  on 

restart again it will started from the last state from the log. Similarly sequence monitored from path 2. 

Overhead measurement: It is measured by log module of the TMM. Experiment starts with no of rules 

are installed in few stages to a switch. Total no of rules against no of rules per phase and their installation 

time will be compared in with and without log module as shown in figure 4.  I/O time and fence wait time 

are influencing total installation time.  In one rule update, noticeable changes are not monitored in with 

and without log. If all the rules are updated in one phase, difference is noticeable in figure 3(c).  Log 

module origins 18 % performance degradation where per phase 10 rules are updated. 
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Figure 4 Overhead measurement

VII. Conclusion 
This paper has discussed at large the applications and challenges involved in Load balancing and related applications in 

SDN. TMM proves its credibility in providing storage, retrieval, and transparency in its operations. The parameters on 

which the comparison made include Recovery rate, Overhead measurement, integrity and transparency. Detailed 

assessment shows TMM providing Integrity, better failure recovery, and has limited overhead. Future work involves 

testing TMM in additional predefined and changed settings, for problems arising due to workload, network topology, 

and situations (e.g., failure, recovery), with the functional measurements. 
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